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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document lists I J32 references directly relevant to reef fisheries in general and reef
fisheries on the Great Barrier Reef in particular. It was prepared for the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority as part of a review of data on fishes of commercial and recreational
fishing interest on the Great Barrier Reef. The companion volume (Volume I, Williams and
Russ, 1993) provides a review of the data specifically relating to the Great Barrier Reef and
includes its own reference section which is partially, but not completely. a subset of the
references provided here. The references here date to 1991. Primary sources of references are
as follows:
1) Literature searches on computer databases:
Biosis (Biological Abstracts)
Aquatic Science Fisheries Abstracts
CSIRO Australis (including the GBRMPA REEF database)
ICLARM database
2) Reference citations of major works:
Hundloe (1985)
Munro (1983)
Munro & Williams (1985)
NOAA Tech. Mem. NMFS-SEFC-80
Polovina (1987)
3) Personal communication with authors
An addendum includes references cited in Volume I but not included in the above sources.
A subject index lists references under subject headings. with Great Barrier reef studies
highlighted.
The bibliographic information in this volume is stored on the Paperbase system and is held on
diskette and other storage facilities at the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority. PO Box
1379. Townsville. Queensland. 48lO. Australia.
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prelimary field observations.
Aquaculture 4 (4): 363-367.
• Keywords: Serranldae, reprodUction
~ Barro, M (1979). Reproduction of
Brachydeuterus auritus Val. 1831
(Pisces, Pomadasyldae) ofthelvory
Coast. Doc. ScI. Cent. Aech.
Oce.nogr. Dakar·Thlaroye
DRSTDM 68: 57-62
• Keywordli: HaemuUdae, biology
~ Barroso, u.1 (1965). NOla prellmlnarsobfe
a allmentacao do xareu-preto
(CBnmxlugubris Poey 1860) no nor-
deste do Brasil. Bol. Estud. Pesce
5:7-11
• Keywords: Canlngldae, biology
11011 Bayer, F (1969). A review of research and
exploration in the Quibbean Sea
and adjacent regions. FAa
Fisheries Report 71 (1): 41-92
• K-vwcwd.: stock assessment. survey,
management
11021 Bazlgos, GP (1974). The design offosheries
statistical surveys - inland waters.
FAD Fisheries Tech, Pap. 133: 1-
122
• Keyword.: survey
!1031-Belnssen, K (1988). QNPWSdemersal reef
fisheries research in the Capricomla
Section oftheGBRMP. Presentation
during discussions on research In
reef fisheries In the GSR. Un-
published Report. 2 pp.
• Keywofds: management, eatctl
statistics
~'Belnssen, K (1988). BoUt Reef revisited.
Reeftectlons 21 (March '681: 8-9
• Keywordli: survey, rnanag&r'Nlnt
11051 Bell, 0, Specht, J, Haln, 0 (1986). Beyond
the reef: Compound fishhooks In the
Solomon Islands. In: A. Anderson
(ed), Traditional Fishing in the
Pacific. Pacific Anthropological
Records No. 37. pp. 45-64.
_ Keywords: gear
~ Bel, JO (1980). Coral trout p~alion
levels in French Polynes~. Un-
pUblished report to GBRMPA
(Project 45: 1980)
• Keywords: Serranldae, population,
distribution
11071 BelI,JD (1983). Effects ofdeplh and marine
r8seIVe fishing restrictions on the
structure of a ~ocky reef fish as·
semblage in the north-western
Mediterranean Sea. Journal of~
plied Ecology. 20: 357-369
• Keywordt: effect. distribution,
--
~. Bell, JD, Cralk, GJS, Pollard. DA, Russell,
BC (1985). Estimating the length fre-
quencyof large reef fish underwater.
Coral Reefs 4 (1): 41-44
• Kev-ds: 5etranldae. populalion,
dis1ribution, auI'YeV
11091 Bellwood, DR (1988). Seasonal changes In
the size and composition of the fish
yield from reefs around Ape Island,
Central Philippines, with notes on
methods of yield estimation. J. Fish
BioI. 32 (6): 881-1194
• Keywords: CwangIdae. catch statistics,
,;e~
11101 Bertrand, J (1986). Data on the reproduc-
tion of Lethrinus mahsena on the
banks althe Says de Malha Indian
Ocean. Cyblum 10 (1): 15-29
e Keyworft: lAthr\n1d.., reproduction,
distribution
o Bertrand, J (1988). Selectivity of hooks In
the handline fishery of the Saya de
MaUlS Banks Indian Ocean. Fish.
Res, (AMSl) 6 (3): 249-256
• KepfoIde: lethrinidu, catch statistiCs.
-
11121 Blelsa,LM, Lablsky, RF (1987). Food habits
of blueline tlleflsh Caulolatilus
microps and snowy grouper
Epinephelus nlveatus from the
Lower AOOda Keys USA. Northeast
Gulf Selence 9 (2): 77-88
• Keywords: Serranldae, feeding
8
11131 B~lings. V. Munro. JL (1974). The biology.
ecology and ~onomb of carib-
bean reef fishes. Part Ve.
Pomadasyidae (grunts). Res. Repl.
Zoo!. Dept., Unlv. of West Indies
No.3
• Keywords: HaemulkIae, biology
11141 Blradar, AS, Gulati, OK (1987). A nole on
morphometrtcand meristic anaJyses
of Eplnephelus fasclatus off the
Maharashtra Coast India. Geoblos
(Jodhpur)'4 (4): 140-143
• Keywofds: SMranldu, taxonomy
1"51· Birdsey. R(1OO7).lnvestiga1lonolcommet'-
cIaIly exploited potential predators
of Acanthaster plane; using gut
sample analysis. Unpublished
Report 10 GBRMPA
• Keywords: Slrranldu, t..ut;anidae.
Lethrioldae, feeding
1"61. Blrdsey. R (1988). Distribution and feeding
patterns of camivorous reef fishes of
the famOles Serrankjae, Labl1dae.
Lutjanldae and lethrlnldae. Un-
published report 10 GBRMPA (COT-
SAC: Project 328: 1987)
• KeywoJds: SerrankSae. L.u1janicIae,
Lethrinld.., biok)gy, distribution, IUrYey
1117'·Blrdsey. R (1988). Large reef fishes as
potential predators of Acanthaster
planci. A plot study by a1imen1ary
tract analysls of predatory fishes
from reefs subject to Acanthsster
feeding Unpublished report to
GBRMPA (COTSAC: Project 328:
1OO7)
• Keywords: Sfir..-sae, l..ethrinidu,
wljanidae, biology
1"81 Blaber. SJM (1986). Feeding selectMty 01
a guild of plsclvorous fish In
mangrove areas of north-west
AustraUa. Aust. J.....r. Freshwater
Res. 37 (3): 329-336
• Keywords: Catangldae. biology
9
11191 Blanco. W, Valdes, A. Perez. A (1980).
Fishery assessment of Epinephelus
moria (Perclformes. Serranldae) on
the Campeche Bank Gulf of Mexico.
Rev. Cub. Invest. pesq. 5: 38-45
• Keywords: Sen....lcIae. stock
~nt, ytekl. eatetl statistics, effort
1'201 Boardman. C. Weiler. 0 (1980). Aspects of
the me history of th.... deep water
snappersaround Puerto Rico. Proc.
GuffCaribb. Fish.lnst. 32: 15&172
• Keywords: LuijanIdMl, catd\ statIsdoI,
distribution. growth,
BoeIY. T. Freon. P (1980). Coastal pelagic
resources. In: J.-P Troadec and S.
GarcIa (eds), Thellsh _ of
the Eastern Central Atlantic (Part
1: The resources of the GuU of
Guinea from Angola to
Maurt!anla). FAO Ash Tech. Pap.
No. 186.1, pp. 13-76.
• Keywords: Carwlgidae. cattlh ctatistics
Bohnsack. JA (1979). The ecology of reef
fishes on Isolated coral headl: An
experimental approach with em.
phoBia on Island biogeographic
theory. PhD Dissertation, Vnlv.
Miami (Coral Gables). 269 pp.
• Keywords: biology, distribution
Bohnsack, JA (1982). Effects of pis-
civorous predator removal on coral
reef fish community structure. !!:l: G.
Collet and CA Simon,ted (eds),
Gutshop 81: Fish food habns
studies. Washington Sea Grant
Prog. (Seattle). pp.258-267.
• Keywords: biology
11241 Bohnsack. JA (1983). Resiiency of reef
populations after a spearfishlng ban
at Looe Key national Marine
sanctuary: Progress report. Proc.
Assoc. lsi. Mar. Caribb. 17: 24
• Keywofch: management. marine parks.
legislation, exploitation
11251 Bohnsack, JA {1983}. Resiliency of reef fish 11321 Bortone. SA. Seige. O. Oglesby, JL (1981).
communities in the Florida Keys tol· The use of duster analysis in com-
lowing a January 1977 hypothermal paring mlitJ source fcoding stud~.
fish kUI. Environ. BIoi. Fishes 9 (1): Northeast GuU Sci. 5 (1): 81-86
41·53
• Keyworu: Lutjanldae. feeding
• Keywords: effect
11331 Boualn. A (1981). The Serranus spedes
~ Bohnsack. JA, <in press) The Impact of (Teleosteans: Serranldae) of the
over-fishing on tropical reef Southern Hils of Tunisia: size at 1st
fisheries. !!l: Fisheries In Crisis. maturity and period of reproduction.
Puerto Rico Sea Grant Cyblum 5 (4): 85·76
• Keyworda: elCploitation. management, • Keywords: Serranidae, reproduction
......
~. Bohnsacl<, JA, Talbot. FH (1980). Species §I Boualo, A (1986). Unear growth ofgroupers from the Guf of Gabes
packing by reef fishes on Australian Tunisia. Cyblum 10 (3):~2
and Caribbean reefs: an experimen-
• Keywordl: $erraniclae, growth
tal approach. Bull. Mer. ScI. 30:
710·723
11351
• Keyworcb: population, distribUtion
Bouain, A, Slau. Y (1983). Observations on
the female reproductive cyete and
11281
fecundity of three species of
Borges. GA (1966). Nota prelimlnares groupers (Epinephelus) from the
sobre a biclogla e pesca do xareu· southoastTunislan seashores. Mar.
p<eto (Caranxlugubrls. Poey 1860) Bioi. 73: 211-220
no nordeste BrasDe/ro. Bolo Estud.
• Keywordl: Serranldae. biology
Pesca 6: 9-20
• K~d.: Carangidaa, biology ~ Boukatine, P (1985). Biological resources
[§l of Mauritanian continental shelf. In:Bartone. SA (1971). Studies on the biology E. Josse and S. Garcia (eds),
ot the sand perch. DipJectrom fO(- Description et evaluation des res·
mosum (Perciformes: Serranidae). sources halleutiques de Ia zee
Fla. Cap. Nat. Resour. Mar. Res. Mauritanlenee. Rapport du Groupe
Lab. Tech. Ser. 85: 1-27 de Trawl CNROP FAO ORSTOM,
• Keywords; Serranidae, biology Copace Pace Ser. No. 37, pp. 147-
167
11301 Bartone. SA (1977). Observations on the • KeywQfa: Serran!dae, stock
life history of DlplectTUm paclflcum a5Se$$lTlent, liUrwy. distribution
and Dlplectrum marcopoma (Pis-
11371cas: Serranldae) from the Bay of Bowerman, M (1984). The ancleot circle
Panama. Pacific SCJence 31; 49--60 hook re.<fiscovered. Australian
.~:8en"anldae, biology Fisheries 43 (6):=
• Keywora: gear
11311 Bartone, SA, Hollngsworth, GL (1980).
11381Ageing red snapper. LlAjanus cam- Bowermsn. M (1987). Great Bsmer Reel
pechanus, with otolkhs. scales, zoning: GBRMPA's concern for
and vertebrae. Northeast Gulf Sci. fishermen to betested. Queensland
4: 60-63 Fisherman 5 (5): 15·18
• Keywotds: lutjanida•• growth. biology • Keywora: management
10
11391- Bradbury, RH, Retchelt. R (1981). The Reef
and Man: Rationalizing manage-
ment through economic theory.
Proc. 4th Int. Corat Reef Sym.
posium 1: 219-223
• Keyword$: managemem
114()1 Bradley. E. Bryan. CE (1974). Ufe history
and fishery of the red snapper (Lut-
janus campechanus) in the
northwestern Gulf of Mexico: 197(1-
1974. In: J.H. Highman (ed),
Proceedings of the 27th Annual
Gulf and caribbean Asharieslnsl.
and Ihe 17th AnnuallntemaUonal
Game Fish Research Conference,
Miami, Florida. pp. n-l06
• Keywords: lut;anIdae, biology,
management, eatd'I statistics. yiekf,
11411-Bridle, G (1985). Evercaughta footballeror
aleopard?: news from the Great Bar-
rier Reef Marine Park AU1hority.
Ashlng and Boating. Sept'-
1985 issue (supplement to the
caims Post)
• Keywords: Serranida., survey,lax"""",
Brock, AE (1954). A preliminary report ona
method of estimating reef fish




Brock. RE (1982). A critique of the visual
census method for assessing cotal
reef fish populations. Bull. Mar. SCi.
32: 269-276
_ Keywords: Itodl assessmeot,
population
Brock. RE (1966). Habilatand fisheries en-
hancement strategies for Pacific Is·
land coral reefs. SPC!1nshore Fish.
Res. BP 21. 20 pp. Paper presented
at the SOU1h Pacific Commission
Workshop on Pacific Inshore
Fishery Resources, Noumea, New
Caledonia
• KeywoIds: exploitation, management
11
Brothers, EB (1980). Age and growth
studies in tropical fishes In: 5.8.
Smtth and P.M. Roedel (eds). Stock
Assessment lor Tropical Small-
Scale Fisheries.lnt Cent. Mar. Res.
Dev.- Univ. of Rhode Is. (Kingston.
R.I.). pp. 119-136.
• Keywords: growth
Brothers. EB (1980). Aging reef fishes. !!l:
G.R. Huntsman. W.R. Nicholson and
W. W. Fox (eds). The biological
basel of reef fishery manage-
ment. NOAA Tech. Memo•• NMFS-
SEFe-ao. pp. 3-23.
• KII)'WOf'U: growth
Brothers. EB. Matthews. CP (1987). Ap-
plication of otoltth microstructural
studies to age determination of
some commercially valuable fish d
the Arabian GtJf. Kuwait Bull. Mar.
ScI. 9: 127-158
• Keywords: lutjankl... SenankSae.
0""""
Brothers, EB. McFarland. WN (1981). Cor-
relations between otolith
microstructure, growth 800 life his·
tory transitions In newly.-recruited
French grunts (Haemulon
flavolineatum Oesmarest).
Haemulidae. Rap. P.-v. Reun.
Cons. Int. Explor. Mer. 178: 369--
374
• Keywords: growth. Haeumulldae,
biology
11491 Brothers. EB. Threshe<. RE (1985). Pelagic
d...tioo. dispersal and the distriJu-
tion of Incfo.Pacific COfaI reef fishes
In: M. Reaka (ed). The Ecology of
Deep .nd Shallow Coral Reefs.
NOAA Symp. 5ef. for Undersea
Re•• No.2. pp. 53-69
• Keywords: distribution, population,
eatty life history
11501-Brothers. E8. Williams. OMcB. Sale. PF
(1983). length of larval life in twelve
families of fishes at One Tree
Lagoon, Great Barrier Reef,
Australia. Mar. BioI. 76: 319·324
• Keywords: larval biology. stock
strueI.ure. eatty lile history
Brouard. F. Grandperrin. A (1984). Deep-
sea fishes of outer-reef Slope Of the
island of Vanuatu. Notes Doc.





Brouard. F. Grandperrin, A (1985). Deep-
fishes of the outer reef slope In
Vanuatu. Working Paper 12, South
Pacific Commission 17th
Reglonll Tech. Meeting on
Fisheries (NoumeaJNew
Caledonia). 127 pp.
• Keyword.: distribution and~.
5tock.sse~
1,531' Brown. IW (19890). QOPI proposed study
on inteHeef epibenthos and as-
sociated fish fauna. Handout
material, Workshop on effects of
fishing In the Great Barrier Reef
Reglon (Magnetic Island)
• Keywofds: survey
@3'Brown. IW (1989b). New Logbooks for reef
fishing. Handout material,
Workshop on effects of fishing in
the Great Barrier Reef Region
(Magne'lc Island)
• K~d.: catch stati$1lcs
~. Brown, IW (1989<:). An overview of some
mechanisms of potential sig-
niflCaflCEl to the exploitation of tropi-
cal reef fish by handline fisheries.
Discussion Paper. Workshop on
effects of fishing in the Great Ber-
rier Reef Region (Magnetic Is-
land). 22 pp.
• Keyw«ds: ef1ects, management,
exploitation
~ Brownell. WN (1970). Special Aeport Ex·
p1oratory fIShing for a source of non-
ciguatoxic sport and food fish.
Results and conclusions of Initial
deep water expforatory fishing ef-
forts. Contrib. V.I. Eco!. Res. Stn.
2, 17·29
• Keywords: lutjanidae. catch statistics•
•K""
Brownell. WN. Aalney. WE (1971). Special
Report. Research and development
of deep water commercial and sport
fisheries around the Virgin Islands
plateau. Cootrib. V.I. Ecot Res.
SIn. 3, 1-88
• Keyword.: luljanidae. 5efranidM,
catch statistics, exploitation,
management
1'58!'Brown. I (1986). Managing tI1e resource:
biological factors In: T. Hundloe
(ed). Fisheries Management ThOOlY
and Practice In Queensland. GrtffIlh
University Press (Brisbane). pp. 3&-
44.
• K../WOf"-: management
Brusle. J. Bru~e. S (19760). Contribution a
I'etude de 1a reproduction de deux
especes de Merous E. aeneus G.
Saint·HUalre, 1609, et E. guaza
(Unne. 1758) des cotes de Tunisia.
Rev. Trav. lost. Peches Marit. 39:
313-320
• Keywords: Serranidae, bio6ogy
Bru~e. J. Brusle. S (1976b). Cootributlon a
I'etude de Ia reproduction de deux
especes de Merous (Epinephelus
seneus et E. guaza) des cotes de
Tunisle. Rapp. Comm. Int. Mer
Mediterr. 23: 49-50
• Keywotds: 5erranidae, biology
1161!-Bryan, OF (1986). The commercial
fisherman's view of management:
Past-present·future. In: T.J.A.
Hundloe (ad). Rsherles Manage-
ment: Theory and Practice In
Queensland. Griffith University
Press (Brisbane). pp 115-126.
• Keywotch: managemtnt
~. Buckley, A (1983). Resources and
management planning for Northern
Great Barrier Reef Islands
(Australia): fisheries, toumm and
conservation. Proceedings of the




11631 Bullis, HRJri , Jones, AC (eds) (1976).
Proceedings: Colloquium of snap-
per-grouper fishery resources of the
Western Central Atlantic Ocean.
Rep. Aa. Sea Grant frog. No. 17,
336pp.
• Keywcxds: Serranidae. l.J.ltjanidae,
management, catch statistics, stock
assessment
11641 BUlock, LH, Godcharles, MF (Ul'4'ubl)
Age, growth and reprodUdlon 01
the yellowedge grouper,
Epinephelus flavoUmbatus (Plsces:
Senanidae) from the eastern Gulf of
Mexico. Unpublished ms.
• Keywords: $erranldae, biology
11651 Bumett-He<kes, J (1975). Contribution 10
the biology of the red hind,
Epinephelus guttatus, a commer-
cially important aetTanid fish from
the tropical western Atlantic. PhD
thesis. University 01 Miami (Florida).
pp 140-154.
• Keywords: Serranidae, biology
11661 Bustamante, G. Garcla.Jorge, JE, Garcia-
Arteaga, JP (1962). La pesce con
chlnchorro en Is region oriental def
Golfo de Batabano, y algunos datos
sabre las pesquerias en Ia platafor-
ma cubana. Rep. Invest. Inst.
OCeanol.4: 1-31
• Keyworda: llJtjanld.., catch statistics
1167j Cabellos, LWG (1961). Feeding regime of
the Corocoro grunt, Orthoprlstis
ruber (Cuvler, 1830) (Pisces:
Pomadasyidae) In the zones ad-
Jacenl to Margarita Island,
Venezuela. Bolo Inst. OCeanogr.
Uni•. Oriente. 20 (1-2): 23-32.
• Keyworda: Pomadasyld.., btology
Caddy, JF (1961). Use 01 Bevorton and Holt
yiekt tables for preUmlnary assess-
ment of effects of changes in size at
first capture and fishing effort In a
mixed species fishery. FAO
Fisheries Report 263: 131-149.
• Keywords: stock assessment, effect,
eflort, catch statistics
13
Caddy, JF, Bazigos, GP (1985). Practical
guidelines for statistical monitoring
of fisheries in manpower limited
situations. FAO Fisheries Technl--
cal Paper No. 257.
• Keywo.-ds: methodology. stock
asses.5ment, SlJrvey
Call1art, 8, Franc de Ferriere, M, Morize, E
(1966). Croissance dedeuxespeces
de poisson du lagon de Tlkehau,
L_lnus miniolUs (Schnelde~ at
Lutjanuspulvus (Schneidllfj evaJuee
par Ia lecture des otolithes. Notel
Doc. Oceanagr. Cent. Tahiti
ORSTOM 30: 1-44
• KlI'fWOI"da: l..ethrInldae, growth
Calvelo, R, Dalzell, P (1967). Ar<Niewold1e
recent status ex expIoiIed stocks of
roundscads in the PhiSiPJ*les. In:
IPFC Symp. on the Explollallon
and Management of "'arlne
Fishery Resources In Southeast
Asia. RAPA Rep. No. 10, pp.. 257-
266.
• Keywords: Carangidae, stock
assessment, catch statisticS
Campbell, OJ (1962). Bureau 01 Agricul-




11131 Campos, AG. Bashlrullah, AKM (1975).
Blologia del pargo, Lutjanus
grlseus (Linn.) de la Isla de
Cubagua, Venezuela. II.
Maduraclon sexual y fecundldad.
Bol.lnSl. Oceanogr. Univ. Oriente
CUbana 14: 109-116
• Keywords: Lutjanldae, biology
!1141·cannon. LAG, Goeden, GB. GampbefI, P
(1987). Community patterns
revealed by trawlWig in lhe inter-reef
regk>ns of the Great Barrier Reef.
Memoirs of the Queensland
Museum 25 (1): 45·70
• KeywordS: survey
captiva, FJ, Rivers, JB (1960). Dev~op­
ment and use of otter-trawling gear
for red snapper fishing In tho Gulf of
Mexico. June 1957·May 1959.
Cammer. Fish. Rev. 22 (10): 1·14
• Keywords: gear, Lutjanidae
carpenter, JS (1965). A revieW of the Gulf
of Mexico red snapper fishery. U.S.
Fish. Wildlife Se<vk:e Circular No.
208,35 pp.
• Keywotds: stock assessment,
management,l...utianldae, catc:tl statistics
carpenter, JS, Nelson, WR (1969). F~hery
potential for snapper and grouper In
the Caribbean Sea and adjacent
South American coast. FAO
Fisheries Report 71 (1): 1-149
• Keywords: l.utjanId.., Senanldae,
s~ assessment, management
carpenter, KE (1977), PhUlpplne coraJ reel
fisheries resources. Philippine J.
Fisheries 15: 95-126
• Keywords: management, C.IIlch
statistics, exploitation
carpenter, KE, Alcala, AC (19n). Philip-
pine coral reef fisheries resources.
Part II. Mum-ami and kayakas reef
fisheries. benefit or bane? PhDIp-
pine J. Fisheries 15: 217·235
• Keywords: expklitation, management,
catch statistics
Carrillo de A1bornoz. C (1979). Present
state of the lane snapper (LutJanus
synagris) fisheries on the south~
western Cuban sheJf. Rev. Cub. In-.
vest. Pesq. 4: 1-42
• Keywords: lutjanld&e, stock
assessment, catch statistics
caner, J (1988). Grouper mating ritual on
a Caribbean reef. Underwater
Naturalist 17 (1): 8-11
• Keywords: Serranidae, ftproduction
Chang, KH, Lee, SC (1969). Stomach coo-
tents analysis of some lnlertldal
fishes of Taiwan. Bull. Inst, Zool.
Acad. Sinica (Taipei) 8: 71.17
• Keywords: Serr&nidae. biology
11831 Chan, WL (1970). A new genus and two
new species of commercial snap-
pers from Hong Kong. Hong Kong
Fish. Bull. 1: 19-38
• Keywords: t..utjanldae. taxonomy
Chapau,MR (1988). Areviewofdeep-waler
handline fishing in Papua New
Guinea. Working document: SPC
Workshop on Plclfic Inshore
FIIIlery Resources. Noumea (New
Galedonla) 1988, BP 82. 7pp
• Keywords: catch statisticS. Lethrinklu
Chen, Cop, Hsieh, H-L, Chang, K·H
(1980.). Age and growth of the
grouper, Ep/nephe/us diacanlhus
(Covler et Valenciennes) In the
waters of northern Taiwan. Bua.
lnst, Zool. Acad. Sin. 19: 1-9
• Keywords: Serranidae. gtOWth
Chen, CoP, Hslah, H-L, Chang, K-H
(1980b). Some aspects of the sex
change and reproductive bIology of
the grouper, Epinephelus diac~
thus (Cwler at Valenciennes). Bull.
lnst. ZOOl. Acad. Sin. 19: 11·17
• KeywofC"; Serranldae, reproduction
Chen,CY, Yeh.SY,Uu,HC(I984).Ageand
growth 01 Lutjanus maIabaricus In
the northwestern shelf off Australia.
AetlI OceInogr. Taiwan 15: 154-
164
• Keyworch: Lutjanidae, growth, stodl
assessment
Chen, FY, Chow, M, Chao, TM, Um, R
(1977). ArtiliclaI spawning and larval
roaring 01 the grouper, Ep/nephelus
talNfna (Forskat) In SIngapore. Sin-
gapore J. Prim. Ind. 5 (1): 1-21.
• Keywords: SerranidM,lIrvaI biology,
reproduction, MIty life hiIIory
Chen, SC, Chen, CH, ChI, TN, Fan, KC, Uu,
DC, Tsay, RY (1979). Demersal fish
resources investigation on trawl
grounds off the North West coast of
Australia. Bull. Taiwan Fish. Res.
Inst. Keelung, Cruise Rep. 31
• Keyworch: stock assessment, survey,
catch statistics
14
11901 Chen, Z·A, WeI, S-Z (1982). An Investiation
on pelagic fish eggs and larvae of the
central area of South China Sea. In:
Symposium on Research Reports
on the Sea Area of South China
Sea. pp. 251·268.
• Keywords: Serranidae, Carangldae,
biology. early life histof)'
§I Chester. AJ, Huntsman. GR, Tester. PA,
Manooch, CSIU (1984), SouthAllan-
tic Bight reef fish communities as
represented in hook and line
catches. Bull, Mar, Sci. 34 (2): 267-
279.
• Keywords: Serranidae, cateh statistics
11921 "Choat, JH (1969). Feeding habits and dis-
tribution of Plectropomus
macuJatus (Serranldae) at Heron Is-
land. Proc. Roy. Soc. Qld. 80: 13-14
• Keywords: Serranidae, feeding,
distribution, biology
Christy, FT (1982). Territorial use rights in
marine fisheries: Definition and con~
dllions. FAO Fish. Tech. Pap. 227:
1-10
• Keywords: exploitation, management
Chua, TE, Teng, SK(19n). Ellectsoffeed-
ing frequency on the young estuary
grouper, Epinephelus salmoides
Maxwell, clJtured In floating net
cages. Universiti Sains Malaysia
Project Report No. USMftFS/CTE 1.
19pp.
• Keywords: Serranidae, biology
11951 Chua, TE, Teng, SK(1979). Relallvegrowth
and production of the estuary
grouper EpinepheJus salmoides
under different stocking densities in
floating net-cages. Mar. Bioi. 54:
363-372
• Keywords: Serranidae, growth, feeding
11961 Church, A (1989). Reproduction. age and
growth of Lerhdnus chrysrostomus,
Norfolk Island. PhD thesis (in
progress), UniVersity of New South
Wares
• Keywords: Lethrinidae, biology,
reproduction, growth
15
Claro. A (1976). Ecologia y dinamlca de
algunos indices biologlcos en los
lutianidos de Cuba. Thesis. Acad.
Ciene. URSS lnst. Mortal. Eval. Ecol.
Animal
• Keywotds: lfIIianiclae, biolOgy
Claro, R (l98ta). Ecology and IWe cycle of
Lutjanus analis (CtNier) from the
Cuban shelf. Inf. Clenl. -Tee. Inst.
Oceanol. Acad. Clenc. Cuba. 186:
1-83
• Keywords: Lutjanldae, cateh statistics,
population, reproduction, gfOWttl,
biotogy
a.ro, R (1981b)_ Ecology and Iffe cycle of
the lane snapper, Lutjanus synagris
(Unnaeus), In the Cuban PlalIonn.
3. Nutrition. Cienc. BioI. 6: 93-109
• Keywords: Luljanidae, feeding, biology
aaro, R (1981c). Ecology and IKe cycle of
the lane snapper. Luljanus synagds
(Unnaeus), In lhe Cuban pI.llorm.
2. Fishery biology. Inf. Clent. Tee.
lnst. oceanol. Acad. Cienc. Cuba.
177: 1-53.
• Keywonls: Lutjanidae. catch statistics.
population, stock assessment,
distribution
aaro, R (198Id). Ecology and Iffe cycle of
the lane snapper, Lutjanus synagds
(Unnaeus) on theCuban pla«onn. 1_
Formation of growth marks. Inf.
Cient. Tee. 'nst. Oceanol. Acad.
Clenc. Cuba. 174: 1-28.
• Keywords: lutjanidae. growth
12021 aaro, R (19830). Ecology and Iffe cycle of
Lutjanus grisseus (Uooaeus), from
the Cuban shelf: 1. Identity, distnbu-
tion and habilat, feeding and
reproduction. Rep. Invest. Inst.
OCeanol. Acad. Ciene. Cube. 7:
1-30.
• Keywords: l.utjanidae, reproduction,
feeding, distribution, biology
12031 Claro, R (1983b). Dinamica estacional de
algunos indicadores mar·
fofisiologicos del pargo criotlo, Lut-
janus ana/is (Cuvler), en la
plataforma cubana. Rep. Invest.
Inst. Oceano!. Cuba. 22: 1·14
• Keywords: Lvtjanidae. reproduction.
growth
12041 Claro, R (1983c). Ecologia Ycicio de vida
de la rabirrubia, Ocyurus chtysurus
(Bloch). en la plataforma cubanall.
Edad y crecimiento, estruct:ura de
pobIaciones, ypesquerias. Rep. In·
vest.lnst. Oceanol. Cuba. 19: 1-33
• Keyword.: lutjanidae, growth
12051 Claro. R (1983d). Ecologia Ycicio de vida
de la rabirrubia, Ocyurus chrysurus
(Bloch), en ia plataforma cubana. I.
IdenUdad, distribuclon, habitat,
reproduccion y alimentaclon. Rep.
Invest.lnst. Oceano!. Cuba. 15: 1·
34
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, feeding.
reproduction
12001 Claro. A (1983e). Ecologia y cicio de vida
de Ia caballerote, Lutjanus grlseus
(Linnaeus), en la plataforma
cubana. II. Edad y crecimiento,
estructura de las poblaclones,
pesquerias. Rep. Invest. Inst.
OCeanol. Cuba. 8: 1·26
• Keywords: lutjanidae, growth, feeding
12071 Claro, R (1983n. Ecologia y cicio de vida
de Ia biajaiba, Lutjanus synagris
(Linnaeus). en la plataforma
cubana. V. Dinamlca estaclonal de
algunos Indlcadores mor·
fofislologk:os. Rep. Invest. Inst.
Oceanol. Cuba. 16: 1·24
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, growth
. 12081 Claro, R (1983g). Ecoiogia Ycicio de vida
de Ia biajajba, Lut/anus Sytl8griS
(Linnaeus), en la plataforma
cubana.IV. Reproduccion. Rep. In-
vest.lnst. Oceano!. Cuba. 5: 1-37
• KeYWOfds: Lutjanidae. reproduction
/2091 Claro, R (1983h). Ecologia Ycicio de vida
de Ia rabirubia, Ocyurus chrysurus
(Bloch), en et platforma cubana. II.
Edad y crecimient, estructura de
pobolaciones, y pesquerias. Rept.
Invest.lnst. Oceanol. Cuba. 19: ,.
33.
• KeywordS: biology
121°1. Coates, G (1971). Fishing on the Banie,
Reef and Inshore. 4th Edition; WO-
mels (Townsvillej
• Keyworcr.: Australia. exploitaUon
12111·CoIeman, N. (1981) Australian Sea Fishes
- North of 30's. Double Day Publ.,
Australia Ply. Ud.
• Keywords: 8en'anidae, Lutjaniclae,
Lethrlnidae, taxonomy
~ • Coles. R, Beuneeux. Y (1988). fishing
trends for the northern sector of
the east coast prawn trawl fishery,
1: Effort trends. A report to Old.
Fishing Industry Research AcMsory
Comm. and ald. Fish Management
Authority. FRB 88/07.
• Keywords: catch statistics,
12131 Colin. PL (1982). Aspects of the spawnlng
of western Atlantic reef fishes. !!l:
G.A. Huntsman etal (eds), Proceed·
lngs of a Workshop on Biological
Bases for Reef Fishery Manage-
ment. NOMTech. Memo. pp. 69·78
• Keywords: reproduction, biology
12141 Colin, PL Shapiro, DY, Wener, 0 (1987).
Aspects of the reproduction of two
groupers. Epinephelus guttatus
and E. striatus In 1he West Indies.
Bull. Ma,. ScI. 40: 220-230
• Keywords: $erranidae. reproduction
12151 CoIlette,BB. Talbot, FH (1972). Activity paf·
terns of coral reef fishes with em·
phasls on nocturnal·dlurnal
changeover. Nal Hlst. Mus. Los
Angeles tty. Sci. Bull. 14: 98-124
• Keywocds: movement
16
12161 Collins, LA,·-Finucane, JH, Barger. LE
(1980). Description of larval and
juvenile red snapper. Lutjanus cam-
pechanus. Fish. BulL (U.S.) 77:
965·974.
• Keywords: luljanidae. biology. early
life history
Colllns,LA. Finucane, JH, Brusher, HA (un-
pub/.) Reproductive biology of red
snapper. LutJanus campechanus
(Poey), from three areas along the
souttH!astem coast of the United
State.. 21 pp
• Keywords: lutianldae, biology
Collins, LA, Finucane, JH (unpub!.)
Reproductive biology of the yellow·
tail snapper (Ocyurus chl)'surus)
from the Aorida Keys. 15 pp.
• Keywords: lu~anldae.bk>togy
Collins, MR, Waltz, CWo Roumillat. WA,
Stubbs. DL (1987). Contnbutlon to
the life history and reproductive bioi-
ogyof gagMycteropercamicrolepis
(Serranidae) In the South AIIantic
bight. U.S. Nall. Mar. Fish. SelV.
Flsh_ Bull_ 85 (3): 648-653
• Keywords: $erranldae, reproduction
Cordell, JC (1974). The lunar-tide llshlng
cycte In northeastern BrazU. Ethnof..
ogy 13: 379-392.
• KeywOlds: movement, distribution
Correa Ivo. CT, Hanson, AJ (1982).
Dynamlcsofen expIolied population
of 1he Caribbean red snapper. Lut·
Janus purpureus Poey In the north·
ern and northeastern Brazilian
coastal waters. Arq. elenc. Mar.22:
1-41
• Keywot'ds: lutjanldae, population,
stock assessment
Conea Ivo, CT, Vale Evangelista. JE (1977).
Optimum catch size and age of the
Caribbean red snapper, Lut/anus
purpureus, Poey. off north and
northeastern Brazil. Arq. eiene.
Mar. 17: 3740
• Keywords: lutjanidae, catch slatlstics.
survey, stock assessment
17
Courtenay, WA (1961). Westem Atlantic
fishes of the genus Haemu/on
(Pomadasyktae): systematic status
and juvenile pigmentation. BuU.
Mar. Scl_ Gull C8ribb. 11: 66-149
• Keywords: Haemulldae, taxonomy
Courtenay, WA (1965). The systematic
status of HaemUlon boschmae, a
grunt fish from shorewaters of north
eastern S. America. Copela 1965:
41-45
• Keywords: Haemulidae, taxonomy
~ ·Cralk. GJS (1981). Underwater sulVey of
coral trout Plectropomus leopatdus
(Serranldae) populations In the
C8pMcomla section olthe Great Bar-
rier Reef Manne Park. Proc. 4th Int.
Coral Reel. Symp. (Manila) 1: 53-
58
• Keywords: Serraniclae, Australia,
survey, population. distribution
12261-Craik, GJS (1982). Recreational fishing on
the Great Barrier Reef. Proc. 4th Inl
Coral Reel Symp, (Manila) 1:47-52
• Keywords: exploitation, Australia,
management, catch statistics, effort




• Keywords: management, Au$traHa,
.ffort
12281'cralk, W (1978). Research on fIShes of the
Great Barrier Reef. GBRMPA Tech-
nical Memorandum 1
• Keyword.: biology, management
~.Craik, W (1979). Survey Identifies trends In
reef fish catches. Australian
Fisheries. 36: 29-32
• Keywotds: catch statistics, effort
12301- Cralk, W (1979). Amateur fishing on the
Great Barrier Reef. GBRMPA Tech--
nleal Memorandum 4.
• Keywords: exploitation, Australia, catch
statistics
1231!"Cralk, W (1980). 'The state of reef fishing.
Reeflections. 4; 2
_ Keywords: catch statistics, effort,
population, exploitallon, management
~"Craik, W (1980). Boat ramp surveys In the
Proposed Cairns Sectk>n of the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. Un-
published report to GBRMPA
(project 93: 1900).
_ Keywords: catdl statistics, SUNey, gear
~ "Cralk, W (t984). Monhorlng replenishment
areas: coral trout survey technique.
Unpublished report (pending) to
GBRMPA (Project 133 & 293: 1983-
84)
• Keyworch: $erranldae, survey,
distribution
~ -Craik, W. Fallows, J (1979). Boat ramp sur-
veys in the Capricomla Section of
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.
Unpublished report to GBRMPA
(ProJect 87: 1979).
e Keywords: catch statistics, &ulV9y, gear
12351" Cralk. W (t986). Recreational fishing on the
Great Barrier Reef: Research find-
Ings. In: T .J.A. Hundloe (ed),
Fisheries Management: Theory
and Practice In Queensland. pp.
178-198. Griffith University Press
(Brisbane).
• Keywords: exploitation
~ "Craik. W (1989). Reef fish In the Great Bar-
rier Reef region: Summary of re-
search. Discussion Paper;
Workshop on effects of flshlng In
the Great Barrier Reef Region
(Magnetic Island), 7 pp. + tables
e Keywords: biology, catch statistics
~ ·Craik. W. Fallows. J (1900). Boat ramp sur-
vey from TlAly to Port Douglas. Un·
published report to GBRMPA
• Keywords: catch statislics
1238I"Cralk, W, Mercer, G (1981). Tagging
demersal fishes in the Capricomla
Section of the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park. ASFB Annual Con-
ference (Brisbane) 1981.
• KeywoJds: Strranidae, distribution,
biology
1239J-Cralk. W. Mercer. G (1983). Reef fish tag·
glng In the Ca~ia Section of
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
region. Unpublished report (pend-
ing) toGBRMPA (project 131: 1983).
• Keyworda: Serranidae, distribution
~.Cralk. W. Pollard. DA. Russell. BC. Bell. JD
(1980). Estimation of demersal reef
fish population density and size
structure In the GBR Marine Park
using an underwater census techrV-
que. I. Development of the techni.
que. Unpublished report (pending)
to GBRMPA (project 41: 1979).
e Keywords: $erranidae, population,
distribution
12411- Cralk, W. Pollard, DA, Russell. BC. Bell. JD
(1980). Estimation of demersal reef
fish population density and size
structure in the GBR Marine Park
using an underwater census technl·
que. II. Surveys of coraJ trout In the
Capricomia Section. Unpublished
report (pending) to GBRMPA
(Project 41: 1979).
• KeywGfds: $erranidae, population,
distribution
1242I·Crimp.O (1986). The applicabnily of some
statistical tests In analysing coraJ
trout (P. leopardus) survey data.
ONPWS unpublished repon.
• Key'WOfds: Serranidae, IUtvey
12431 Crocker, RA (1962). Growth and food of the
gray snapper, Lu~anus griseus, in
Everglades National Park. Trans.
Amer. Fish. Soc. 91; 379-383
• Keywords: Lutjanidae. growth, feeding
Crossland, J (1980). Deep trolling may be




12451 Crossland, J,.?randperrin, A (1980). The
development of deep bottom fishing
in the tropical Pacific. South Pacific
Commission (Noumea: New
Caledonia) No. 17, 12 pp.
• Keyworct.: gear, catch statistics,
management
!246I*Crutchfield, J (1986). Rshery manage-
ment: A lime for change In: T.JA
Hundloe (ed), Rsheries Manage-
ment: Theory and Practice In
Queensland. pp. 12·34. Griffith
University Press (Brisbane).
• Keyworct.: management
12471 Cummings., we, Brahy, BO, Spires. J'(
(1966), Sound production, school-
ing and feeding habits of the mar·
gate. Haemulon album CuvIer, off
North Bimini, Bahamas. BulL Mar.
ScI. Gulf Carlbb_ 16: 626-639
• Keywords: Haemulldae, feeding,
movement
12481 Cury, P, Roy, C (1988). Seasonal migration
of thlof EplnepheJus aeneus off
Senegal: Effect 01 the Senegalese
and Maurl1anian upwellings.
Oceanol. Acta 11 (1): 25-36
• Keywords: Seffanldae, movement
12491 Cury, P, Worms, J (1982), Fishing biology
and dynamics 01 the ~thiof"
(Ep/nephe/us aenoos) in Senegal.
In: Doc. Sci. Cent. Rech.
Oceanogr. Dakar-Thiaroye, In-
stitut Senegalais de Recherches
Agrlcoles, Dakar·ThJaroye
(Senegal). 82: 1-88
• Keywords: Serranidae, stock
assessment, growth, population, catch
statistics
~ Cushing, DH (1971). Survey of resources
of the Indian Ocean and Indonesian
area. FAO/IOFC/DEVI71/2
• Keywords: survey, stock assessment,
distribution
19
12511 • Dalton, BJ, Reynolds, H (1984). Incidence
of crown-ol-thorns on the Great Bar·
rier Reef: An Oral History Project.
Unpublished GBRMPA Report. 90
pp
• Keywords: distribution
~ Dalzell, P (1988). Exploitation of Emperors
(Pisces: Lethrlnldae) in FijI. SPC
Fisheries Newsletter, 46
• .KeyWords: exploitation, catch statistics,
Lethrfnldae
§l Dalzell, P, Alnl. J (1988), Preliminary results
of fishing trials with arrowhead traps
in Papua New Guinea. SPC
Fisheries Newsletter 41: 34-40
• Keywofds: catch statistics, gear
12541 Dalzell, P, Ainl, J (in press). Catch rates and
catch composition of Antlllean·style
fish traps deployed on coral reefs In
northern Papua New Guinea. Tecfl.
nleal Report, oPI: Port Moresby
• Keywords: catch statistics, gear
12551 Dalzell, P, Lewis, AD (1988). Fisheries for
small pelagics in the Pacilic Islands
and their potential yields. Working
document: SPC Workshop on
Pacific inshore Fishery Resour-
ces, Noumea (New caledonia)
1988, WP 9. 43 pp
• Keywords: yield
12561 Dalzell, P, Sharma, S, Nath, G (unpub!, ).
Estimation of exploitation rates in a
multlspecies emperor (Pisces:
Lethrinldae) fishery 10 Fiji, based on
lengtMrequency data. Unpublished
manuscript.
• Keywords: Lethrinldae, growth, yield
12571 Dalzell. P, Wright, A (1986). An assessment
of the exploitation of coral reef
fishery resources in Papua New
Guinea. In: Proceedings olthe First
Asian Fisheries Forum. Manila,
Philippines. pp. 4n-486
• Keywords: exploitation, catch statistics,
effort, yield
1258\ Dalzell, p. Wright; A (ms.). An analysis of
catch data records from an artisanal
coral reef fishery in theTigakIslands.
Papua New Guinea. SubminOO to
PNG J. Agric. Forest. and Fish.
• Keywords: catch statistics
12591 Damas, T. Borrero. M. Millares, N, Gon·
zalez. E (1978). Embrlonic and
prelarval development of the grey
snapper (Lutjanus grIseus Unne,
1758). Rev. Cub. Invest. Pesq. 3:
11-37
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, reproduclion,
early life history
12601 Danvnan, AE et aI. (1969). Study of the
fisheries potential of the Virgin Is-
lands. V.l. Ecol. Res. Station Cen-
ter 1: 1-197
• Keywords: stock assessment,
distribution, catch statistics
12611 Darcy, GH. Gutherz, EJ (1984). Abundance
and density of demersal fishes on
the west Florida shelf, January
1976. Bull. Mar. Sci. 34: 81-105
• Koywocrds: Serranldae, population,
stock assessment, distribution
12621 Darracott, A (1977), Availability, mor-
phometrics, feeding and breeding
activity In a multispecles stock of the
West Indian Ocean. J. Fish. 8101. 10:
1-16
• Koywords: biology
12631 Dass, S (1983). Some aspecls of the biol-
ogy of the lane snapper Lutjanus
synagrls (Linnaeus. 1758) in
Trinidad. Res. Rep. Inst. Mar. Aft.
Chaguaramas 12: 1-27
• Keywords: ~ljanidae, reproduction.
population
12641 David. G (1985). Census of the Vanuatu
village fishing activity. I. Fishing gear
and fishery activity. Noles Doc.
OCeanogr. Mission ORSTOM Port ,
Vila. 12: 1-198
• Keywords: catch statistics. effort
12651 Davis, S(1983). Traditional management of
the littoral zone among the Yoingu
of North Australia. In: K. Auddle and
R.E. Johannes (OOs). The tradition-
al knowledge and management of
coastal systems in Asia and the
Pacific: Papers presented at a UN~
ESCO-ROSTSEA regional semi-
na' (5-9 December 1983). pp.
t01-124
• Keyword&: management
~ Davis, TLO, Thomas, WR (1981). An as-
sessment of melhods suitable for
ageing fishes 01 the family Lul-
lanldae. CSIRO Division of Fisheries
Research Divisional Research Semi·
ner (CranuAa: NSW). p. 61
• Keywords: LutjanidM. growth
12671 De la Paz, A, Aragones, N (1985).
Ma ngrove fishes of PagbiJao
(Quezon province, Luzon Island),
with notes on their abundance and
seasonality. Nat. Appl. Sci. Bull. 37:
171-190
• Keywords: l.1Jtjanidae, distribution,
movement
12681 De Leon, ME (1980). Trawling fisheries on
the Campeche Bank, Gulf of
Mexico. Rev. Cub. Invest. Pesq. 5:
21-37
• Keywofds: I.iJtjanidae. stock
assessment, catch statistics, etlort
12691 De Menezes, MF, Gesteira, TCV (1974).
Idade e crescimento do parga, we-
janus purpureus Poey, do norte e
nordeste do Brasil. Arq. Cien. Mar.
14: 81-65
• Keywonts: tJrtjanidae. growth
12701 De Morae.. NUA (1970). Sabre a desova e
a fecundidade do Pargo, Lu~anus
purpureus Poey no nordeste
Brasleiro. Bot Eslud. Pesce 10 (1):
7-20
• Keywords: l.1Jtjanidae, biology
20
12711 De Moraes:NUA, Dos Santos, EP (1969).
Sabre a curva de maturacao do
pargo, Lu~anus purpCKeus Poey.
Bol. Estud. Pasca 9 (3): 50-57
• Keywonb: Lutjanidae. biology
~ Dhawan. RM. Gop/nathan. VG (1969). On
the occurrence of a giant rock-cod
Eplnephelus malabarlcus (Bloch &
Schneider) In lrawl net. J. Mer. Bioi.
Ass.lndla 10: tn-178
12731 Diamant. A. Ship/gel. M (1985). Inler-
specific feeding associatlons of
groupers (Teleostel: Serranidae)
wkh octopuses and moray eels In
the Gulf of Eial (Aqaba). Environ.
BioI. Fish 13: 153-159
• KeywofCSs: Serranldae, feeding
§I Dickie. LM (1962). Effects of fishery regula-
tions on the catch 01 fish. In: R. Ham·
Iisch (ed). Economic Effects ot
Ashery Regulations, FAD: Rome.
pp.lOO-113
• Keywofd.: effects, management
127sl-0lnesen, Z (1986). Visual surveys of coral
trout abundance In the Capricomla
Section of the Great Barrier Reef
Manne Park. Some difficulties as-
sociated with monitoring fish
populations In a heterogeneous en-
vironment. UnpUblished report
prepared for ONPWS
• KeywonSs: survey. Serranldae,
distribution
§78I- Dlnesen. Z, Dunning, M, Osborne, S
(1985). The status of coral trout
Plectropomus leopardus popula-
tions on'Boutt Reef and North Reef
Rep/enishme.. Areas. Capricornla
$ections, Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park. Unpublished ONPWS data
report
• Keywords: $erranidae. population,
"'-
21
12771 Oiv. Aquatic Resources (DAR), (1963).
Hawaiian fish aggregating buoys:
Status repol'l. Division of Aquatic
Resources (Department of land and
Natural Resources: Hawaii)
• Keywords: gear
1278j· Doherty. PJ (1982). Coral reef fishes:
recrultmenl limited assemblages?
Ptoc. 4th Int. Corol Reef Symp. 2:
465-470
• Keyword&:~
§I "Doherty. PJ (1983). RecruilmenISUfV8\'Sof
coral reel fishes as tools for science
and management. In: J.T. Baker el
al. (eds). Proceedings of the In-
augural Great Banier Reef eo....
ference, Townsville (Australia).
pp.191-196.
• Keywords: population. AusttaJia, stJt'IIey
12801 Dol. T. Mendlzabal. D. Contreras. M (1981).
Preliminary analysis of the red
grouper, Eplnephelus morio (VaIen-
demes) in the Gampeche Bank.
elene. Pesq. 1: 1·15
• Keywords: Serranidae. stock
assessment, population, catch statistics
Dominisac, JB, Rau, N (1979). Long-line
fishing in Cabu Channel, Cebu,
Philippines. PhlJlpplneSclantist 16:
28-45
12821·Domm, A (1977). A review of selected
recreational and professional ae-
tMties on the Greal Barrier Reef. Un-
published report to GBRMPA
(Project 76: 1976-77)
• K.,words: e:atetl statistics, gear. efIOrt.
_nt
~ Domm. So. Donvn. AJ (1973). The se-
quence of appearance at dawn and
disapperance at dusk of some coral
reef fishes.. Pacific Science 27 (2):
128-135
• Keywords: $erranidae, Lutianidae.
movement
Donaldson, TJ. (In press) Pair spawning of
the grouper Cephalophofis
boenack. Japanese J.lchthYOlogy
• Keyword.: 5erranidae, reprod....C\ion.
Doty, MS (1981). The diversified fanning 01
coral reefs. Harold L Lyon Ar-
boretum LeClure (Unlv, 01 Hawaii)
11: 1-29
• KeywonIa: management. exploitation
~ - Department 01 Primary Industries (OPt)
(1973)_ Queensland reelllsllery. In:
T. Muir (ed), Fisherie. of Australia
1973, FisheriesDMslon (OPI). Aust.
Govt Publishing Sorv.: Canberra
(ACT). pp. 12-13
• Keywords: catch statistics
12871' Department of Primary Industries (DPI)
(1976). The commercial fishing in-
dustry in the Capricom-Bunker
Area. Fisheries DMslon (OPI: can-
berra) and ald. Fisheries Service In
cooperation with the ald. Commer-
claI Fishermen's Organization
• Keywotds: exploitation. Australia. eatch
statistics, effort.
12881- Oragun, AK (1979). Management issues In
the fishery. Instffute of Applied So-
cial Research (Griffith University)
report to GBRMPA (Project 90:
1979-81)
.~: management
1289)"Dragun, AI<, Driml, SM, Lack, SW (1979).
The economics 01 fishing In the
Capricomla Section of the GBR:
Pari< A and Part B. InstffUle of Ap-
plied Social Research Report (Grff-
frth Universlty) to GBRMPA (Project
90: 1979-81)
• Keywords: catch statistics. survey,
management
~ - Dredge. M, (1986). The effect ofvariation In
prawn and scallop stocks on the be-
haviour of a fishing fleet. In:
T.J.A.Hundloe (ed), Fisheries
Management: Theory and Prac-
tice in Queensland. GriflKh UniVer-
sity Press (Brisbane). pp. 167-177.
• Keywo,ds: 8)(ploitation, etlort
12911-Dredge, M (1987). Details of Swain -
Hardline trawl survey. Queensland
Fisherman 5 (2): 25-28
• Keywords: catch statistics. gear, StJrvey
12921' Dredge, M (1988). By-catch from the
central Queensland prawn fisheries,
Part 1: The prawn fisheries and their
by-catch composition in tenTIS of
species and community as-
semblages. UnpubUshed report to
GBRMPA, FRB BB/04
• Keyworda: catch statistics
1293\' Dredge, M (1988). Queensland near reel
trawl fisheries. Working document:
SPC Workshop on Pacific Inshore
Fishery Resources, Noumea (New
caledonia) 1988, BP 80. 16 pp
• Keywords: catch statistics
129~'Dredge, M, Van Dyke, C (1986). Survey
shows trawl potential for Swains-
Hardline area. Queensland Fisher-
man 5 (11): 2'
• Keywords:. StJrvey
12951-0redge. M, Van Dyke. C (1987). Trawling
surveys off Queensland reefs.
Australian Flsherie. 46 (1): 8-11
• Keywords: exploitation. Australia,
survey. catch statistics
12961'Dredge, M, Van Dyke, C (1987). Details of
Swaln-Hardllne trawl survey.
Queensland Fisherman 5 (2): 25·
28
• Keywords: StJI'Vey, stock assessment
1297)'Dredge, M, Van Dyke, C (1987). Trawling
survey off Queensland reefs.
Australian Fisheries 46 (1) 8-11
• Keywords: survey. stock assessment
129sl-oriml, S (1980). Recreational fishing in the
Caprlcomla Section MarinePark -an
Input.()utput Study. Papers of the
5th Meeting of the Australian and
New Zealand Section Regional
Science Association (Project 90:
1979-81)
• Keywords: catch statistics,
management
22
!2991-Driml, S, HLindloe, T, McGinnity, P, Shaw,
S (1982). Economk: characteristics
of fishing in the Great Barrier Reef
Region (exduding the Capricomla
Section). Institute of Applied Social
Research (Griff~h University) report
to GBRMPA (Project 94: 1900-82).
181 po
• ~da: cetch mtistIcI, gear,
rTlMagem.nt
~ °Driml. SM. Hun,Uoe. TH. McGinnity. P.
Shaw. S (1982). Economic chorec-
terlstlcsof fIShing In the Great Berrier
Reef region. A report prepared fOl'
GBRMPA
• Keyworck: management
13011 Oruzhlnln. AD (1970). The range and bk>l.
ogy of snapper (lamDy lutjanldae) J.
Ichthyology 10: 715·735
• Keywords: LutjanIdU, population,
reproduction, distribution
13021 Druzhlnin. AD (1971). The distribution of
LutJanldae and Sciaenk:tae (Pisces)
In the Indian OCean. Indian J. Fish.
18: 52-66
• Keywords: Lutjantd.., distribution,
""-13031 Druzhlnln, AD. Filatova, NA (1979). Some
data on Plectorhlncus plctus of the
lamIy POl'nadasyidae. J. Ichlhyol.
19 (1): 154-155
• Keywords: Haemulidae, biology
~ Druzhinin. AD. Filatova. NA (1980). Some
data on Lutjanidae from the GlJf of
Aden area. J.lchthyol. 20: 8-14
• Keywords: Lut}anidH, populatioR,
feeding, reproduction, growth
13051 Dnahinln, AD, FHatova, NA (1980). Some
data on Plectorhlncus plctus of the
fam~y Pomadasyldae. J. IchthyoJ.
ogy 19: 170-171
• Keywords: HaemuJidae, bfology
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13061- Eckert, GJ (1984). Annual and spatial varia·
tlon in recruitment oIlabroo fishes
among seven reefs In the
Capricorn/Bunker GrouP. Great
Barrier Reef. Mar. BioI. 78: 123·127
• Keywords: distribution, popul.von,
-.
13071 EdraJln. DT. Ganaden. SR. Fox, P (1988). A
comparative study of fish mortality
rates In moderately and heavily
fished areas of the Phllpplnes. In:
S.C.Venema. J.M. Christensen & D.
PaUly (eds). Contributions to
Tropical Fisherle. Biology:
Papers by the Participants ot
FAOJDANIDA Follow-up TrolnlO9
Course. pp 468482
• Keywora: exploltlltlotl, population,
.1IedS
13081 Edwards, RRC (1983). The Taiwanese pair
trawter fishery in tropical Australian
waters. Fish. Res. 2: 47.00
• Keywords: l.utjanldu, CarangidM,
catdl statistics, eftort
/3091 Edwards, RRC (1985). Growth rates of lut·
janldae (snappers) In tropical
AusUalian waters. J. Fish. Bioi. 26:
1-4
• Keywords: Lutj-nldae, growth, hmralia
~ Edwards. RRC. Bakhadef. A, Shaher. S
(1984). Growth. mortality. age
composition and fisheries yields of
fish from the Gulf of Aden. J. Fish.
BIoi. 27: 13-21
•~: catch statistics, growth, yield
§] Enclna. VB (1972). A report on lWo-boat
bottom trawl fishing In the Philip-
pines. Proc. Indo-Pac. Fish.
Coone. 13: 653-064
• Keywords: $errllOldae, catch ILltlstlcs.
off..
13121 Erdman. OS (1977). Spawning panems of
fishes from the northeast Caribbean.
FAD Fisheries Report 200: 145·170
• Keywords: reproduction
Erhardt, H (1977), Contribution to the biol-
ogy of Lutjanus synagris (Unnaeus,
1758) on the Colombian Atlantic
coast. Zoo!. Beltt. 23: 235-265
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, population.
growth, reprodlX:tion
Erhardt, H, Meine!. W (1977). Contributions
to the biology of Lutjanus analis
(CUVier and Valenciennes, 1828)
(Lutjanidae, Percitormes, Pisces)
on the Colombian Atlantic coast. Int.




Espinosa, L., Pozo, E (1982). Study of the
age ard growth of Lutjanus buc-
canelfa (Cuvler 1828) of the
Southeast platform of Cuba. Sum·
maries of the 6th Scientific
Workshop: Instrtute of Oceanol-
ogy Cuba p. 11
• Keywords: Lutjanld.., growth
Ezzat, AA, Mikhail, MY, Wadle, WF,
Hashem, MT (1982). length-weight
relationship and condition factor of
Epinephelus aeneus and
Epinephelus a/exandrlcus In the
Egyptian Mediterranean waters.
Bull. Inst. Oceanogr. Fish. cairo
8(1) 173-185
• Keywords: growth, Serranidae
13171 Fable, WA (1980). Tagging stud~s of red
snapper (Lurjanus campechanus)
and vermillion snapper (ROOm-
boplires aurorubens) off the south
Texas coast. Contr. Mar. ScI. 23:
115-121
• Keywords: t.utjanldae, growth,
distribution
13181 Fallows, JA (1984). The behavioural ecol-
ogy of feeding in the yeUowtall
snapper, Ocyurus chrysurus
(Family Lutjanidae). PhD disserta-
tion, Univ. Newcastle Upon Tyne
(UK). 157 pp.
• Ke)WOrds: lutjanldae, biology
13191* Fallows, J, Cralk, W (1980). Boat ramp sur-
vey in Capricornia. Unpublished
report to GBRMPA
• Keywords: catch statistics
FAO. (1979). Report of the FAO/IOP
workshop on the fishery resources
ofthewestem Indian Ocean south of
the equator. Indian Ocean Prog.
Devetopment Report 45
• Keywofdl;; stock assessment, catch
statistics
FAO/UNDP, (1981). Biological data,
analyses and catch records 01
Pomadasys opercular/sl. Drepane
punctata and lobster. FAO/UNDP
Offshore Trawling Surv. Pro}.
(Mombasa: Kenya) FAONNDP
KENI74/ll23-Wori<-rep-7, 44 pp.
• KeyMMds: HaemuIidae, bklIogy, catdl
statistics
Folfoidy-Ferguson, K(I988). Thecoliectlon
and uses of Inshore reef fisheries
Information to assess and monitor
the shelf fisheries of the Kingdom of
Tonga using the ICtAAM approach:
Summary of the lirst years activities
and results. Working document:
SPC Workshop on Pacific Inshore
Fishery Resources. Noumea (New
eatedonia) 1988. BP 41. 13 pp
e K..,-a: catch statistics. gear
Fischer. EA. Hardison, PO (1987). The
timing of spawning and egg produc-
tion as constraints on male mating
success In a simultaneously her-
maphroditic fish. Environmental
Biology 01 Fishes 20 (4): 301-310
e Keyworda: SetTanidaa, reproduction
Ftscher, W, WMehead. PJP (1974). FAO
species identification sheets for
fishery purposes. Eastern Indian
Ocean (Fishing Area 57) and
Western Central Pacific (Fishing
Area 71). Vols I-IV. pag. var. FAD
Rome.
• Keywords: senanldae, lethrinldae.
Lutjanidae, taxonomy
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[3251 Flandorfer, M,.~kuplen. L(1980). Proceed- 1331 1 Fourmanoir, P (1973). Deep-water fishing
1ngs of 8 Workshop tor Potential in some islands of the south-west
Fishery Resources althe Northern Pacific. Soulh Pac. lsi. Fish.
Gulf of Mexico. March 4-5. 1980. Ne~erl0:22-26
NewOneans, louisiana. Rep. Miss.-
• Keywords: Sertanidae, Lutjanidae,
Ala Sea Grant Consortium MASGP calch statlstlcs, etlon
(Ocean Springs: MS). 95 pp
• K.ywor4t: Catangidae, biology. 13321 Fourmanolr. P (19l1O). Deep bottom fishing
taxonomy, management In New Caledonia SPC Fish.
Ne_or 20: 15-20
~ Fontana. A (1981). CoastaJ and demersal • K8)'IIIlOfch: L.utjwlId... gear
stocks. In: A. Fontana (ed), The
Mlrlne Environment and the §] Furtado-Ogawa, E, De Menezes. MFFlaherlel Resources of the
People', Republic of Congo. Trav. (1972). Alimeftaceo do pargo, Lut·
Doc. ORSTOM No. 138, pp. 153- janus purpureus Poey, no nordeste
211. braslelro. Arq. Clene. Mar. 12: 105-108
• Keywords: Haemulidae. CwanQldH,
• Keywords: Lutianidae. biologycatch statistics. yield, management,
_...-men!
~ 1
3341 Futch, RB, Brueger, GE (1976). Age.
Fonteles-Fllho, M (1970). Study on the growth and reproduction of red
fishery biology of the red snapper, snapper In Aorlda waters. In: H.A.
L1Jtianus purpureus PoeyI In north- BUlls and A.C. Jones (ods). Proc.
east Brazil - data for 1969. Arq. colloquium o' SMpper-grouper
Clene. Mar. 10: 73-78 fish..., resouJC<!S of the Western
• Keywords: Lutj~. population, Cantril AtlantJc. Aorida Sea Grant
catch statistics, effort Program ReponNo. 17,pp.165-185
• KeywcM'd.: Lutjanlclu. growth,
l32sl FOnleles-Filho, M (1972). Estudo sabre a reproduction
biologla do pesce do parga, LlA-
Janus purpureus Poey, no nordeste 13351 GeJzI" R. Mauge, A (1981). Tra<lllonal
Brasilelro-dados de 1970 e 1971. fishery In Futuna and irs dangers -
Arq. Clenc. Mar. 12: 21-26 Hom Archipelago, Polynesia. Proc.
• Keyword.: l.utjanldae, bloklgy 4th Int. Coral Reef Symp. (Manila),
. ,: 111
13291 Fonteles-Filho. AA (1976). On the use of • Keywords: gear, exploitation
exponential equations for the es-
timation altho tOleJ mortality coeffl- 13361 Garcia-Arteaga, JP (1979). Preliminary
clent 01 Lutjanus purpureus Poey. data on the age and growth of the
eJong the northeastem part of Brazl. while margate (liaemu/on album) 01
Arq. Clenc. Mar. 16: 31-43 the Southwestern Cuban platform.
• Keywofde: methodology.l.uljanldae. 5th Scientific Event. OCeanologi-
populatlo~ cal Institute. p. 19
\3301
• Keywords: HHmulidae, biology
Forster, GR (1973). Une fishing on the con-
tinental slope. The selective effect of §l Garcia-Arteaga. JP (1983). Age and growthdifferent hook patterns. J. Mar. BioI.
Ass. U.K. 53: 749-751 of Haemulon album from the south-
western Cuban shelf. Rep. Invest.
• Keywords: gear, effects Inst. Oceano!. Acad. Cienc. Cuba.
14: 1-25.
• KeyvJOf"ds: Haemulidae. biology
25
Garcia-Arteaga,· JP. Reshetnlkov, YS
(1985). Age and growth oI.he bar
jack. Cararot'ruber. off the coast of
Cuba. J.lchthyol. 25: 120-131
• Keywords: Carangfdae. biology. growth
Garcia-Arteaga, JP, Yu., S (1985). Age and
growth of the black jack Caranx
ruber near Cuban coasts. Vopr.
IkhtioL 25 (5): 844-854
• KeojWOrdI,: Catangldae, growth
Garcia-Arteaga, JP (1983). Edad y
creclmlenlO del jallao, Haemulon
album. en la p1atforma slJ'occlden--
tal de Cuba. Rept. Invest. lost.
OCeanol. Acad. Clenc. Cuba. 15:
1-35
• KeyNOl'ds: Haemulidae, ~ogy
Garcla-eagide. A (1976). Use 01 tempera-
ture forecasting for the fishery
operations in the northern part of the
Gampeche Bank. Rev. Invest. Cent.
Pesq. lost. Nac. Pesca (Cuba) 2:
126-132
• Keywords: $erranidae, catch statistics.
exploitation
Garcia-Cagide, A (1982). Characteristics of
the reproduction of Haemulon
album from the Southeastern plat-
form of Cuba In: Summaries of the
6th Scientific Workshop (1nstitute
of Oceanology). p. 16
• Keywords: Ha.mulidaa. r~roductlon,
-
Garcla-eagide, A (19860). CaracleRsflcas
de la reproducclon del Ja1l80.
Haemulon album, en Is plataforma
surecclderCa! de Cuba. Rept. In-
vest. Ins!. Oceanol. Acad. Clene.
Cuba 47: 1-33
• Keywords: Haemulidae, biology
Garcla-Cagide. A (l986b). Caraeteristicas
de Ia reproducclon del roncoamaril-
10, Haemulon sc;urus, en Ia region
oriental del Golfo de BataOOno.
Rept. Invest. Inst. Oceano!. Acad.
Cienc. Cuba 48: 1-28
• Keywords: Haemulidae, reploduc:tion.
bk>Iogy
Garcia·GagKJe, A (1987). Garacteristicas
de la reproduccion del ronco arara,
HaemuJon plumieri (Lacepede), en
18 region oriental del Golfo de
Batabano. Cuba. Revista de Inve~
ligaclon.. Marinas 8 (3): 39-55
• Keywor_ Haemulidae. reproduction,
bk>Iogy
~ Garcla-eagide, A, Claro, R (1979). Prelimi-
nary data on the reproduction of
several species of commercial fish
from the Batabano Gulf. 51h Sclen-
line Event of lhe Oceanological
InllRute. p. 12. Summary only.
• Keywords: lutjanida., reproduction
Garcla-eaglde. A, Claro, A (1983). Data on
the reproduetionof sevemt commer-
cial fish from the Batabano GuK,
Cuba. Rep. Invest. Inst. OCeano!.
Acad. CJenc. Cuba. 12: 1·20.
• K-vwords: Pomadasykiae, biology
Garcla·Caglde, A (In press). Edad y
creclmlento del ronco arara,
Heemu/onplumier! (lacepede) (pis·
ces, HaemlJk1ae) en Ia parte orien-
tal del Golfo de Batabano. Rept.
tnvest. Inst. Oceano!. Acad.
Clene. Cuba.
• K.ywords: biology. Haemulida.
§!I·Garrett. R (1985). North Queensland in-
shore gillnet fisheries: Research
report Annual Report 1984/85:
Ashertes Research Branch (ald.
Department of Primary In~
dustrles). p21
• Keywords: catch statistics
~ Garrett. R (1987). The selectlvily of nets
used in the GtJf of Carpentaria in-
shore. gillnet fishery: A summary
report Report to the Queensland
Fish Management Authority
• Keywords: gear, ca1ch statistics
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13511 Gaut. VC. Munro, JL (1983). The biology.
ecology and bionomics of the
grunts. Pomadasyidae. In: J.l.
MlIlro (Ed), Caribbean coral reef
fishery resources. ICLARM Studies
ardReviews7; pp.l1Q-141
• Keywon": HaelTMJlid.., biofogy,
distribution, population
~ "GBR Conwniltee (1978), An account otthe
present knowtedge and use of the
Great Barrier Reef from Lizard Island
to Bowen. Unpublished report to
GBRMPA (ProJaet n: 1978)
• K~da: catch atatllt!cs,
managem.nl
13531-GBR Committee, (1978). Conservation
and use of the Capricorn Bl.Ilker
Group of Islands and coral reefs.
Unpublished report to GBRMPA
• Keywords: catch .utistlc:s,
management
§54I"GBR Committee (1979), Swain Reels. Con·
servatlon and Use. Unpublished
raport to GBRMPA.
• Keyworct.: catch statistics,
management
13SS!"GBRMPA (1978), Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority Workshop on
Reef Ash Assessment and Monitor-
ing, GBRMPA Workshop Ser. No.
2. GBRMPA: Townsville (Australia),
64pp
• KaoywoJda: l'Iock as:sesstnent, marine
pad(s. rnethodo&ogy, SlII'W)'.
management
~ -GBRMPA (1979). Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park: Authority Workshop on
CoraJ Trout AssessmenlTechniques
held at keron Island, GBRMPA
Wor1<shop Set'. NO.3. GBRMPA:
Townsville (Australia). 85 pp
• Keywotds: Serranid.., stock
assessment, methcxlolog, lUrvey,
populationbook
!3s71"GBRMPA (1983). Coral trout sUivey In
Marine Park replenishment area.
GBRMPA Media Release. 22/8/83
• Keywords: survey. Serranldae, stock
assessment
27
13581- GBRMPA (1983). Replenishment areas:
North Reef and Boult Reef.
GBRMPA Bulletin (June 1983) 6: 1
• Keywords: $etranidae, management
~ "GBRMPA (m press), Tradttional FISheries
Workshop, July 1985
• Keywords: gear. catch SUllistics,
_mom
§601 Gesteira. TCV. Ivo. ClC (1973), Estudo da
reproducao e fecundidade do
pargo. Lu~anus pulplJl'eus Poey.
no norte e noroeste do Brasil. Arq.
Clem::. Mar. 13: 109-112
• Keywords: Luljanldae. bKllogy
~ Gesteira. TCV. Iva. ClC. De Holanda Lima.
H. Fonteles·Fiho. AA (1972). Estudo
blometrico do parga. Lutjanus pur·
pureus Poey, do norte e nordeste
do Brasil. Arq. eiene. Mar. 12: 127·
131
• Keywofds:~. growth. b5oIogy
13621 Gesteira. TCV. Rocha. CAS (1976), Estudo
sobre a fecundldade do ariaco, Lut-
janussynagris (Unnaeus), dacosta
do estado do Ceara (Brasil), Arq.
Cienc. Mar. 16: 19-22
• Keyword.: lutjanldall, biology
13631 GFAA, (1982), Aust",Uan Record Rshes,
Game Fishing Association In
Australia (GFAA)
• Keyworda: exploitdon. calc:h ItatiItictI
§] Ghorab. HM. Bayouml. AR. Hassan, AA
(1983), Studies on the fish a the
family Serranldae from the
northwestet'O region a the Red Sea.
BulL Inst. Oceanogr. Fish. cairo 9:
256-263
• Keywords: $erranidae. taxonomy
13851"Giddens. R (1985). Analysis of fish tagging
data. UnpUblished report (pending)
toGBRMPA (Projecl177: 1984)
• Keywords: movement, biology
~ Gjosaeter, J, Sousa, MI (1983). Reproduc-
tion. age and growth of the RusseU's
scad, Decapterus russelfii (Ruppell
1828) (Carangidae) from Sofala
Bank, Mozambique. Rev. Invest.
Pesq. (Maputo) B: Bl-10B
• KeywoJds: Ca'80gidae, biology, growth
13671 Gloerfelt·Tarp, T, Kailola, PJ (1984).
Trawled lIshes of southern In·
donesia and northern Australia.
ADAB (canberra), Direct. Gen. Ash.
(Jakarta), German Agency Tech.
Coop. (Hamburg). 406 pp
• Keywords: taxonomy
13681 GMFMC, (1984). Environmental Impact
statement and fishery manage--
ment plan for the reef fish resour·
ees ofthe Gulfof Mexico. Prepared
by Aa. Sea Grant Cotl. (GainesvDle)
and Gulf of Mexico Fishery Manage-
ment Council (GMFMC: Tampa)
• Keywofds: management
13691 Godcharles, MF, Bullock, LH (unpubl.).
Age, mortality and reproduction of
the scamp, Mycteroperca phenax
(Pisces: Serranldae). Unpublished
ms
• Keywords: Serranidae, biology, growth
13701·Goeden, GB (1974). Aspects of the biol-
ogy and ecology of the coral trout,
Plectropomus leopardus
(Lacepede) (Serranidae) at Heron
Island, Great Barrier Reef. PhD Dis-
sertation; University of Queensland
(Brisbane: Australia)
• Keywords: Se«anidae, biology
137t!*Goeden, GB (1975). Managing marine 03·
tional parks: conflicts in resource ex·-
ploitation. Proc. Ecol. Soc.
Australia 8: 147·155
• Keywords: management
13721. Goeden, GB (1977). Ufe and loves of the
coral trout. Australian Fisheries 36
(B): 16-1B
• Keywords: Serranidae, reproduction,
distribution, biology
13731·Goeden, GB (1978). A monograph of the
coral trout Plectropomus leopardus




• Keyworcb: Serranidae, management,
hJstralia, biology, distribution, stock
assessment, g.owth
~ *Goeden, GB (1978). Explottation of damer·
sal reef fish. In: Northern Fisheries
Committee Research Session.
Documents relating to the 3rd meet-
iog held at Townsville (July 11-13
197B). pp. 115-11B
• Keywords: exploitation. catch statistics,
effects
13751*Goeden, GB (1979). Is the Great Barrier
Reef being overfished? Australian
Fisheries 3B (9): lB-2O
• Keyword.: Serranidae, exploitation,
hJstralia, management, catch statistics
13761* Goeden, GB (1980). Reef ~urYey finds c0m-
mercial fish habitats. Australian
Fisheries. 39 (6): 8-9
• Keywords: survey, lethfinidae, stock
assessment
13nl*Goeden, GB (1982). Intensive fishing and a
'keystone' predator species: io-
gredients for community instability.





137sl*Goeden, GB (1984). The Incidence of
jlNenUe redfish species In cammer·
clal prawn trawl bycatch. U 0-
published report to GBRMPA
(Project 174: 19841, 12 pp
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, survey, catch
statistics
28
13791" Goeden, GB (1986). The effects of selec-
tively fishing reef fish stocks along
the Great Barrier Reef. In: T.JA.
Hundloe (ed), Fisheries Manage-
ment: Theory and practice In
Queensland. Griffith University
Press (Brisbane). 246 pp, (199,
207, exploitation, Australia, manage-
ment, population
13801"Goeden. GB (1986), The Impact of trolling
in bufferzoneswith the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park. Unpublished
repon 10 GBRMPA (projecl 199:
1984.a6)
• Keywon": effect, distribution, catch
statistics
13811 "Goeden, GB, Blackford. B (1977). A repon
on selected commercial and recrea-
tional fish stocks on Wheeler Reef.
Unpublished report to GBRMPA
(Project 29: 1977)
• Keywords: biology, distribution
!3821"Goeden, G, Jones, C (1987). Reef fISh In
trawl catches. Re.nectlons 19: 8·9
• Keywords: lutfanidae, catch statistics
13831. Goeden, G. Jones, C (1987). The Incidence
of reef fish In trawl catches.
Queensland FISherman 5 (7): 19·
20
• Keyword$: catch statistics, effect
13841 "Goeden, G. Watson, RA (1987). The dis-
tribution of Inter-reetal fauna and the
community concept. Proceedings
of the AustraDan Marine Sciences
Assoclallon (May 1987 meeting).
p.22
• Keywords: distribution
13851 "Goldman. B. Stroud. G. Talbot, FH (1983).
Fish eggs and larvae over a reef:
abundance with habitat, time of day
and moon phase. In: J.T. Bakeret ai,
(eds), Proceedings of the In-.
augural Great Barrier Reef COfl.
ference (Townsville 1983). JCU
Press. pp. 203-211
• Keywords: biolOgy, distribution and
habitats, early life history
29
!386I-GoIdman, B, Talbot. FH (1976). Aspects of
the ecology of coral reef fishes. In:
B. Goldman and F.H. Talbot (eds),
Biology and Geology of Coral
Reefs (Vol. 111 Biology) 2. Academic
Press. pp. 125·154
• Keywords: biology, distrlbutiOnlhabitats
13871 Grandperrin, R. Brouard. F (1983). State of
the fisheries research programs car·
rled out by ORSTOM In Vanuatu.
Notes Dec. Oceanogr. Cent. Port
Vila ORSTOM. 6: 1-19
• Keywords: L.utJanidae, catch statistics,
0"·
13881 Grant. CJ (1981). Gill net selectivity and
catch rates of coastal pelagic fish ;n
Jamaica West Indies. Estuarine
Coastal She" Science 12 (2): 167-
176
• Keywords: carangidae, gear, catch
.latlotlos
13891 Granl, CJ (1987). An appnlisal olthe Nor-
fOlk Island Domestic Fishery and
8 recommended monitoring and
management strategy, Fisheries
Division (C. DPI1981). 45 pp.
• Keywords: management, catch
statistics
13901" Grant. E (1987). Uzard Island reet fishing.
Modern Fishing Yearbook 1987:
4249
• Keywords: gear
13911"Grant. EM (1982). Guide 10 Fishes. 5th
Edttlon. Dept. of Harbours & Marine
(Brisbane)
• Keywords: taxonomy
13921" Gray. FJ. Cralk, GJS ~n press). COraJ trout
survey techniques workshop.
GBRMPA Workshop Series No. 10
• Keywords: survey, stock assessment
13931 Griffiths. RC, Simpson, JG (1973). The
present status of the exploitation of
the fishery resources of Venezuela.
Proc. Gulf Carlbb. Fish. Inst. 25:
129-155
• Keywords: exploitation, catch slalistics,
management
Grigg, RW, Polovina, JJ, Atkinson, MJ
(1984). Model of a coral reef ecosys·
tem. 3. Resource limitation, com-
munity regulation, fisheries yield
and resource management. Coral
Reefs 3: 23-27
• Keyworct.: managemen1, yield, catch
statistics
Grimes, CB (1916). Cerlal...pects 01 the
lite history of the vermilion snap·
per, Rhombopllt8S aurorubens
(Cuvier) from North and South
Carolina waters. PhD dlssertatlon,
University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hil (North carolina). 240 pp
• Keywords: lutjanidae, b1ology.Qrowth
Grimes. CB (1978). Age, growth and
length-weight relationship 01 vermil-
lion snapper, Rhomboplites
aurorubens, from North Carolina
and South Carofina waters. Trans.
Amer. Fish. Soc. 107: 454-456
e Keywords:, lutjanldae, growth
Grimes. CB (1987). Reproductive biology
of the Lutjanktae. In: J.J. Polovina
and S. Ralston (eds), Tropical
Snappers and Groupers. Biology
and Fisheries Management
Ocean Res.Mar.Policy Ser.
Westview Press: BolKier (Colorado
USA). pp. 239-294
• Keywofds: Lutjanldu, reproduction
Grimes, ca, Huntsman, GA (1980).
Reproductive blotogy of the vermil-
lion snapper, Rhomboplites
aurorubens, from North carolina
and South carolina. R.h. Bull. U.S.
Nat. Mar. Fish. Serv. 78: 137-146
• Keyword.: l,.uljanldu, reptoductlon
Grimes, CB, Manooch, CSIII, Huntsman.
GR (1982). Reef and rock outcrop-
ping fishes 01 the outer continental
sheff of North Carolina and South
Carolina, and ecological notes on
the red porgy and vermillion snap·
per. Bull. Mar. Sci. 32: 277-289
• Keywords: LUljanidae, biology
30
Grimes, CB, Manooch. CSlIl, Hun1sman,
GA, Dixon, RL (1977). Red snappers
of the Carolina coast. Mar. Fish.
Rev. 39 (1): 12-15
• Keyword.: lutjanid.., biology
Gultart Manday, D, Juarez Fernandez, M
(1966). Desarollo embrionaria y
primeras estadlas de Ia chemo erial·
Ia. Eplnephelus sWlatu. (Bloch)
(Perclformes: Serranldae). lnat.
Oee.nolO9Io (Habana) 1: 35-46
e Keyworde: Sen'anidu, blo'ogy
Gulland, JA (1969). Manual of methods for
fish stock assessment. Part 1: Rsh
populallon analysis. FAQ Man.
FI.h. ScI. 154 pp.
• Keyworch: methodology, s10ck
............
Gulland, JA (1979). Reportolthe FAO~OP
WOJ1<.hop on the fishery resour·
ces of the Western Indian Oeun
south of the Equator. Mahe,
Seychelles, Oct·Nov. 1978.
10FC/DEV 79/45
• Keyworde: management, s10ck
assessment, exploitatiOn
Gulland, JA (1983). R.h stock .
ment: A manual of basic methods.
JohnMey & Sons; Winchester; 223
pp
e Keyworct.: methodoklgy, stock
.........nt
Gulland, JA (1984). Advice on target fishing
rales. FI.hbyle 2: 8-11
• Keyword.: exploitation, management
Gundennann, N. Popper, 0 (1975). Some
aspects of recolonizaUon 01 coral
rocks In ERal (Gulf 01 Aqaba) by fish
populations after poisoning. Mar.
Blal. 33: 109-117
• Keyworda: e)lploitation, movement
14071 Gushima. K, Murakami, Y (1979). Mixed
species groupings in reef fIShes of
Kuchierabu Island, Japan. J. Fae.
App. Bioi. Sci. Hiroshima Univ. 18:
103-122
• Keyworcb: Serranidae, lutjanidae,
letMnid.., biology
§!] Gutherz. EJ (1982). Reef fish assessment-
snapper/grouper stocks in the
western North Atlantic south ofcape
Hatteras.. NC. In: G.A. Huntsman et
al (eds), Proceedings of •
Workshop on Biological Bases fOI"
Reel Fishery Management. NOAA
Tech. Memo. pp. 121-141
• K.-ywords: Lu1janldae, s10ck
assessrNnt, catch statlstles
~ Gutierrez. E. Orozco. MV (1982). Distribu-
tion of the larvae of OIigopiites
saurus (Bloch and Schneider, 1801)
(Pisces, Carangldae). In the
southeest region of the Cuban p1at-
fonn. Zone A. In: Summaries of the
6th Sclentfflc Workshop (Institute
01 oce.nology). p. 20
• K-rwo«b: e.t.ngldu, biOlogy, early
life history
14101 Gutierrez. E. 5alabarrla. D (1982). Distribu-
tion and abundance of fish eggs and
larvae In the southeastern region of
the Cuban shelf (Zone A). Clene.
Bioi. 7: 71-85
• Key'WOfds: dtstrlbutioo, biOlogy, early
life history
~<Harmer.WM. Hauri.IR (1981). Effects 01
island mass: water flow and
plankton pattern around a reef in the
Greet B8rrlerReeflegoon. Australia.
Umnol. oce.nogr. 26: 1084-1102
• KeywonIa:. dJstribution, early life histoIy
14121 Harrnelin-Vivien. ML, Bouchon. C (1976).
Feeding behavior of some car-
nivorous fishes (Serranldae and
Scarpaenidae from Tulear
(Madagascar). Mar. BioI. 37: 329-
340
• Keyword.: Serranidae, feeding
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Hansuljker. L. Nicholson, WE (1981).
Res~ of a trap fishing survey of
Pedro Bank (Caribbeen Sea). The
relations between catch rates,
catch composition. size of fISh and
their recruitment. Tech. Rept. No.2
Pro) FAOfTCP/JAM 8902 PotIish-
Ing SUl"vey of Pedro Bank.
Fisheries Division; Kingston
(Jamaica). 44 pp
• Keywotdla: Qtdl sta1lSlics, survey, effort
Hashim, MT, Shakour, AA (1981. Agedeter-
mlnatlan and growth studies of
Lethrlnus mahsena and L. xan-
thachllus. Jeddoh J. Mar.R... 1:
11-20
• Keywotds: l.ethrinIdae, growth,
~ht relationships
Hastings. PA, Bottone. SA (1900). Obser-
vations on the life history of lhe
belted sandnsh, Serranus sub-
ligarius (Semmldae). Environ. Bioi.
Fish 5: 365-374
• Keywofdit: SerranIdM. teeding.
reproduction, growlh.length-weight
,elationships
Hastings. RW (1973). Biologyof the pygmy
sea bass Serranlculus pumilia (Pis-
ces: SerrankJae). Fisheries Bul-
letin, U.S. Natl. Mar. Fish. Servo 71
(1): 235-242
• Keywords: s.rtanidae, reproduction,
distribution, bklIogy
§!I < Haysom. NM (1986). The management
regime in Queensland: An OIIeMew.
In: T.JA Hundloe (ed). Asheries
Management: Theory and Prac-
tice in Queensland. Grifflh Univer-
sity Press (BrIsbane). P.P 57-61
• K..,.ewds:~
14181 Heemstra. PC (1974). On the identity of
certain eastern Pacifie and Carib-
bean post"'alVal fishes (Perelfor-
mas) described by Henry Fowler.
Proc. Acad. Nal. Sci. Philadelphia
126: 21-26
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, biology.
taxonomy, earty life hislory
14191- Heger1, E, Tarte. 0, Green. G, Gall,J (1984).
Resource inventory. Far Southern
Section. GBR. Unpublished report
to GBRMPA (Projec"62: 1984)
• Keywords: survey, stodc assessment
~ Helfman. GS. Meyer. JL, McFarland. WN
(1982). The ontogeny of twilight
m~rationpanems In grunts (pIsces:
Haemulldae). Animal Behaviour
30: 317-326
• Keywords: HliemuMdae, movement
14211 Helfrich. P, Piyakamchana. T. Mies. PS
(1968). Gigua..... fish poisoning. 1.
Ecology of clguateric fishes in the
Una Islands. Occas. Pap. Bernice
P. Bishop Museum 23: 305-369
• Keywords: Seuanidae. Lethrinldae,
feeding
~ Helm, N (1988). A report on the mar1<e'
survey of reef and lagoon fish catch
(in Western Samoa). Working
document: SPC Workshop on
Pacific Inshore Fishery Resour-
ces, Noumea (New Caledonia)
1988. BP 30
_ Keywords: catch statistics, SUfVey
1423j-Hill, SJ (1983). Recent trends In
Queensland Fisheries. Unpublished
ms
• Keywo,ck: general, Australis, cateh
statistics. effort
~.Hill, BJ, Pashen. AJ (1986). Management of
the Queensland East Coast oner
trawl fishery: An historical review
and future options. In: T. J. A.
Hundloe led), Fisheries Manage-
ment: Theory and Practice In
Queensland. Griffith University
Press (Brisbane). pp 146-166
- Keywords: managemetlt
14251 Hill, RS (1978). The use of nearshore
marine life as a food source by
American Samoans. Pacific Island
Studies program, Univ. of Hawaii.
170 pp
• Keywords: eXploitation, catch S1alislics
~ Hobson, ES (1970). Predatory behaviour of
some sh()(e fishes in the Gulf of
california. Res. Rep. U. S. Dep. In.
terior (Fish & WUdlile Ser.) 73: 1·92
• Keywords: $erranidae, Luljanid.ae.
lHeling
~ Hobson. ES (1973). O/elleedlngmigratJons
In troplcaJ reef fishes Horgolaender
WIn. Meeresunters. 24: 361-370
• KeyINOI«k: Slfranidae, feeding.
mcN'ement
8 Hobson. ES (1974). Feeding relationships
of teleostean fishes on coral reefs In
Kana, Hawai. Fish. BulL 72: 915--
1031
• Keywords: Serranldae, Lu1janidae.
feeding
~ Hobson. ESJr (1982). The structure 01 fish
communities on warm·temperate
and tropical reefs. In: G. R.
Huntsman at aJ (oos), Proceedings
of a Workshop on Biological
Bases for Reef Rshery Manage.
ment. NOAA Tech. Memo. pp. 160-
166
• Keywordl.: SlOCk assessment
14301· Hoose. 0 (1980). Coral trout spedes iden-
tification. (Project 44: 1980)
• Keywordl.: Serranldae, taxonomy
14311- Hoose. OF, Bowling. J. RusseU. Be. Ran-
dall, JE (1981). A prellmlnary
revision of Australian species of
coral trout .of the genus
Plectropomus. Occ. Reports of the
Australian Museum 2: 1·28
• Keywon": 8emlnIdae. taxooomy.Austr. earfy life history
~ Hollman, A, VKlol. S (1978). An Investiga-
tion into the utilization of the tropJcaf
red snapper (Lutjanus bohar).
Proceedings of the 18th Session
of the Indo-Paclflc Fishery Com-
mission, Mania (philippines). 18:
157·168
• Keywords: luljanidae. catch stati~
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Hall, SA. Arnold. CR (1982). Growth of
jLNenile red snapper Lut/anus cam-
pechanus. in the northwestern Glif
of Mexico. Fish. Bull. 80: 644-648
• Keywords: lutjanidae, growth
HOMlth, ML (unpubl.). Age. growth. ard
mortality at the knobbed porgy.
Cslamus nodosus. of the South At·
Iantlc Bight. with notes on reproduc-
tion ard possible _r selectivity at
the recreational fishery. Un·
published ms
• K.ywords: biology, gear, growth
Houde, ED (1982). KJrds, distributions ard
abundances of sea bass larvae (Pis-
ces: Serranldae) from the eastern
Gulf of Mexico. Bull. Mar. Sci. 32:
511-522
• K~: Sefranldae, distribution,
biology, earty!He history
Houde, ED. Dowd, CE (1976). Lutjenld
and serranld larvae from the east-
ern Gulf of Mexico. Final Aeport. .
Natl. Mar. Fish. Servo Grant No.
NOAA/NMFS P001-6042-110BO; 12
pp
• Keywofds: l.uljanid... S.rtlllid.a,
biology, earty tite histofy
14371'HUrdloe, T (1981). Economic Impacts at
tourist/recreational and fishing in-
dustries in the proposed Cairns Sec-
tion of the GBR region. Institute of
Applied Social Research (Griffith
University) report to GBRMPA
(Project 97: 1980-81)
• Keyword:&: catch statistlc:s,
management
~ -Hundloe. T (1~). Fisheries of the Great
Barrier Reef. GBRMPA Special
Pub!. Ser. (2). 158 pp
• Keywords: exploitation, management.
catch statistics
~391'HUndloe, T (1985). Reef region fisheries.
GBRMPA Reef Note 1985: 1-4
• Keywords: catch statistics
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14401" HuncUoe, T. Driml, S (1981). Summaries of
recent investigations, with em-
phasis on the structural and
economic characteristics of the
Australian fishing Industry and In
particular the Queensland com-
ponent of the industry. Unpublished
report to GBRMPA (Project 94:
1980-82), Inst 01 Applied Social Re-
search (Griffith University)
• Keywords: management, catch
statistics
§!]. Hundloe. T, DrimI, S, Lack. S. McDonald. G
(1980). Economic characteristics at
fishing in the Capricomla Section at
the Great Banier Reef Marine Park.
Unpublished report to GBAMPA
(Project 90: 1979-81). Inst. of Ap-
plied Social Research (Griffith
University)
• Keyworcb: management. C8tch
--
14421° Hurdloe, T, Driml, S. Shaw. S. Trigger, J
(1981). Proposed calms section at
the GSR Marine Park: Some
economic characteristics and mUlti-
pliers. Unpublished report to
GBRMPA (Project 97: 1980-81).
Inst. of Applied Social Research
(Gritf1lh University)
• Keywofcb: catch statistics,
managelTMf'l1
!4431'Hundloe, TJ (1983). Employment and in-
come effects of a Queensland
Ashery. Australian Fisheries, 40 (3)
!44410HUrdloe, TJA, (ed), (1986). Fisheries
Management: TheOfY ard Prao-
Uce In Queensland. Grtffith Untver-
sity Press (Brisbane), 230 pp
• Key'WOfda: management
14451° Hurdloe, TJA, Driml, SM, Lack, SW, Mc-
Donald, GT (1980). Economic char-
acteristics of fishing in the
Capricomia Section of the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park. A report
prepared for GBRMPA
• Keywords: Australia, economics,
exploitation
14461- HUndloe, TJA, Neumann, R, Wilks. l
(1987). Survey of Charter Boats:
Great Barrier R~f Region. Unpubl.
report to GBRMPA
• Keywords: Australia. exploitation. catctl
and effort
14471' Hundloe. T. Neumann. R. WUks. R (1986).
Survey of charter boats: GBR
Region: F""" Report. Unpublished
repon.o GBRMPA (project 1B9 and
226: 1964-66). pp.85-106
• Keywords: catctl atatlatk:s
Huntsman. GR (1960). The biological
bases of reef fishery production.
Proc. Gulf and Carlbb. Fish. lnst.
32:131
• Keywords: biology
Huntsman, GR. Manooch, CS (1976).
Coastal pelagic and reef fishes In the
South Atlantic Bight. In: H. Clopper
(ad), Proc. 2nd Ann. Mar. Recrea-
tional Fish. Symp. Marine Recrea-
tional Asherles NO.3. Sport Fishing
Inst Washington D. C. pp. 97·106
• Keywords: rtock aJMSSl'nent, catch
statistics, distribution
Huntsman, GR, Manooch, CSt Grimes, CB
(1963). Yield per recru~ models of
some reef fIShes or the U. S. South
Atlantic Bight. Fish. Bull. 81: 679-
695
• Keywords: catch statis\ic$, population,
yield
Huntsman, GR, Manooch. CSIII ('960),
Minimum size Iknits for reef fIShes.
Proc. Ann. Cont. Southeastern
Assoc. Fish WIIdL Agencies 32:
509-513
• Keywords: popu(don, biology,
management
Huntsman, GR, Nicholson, WR, fox, WrN
(ads) (1982). The biological base.
for reef fishery management
NOM Tech Memo NMF8-SEFe-Bo
• Keywords: management, biolOgy
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Huntsman, GR, Schaaf, WE (unpubl.). In·
teraction of fishing and protogyny
for the grasby, Epinephelus croon-
tatus. Unpublished ms.
• Keywords: $en'antdu. eHect. biology
Huntsman, GR, Waters, JR (1987).
Development of managamant plans
for reefflshas-GlMof Mexico and U.
S. SouIh Atlantic. !no J. J. Polovlna
and S. Ralston (eds), Tropical
Snappen and Groupers. Biology
and Fisheriel Management
Ocean Res. Mar. Polley Ser.
WesMaw Press: BouIdar (Colorado
USA). pp. 533-560
• Keywords: Serranldae, Lutianidae,
management
Hussain, NA, Abdullah, MAS (1977). The
length-weight relationship, spawn-
Ing season and food habtts of six
commercial fishes In Kuwaiti waters.
Indian J_ Fish. 24: 161-194
• Keywords: Serranidae, length-weight
,elatlonshlps, feeding, reprocIuction,g,-
Hussain, NA, Hlguch\ M (1960). Larval




• Keywords: Serranldae, larval btoIogy,
eatty lite history
Ikeham.lI, Kaml. HT. Sakamoto, RK (1970).
Exploratory fishing survey of Ihe In-
shore fisheries resources of Guam.
In: Proc. 2nd CSK Symp. (Tokyo)
pp.425437
• Keywords: survey, catdl statistics
ltano, 0 (1968). Progress repon: Ama<ican
Samoa bottomfish assessment
programme. Working document:
SPC Workshop on Pacific Inshore
Fishery Resources, Noumea (New
CaJadonla) 1968. BP 68. 6 pp
• Keywords: stock assessment, growth,
-"""
14591 Ivo Correa, CT·(1975). Study on the fishery
biology of the caribbean red snap·
per, Lutjanus purpureus Poey,
from the north and northeastern
Brazil, during the year 1974. Arq.
Cienc. Mar. 15: 119-123
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, populatlon.
catch statistics. stock assessment
IvoCorrea, er (1976). On some aspects of
lhellshery biology of Caribbean red
snapper. off northeastern Brazil.
Arq. Cienc. Mar. 16: 87·91
• Keywords: lutjanidae, catch statistics.
growth
Iva Correa. CT, Gestelra Vasconcelos, TC
(1974). Preliminary estimation of the
mortality of the Caribbean red snap-
per, Lutjanus purpureus Poey, In
north and northeast Brazil. Arq.
Clenc. Mar. 14: 123-127
• Keywords: lutjanidae, population,
biology
Ivo. erc (1973). Estudo sobre a biologJa
da pesca do parga, Lutjanus pur-
pureus PoeY. no nordeste Brasleiro
- dados de 1972. Arq. Clenc. Mar.
13: 39-43
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, biofogy
Izquierdo. J, Bas. C. Margalef, R (1985).
The feeding of fish larvae (F.
Soleidae and F. Carangldae) In the
upwelling region off NW Africa: a
comparative study. In: P. Rubies
(ed). Proc. Int. Symp. on 1he Most
Important Upwelling Areas off
Western Africa (Cape Blanco and
Benguela). Vol. 2. pp. 989-1003
• Keywords: Garangidae. biology, early
life history
14641 Jame•• 5, Olter, L, Endere, E (1988). Fish
transect surveys In Pohnpei lagoon
(Eastem Garotine islands) to deter-
mine the Influence of neighbouring
habitats on fish community struc-
ture. Working document: SPC
Workshop on Pacific Inshore
Fishery Resources, Noumea (New
Caledonia) 1988. BP 49, 11 pp
• Keywords: $OlVey. distribution
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1465'*Jensen, RC (1979). An assessment of the
econorrUc impact of selected ac-
tivities associated with the Capricor-
nia Section of the Great Barrier Reef.
Unpublished report to GBRMPA
(project 82: 1979)
• Key'WOfds: catch statistics,
management
Johannes, RE (1977). Tradhionallaw of the
sea In Micronesia. Mlcroneslca 13:
121-127
• Keywords: exploitation. management
Johanne., RE (1978a). Reproductive
strategies of coastal marine fishes In
the tropics. Environ. BIoi. Fish 3:
65-84
• Keywords: reproduction, management
Johannes, RE (197Bb). Traditional marine
conservation methods of Oceanla-.
and their demise. Ann. Rev. Ecol.
Syst. 9: 349-364
• Keywords: management, exploitation
Johannes, RE (1980). Using knowledge of
reproductive behaviour of reef and
lagoon fishes to improve fishing
yields. In: J. Bardach et al. (eds),
Fish behaviour and its use In cap-
ture and culture of fishes. iClARM
Conf. Proc. 5. pp. 247- 270
• Keywords: exploitation, reproduction,
cateh statistics, movement.
management
Johannes. RE (1981). WorIdng whh IIsher-
men to Improve coastal tropical
fisheries and 'resource manage·
ment. Bull. Mar. Sci. 31: 673-680
• KeywordS: management, explohation
14711 Johannes, RE (1981). Making better use of
existing knowledge in managing
Pacific island reef and lagoon
ecosystems. South. Pacific
Regional Environment
Programme: Topic Review (4) 12
pp.
• Keywords: management
Johannes, RE (-1981 b). Words of the
lagoon. University of California
Press (Berkeley), 245 pp
• Keywords: managementbook
14731·Johannes, RE (1983). Spawning aggrega-
tions - impUcations for management
of the Great Barrier Reef. In: J. T.
Baker et al (ads), Proceedings of
the Inaugural Great SalTier Reef
Conference, Townsville p. 507
• Keywords: population, reproduction.
management, Australia, movement
~ Johannes. RE (1988). The spawning ago
gregation of the grouper
Pleclropomus aroolalus (RuppelI).
in the Solomon Islands Proceed·
iogs of the 6th International Coral
Reef Symposium, Townsville
(Australia). 2: 751·756.
• Keywords: reproduction, Serranidae
14751 Johannes. RE, Gerber, R (1974). Import
a.nd export of detritus and
zooplankton by an Enlwetok coral
reef community. Proceedings of
the 2nd International Coral Reef
Symposium. 1: 97-104.
• Keywords: general biology
14761 Johannes, RE, Helfman. GS, Leis. JM
(1982). Stock boundartes of reef and
lagoon food fishes. Proc. 4th Int.
Coral Reef Symp. 1: 112
• Keywords: stock assessment,
"""",ment
1477I-Johannes. RE, Squire. l (1988). Aggrega~
tions of coral trout and maori wrasse
on the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park. Unpublished report to
GBRMPA. 10 pp
• Keyword.: Se"anJdae. distribution,
biology
14781 Johnson, AG (1983). Age and growth of
yellowtail snapper from South
Rorlda. Trans. Am. Flsh_ Soc. 112:
173·177
• Keywords: growth, luljanidae
Johnson. CR (1969). Notes on some Inter·
tidal serranid. pseudochromid, and
apogonid fishes of Okinawa.Jima,
Ryukyu Islands. Jap. J.lchlhyology
16: 157·160
• Keyword.: Se"eniaae, feeding
14801 Johnson, GO (1983). Niphon splnosus: a
primitive eplnephellne serranld.
with comments on the monophyfy
and interrelationships of the Ser-
ranldae. Copele 1983: 777-787
• Keyworch: Serranidae. taxonomy
14811 Johnson. GO. Keener, P(1984).Aldtolden-
tification of American grouper lar-
vae. Bull. Mar. Sci. 34: 106-134
• Keywords: Se"anldae, larval biology
14821 Johnston. JB. Adams. JK, Foster. R (1976).
The red snapper resource of the
Texascontinental sheltln: H. A. Bul-
lis Jr. and A. C. Jones (eds).
Proceedings: Coil. on snapper·
grouper fishery resources of the
western central Atlantic Ocean.
Fla. Sea Grant CoIl. Rep. 17. pp.
237·247
• Keywords: lutjanidae, slock
asseiWTlent. distribution
14831 Jones. AC (1977). Report of colloquium on
snapper and grouper fishery resour-
ces of the Western Central Atlantic
Ocean. In: H. B. Stewart Jr. (ed).
Cooperative Investigations of the
Caribbean and Adjacent Regions.
Papers on fisheries aquaculture and
martne biology, FAO (Rome: Italy).
pp. 207·211
• Keywords: l.utfanldae, Serranidae,
management
148~ -Jones. C (t984). The Incidence of Juvenile
rOOfish species in the commercial
prawn trawl bycatch. Unpubl.
Report to GBRMPA
• Keywords: Australia, exploitation,
movement
14851*Jones. C (1986). King prawn by-catch and
the Great Barrier Reef. Australian
Fisheries 45 (8): 31-32
• Keywords: catch statistics
36
14861 *Jones, eM. Derbyshire, K (1988). Sampling 14931 Katnik, S (1981). The effects of fishing pres-
the demersal fauna from a commer· sures on some economically Impor-
clal penaeid prawn fishery off the tant fishes on Guam's reef flats.
cenlral Queensland coast. Mem. Proc. 4th Int. Coral Reel. Symp.
ald. Mus. 25 (2): 403..,5 (Manila) 1: 111
• Keywords: catch statistics • Keywofch: lutjanidae, lethrlnldae.
exploitation. survey. effort, population
14871 Jonas. RS. Thompson. MJ (1978). Com·
14941parlson of Florida reef fish as- Kawaguchi, K (1974). Handline and
semblages using a rapid visual langllne fishing explorations for
technique. Bull. Mar. ScI. 28 (1): snappar and telatad species In the
159-172 Caribbean and adjacenl waters.
• Keyword$: stock assessment, survey Mar. Fish. Rev. 36 (9): 8-31
• Ketwor<b: Lutjat'lidae. catch statistics
~ Jones, S, Bensam, P (1968). An annotated ~bibliography on the breading hablts Kearney, RE (1979). Some problems 01
and development of fishes In lhe In- developing and managing fISheries
dian Region. Bull. Cent. Mar. Fish. In small island states. South Pacific
Res. lnst. Cochin 3: 1·154 Commtsslon Occasional Paper
• Keywords: biology, early life histof)' No. 16
• Keywotds: management, exploitation
14891 *Jones, W (1989). Investigations of the reo
14981 Kadidl. SM (1984). Stockassessmentolthesearch needs of the fishing Industry
from the industry perspective. MSC red spot emperor Lethrinus lentjan
thesis flO progress), Griffith Univer- from areas adjacent to Suakin and
slly Muhammad 001 (Sudan). SUlVey
• Keywords: management, exploitation
conducted during 1982-1984.
FAO/UNDP RAB/83/023/07 pp. 1-
14901 Joubert, CSW, Hanekom. PB (1980). Fead·
27
• Keywords: Lethrinldae, stockIng in some Inshore reef fish of the assessment, SUNO)'. catch statistics
Natal Coast (South Africa). S. Afr. J.
Zoo!. 15 (4): 262-274
14971 Kedidi, SM (1984). The Red Sea reel as-
• Keywords: 5erranidae, feeding sociated fishery of the Sudan
14911
catches. efforts and catches per
Ju, D·R, Yeh, S·Y. Uu.H-C (1968). Age and fishing effort survey conducted
growth ofLutjanus a/tifrontalis in the during 1982·1984. FAO/UNDP
waters off Northwest Australia. Acta RAB/63/023/08 pp. 1-18
Oceanogr. Taiwan 20: 1-12
• Keywords: stock assessment, catch
• Keywords: Lutjanldae, growth statistics, effort
14921 Komi. HT (1973). The PrIs1lpomoldes (Pls- 14981 Kedldl. SM. Abushusha. T, Allam. K (1984).
cas: Lutjanldae) of Guam with nOles Biologyand stock assessmentoIthe
on their biology. Microneslca 9 (1): redspot emperor, Lethrlnus lentjan
97-117 from waters adjacent to Tuwwal,
• KeywordS: lutjanldae. taxonomy, Saudi Arabia. FAO/UNDP
biology RAB/81/002/15 pp. 1·21
• Ke)'WOfds: le1hrinldae. stock
assessment, biology
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Kedidi, SM, Bouhlel, M (1984). Stock as-
sessment for the longface emperor
Lethrinus minlatus from the
Djiboutian waters Red Sea . Gulf of
Aden. FAO/UNDP RAB/83/023/12
pp.1-19
• Keywords: Lethrinidae, stock
assessment, biology
Kedidi, SM, Bouhlel, M (1985). Stock as-
sessment for the blood snapper Lut-
janus sanguineus from the
DJiboutian waters Red Sea . Gult of
Aden. FAO/UNDP RAB/83/023/11
pp. 1-20
• Keywords: Lutjanfdae, stock
assessment, biology
Keener, P, Johnson, GO, Stender, BW,
Brothers, EB, Beatty, HR (1988). In-
gress of posUarvai gag Mycteroper-
ca m/cro/epls (pisces: $erranidae)
through a South Carolina (USA) bar-
rier island inlet. Bull. Mar. Sci. 42
(3): 37!kl96
• Keywords: S&rtatlktae, movement,
biology. early lIle hlstofy
Kendall, AWJr (1979). Morphological com-
parisons of North American sea
bass larvae (pisces: Serranidae).
NOAA Technical Report. NMFS
Clr. No. 426, 50 pp.
• Keywords; Seuanidae, biology. early
life history
Kendall, AWJR (1964). Serranldae:
development and relationships. In:
H. G. Moser et aI. (eds), Ontogeny
and systematics of fishes. Ameri-
cal Assoc. Ichthy. and Herpelol.
(Special Publication 1). pp.499-510.
• Keywords: $8rratlidae, biology, early
life hlstOlY
Kendall, AWJR, Fahay, MP (1979). Larva of
the serranid fish Gonioplectrus
hispanus with comments on Its
relationships. Bull. Mar. Sci. 29:
117-121
• Keywords: SerranJdae, biOlogy. early
life history
38
Kenny, JS (1982). Development strategies
for fisheries In the Eastern Carib-
bean. Proceedings of the 34th
Annu. Gulf and Caribb. Fish. Inst.
34:~1
• Keywords: management
Kesteven, G, Stratton, J, carter. 0 (1966).
Private enterprise research
programme. In: T. J. A Hundloe
(ed), Fisheries Management:




Khan, MG (1966). Age, growth and mor-
tality rates of the red snapper Lut-
janus johnll Bloch of the Bay 01
Bengal Bangladesh. Bangladesh J.
Agric. 11 (2): 49<32
• Keywotds: Lutjanldae, growth,
population
Kikkawa, 8S (1964). Maturation, spawning
and fecundity of opakapaka, Pris-
lipomo/des filamentosus, in the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. In.:
R. W. Grigg and K Y. Tanoue (eds).
Proceedings of the 2nd Sym-
posium on Resource Investiga-
tions in the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands, Univ. Hawaii.
UNIHI-SEAGRANT-MR-64-01 2:
149·160
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, biology
Kirkwood, GP (1982). Simple models for
muttispecies fisheries. In: 0, Pauly
and G. Murphy (eds). Theory and
management of tropical fisheries.
IClARM Conference Procs. No.9.
pp.63-96
• Keywords: stock 8S$8:wnent,
methodology
KISR-NSIC (1967). A bibliography of
some commercially important
fishes of Arabian Gulf. Kuwait In-
stitute for Scientific Research· Nat.
Sci. Information Center (KISR-
NSIC). Salmiya (Kuwan). 25 pp.
• Keywords: Lutjanidae. Serranidae,
general biology
15111 Kitada, J-I, Tatewaki, R, Tagawa. M (1981).
Karyotype analysis In 2 species of
Lateolabrax (Pisces: Perclformes:
Serranidae). CIS (Chromosome
Inf. Serv.) 30: 9-11
• Keywords: Serranidae, distribution,
"owth
15121 Klima. EF (1976a). An assessment of the
fish stocks and fisheries of the Cam·
peehe Bank. Western Central At-
lantic Fishery Commission
(WECAF) Siudies 5. 24 pp.
• Keyword&: stock U$8SSlTlent
15131 Klima. EF (1976b). Snapper and grouper
resources of the western central At-
1antic Ocean_ !!l: H. R. Bullis and A.
C. Jones (eds). Proceedings: Col-
loquium on Snapper·Grouper
fishery resources of the Western
Central Atlantic Ocean. Aa. Sea
Grant Program Report 17. pp. 540
• Keywords: Lutjanldae, Serranidae,
SlOCk assessment
15141 Kohno. H (1986).lntroduetion 10 Iapu~apu
(Epinephe/us) of the Philippines.
Asian Aquaeuhure. 8(6): 8-11
• Keywords: Serranidae, catch statistics,
distribution, stoek assessment
15151 Kohno. H (1987). Introduction to Iapu-Iapu
(Epinephe/us) of the Philippines.
Part 2. Asian Aquaeuhure. 9(1): 5-
10
• Keywords: $erranidae, catch statistics,
distribution, stock assessment
Is16j Korotkov. VP (1970). The speed and en-
durance of fishes escaping from a
trawl. J.lehthyofogy 10: 832-836
• Keywords: lutjanidae. behaviour,
movement
IS171 Kulbicki. M (1988). Patterns of trophic
structure of fish populations in the
SW lagoon of New Caledonia.
Proceedings of the 6th Interna·
tional Coral Reef Symposium,
Townsville (Australia). 2: 89-94
• Keywol"ds; biology
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Kulbicki, M (1988). Correlation between
catch data from bottom Ionglines
and fish censuses in the SW lagoon
of New Caledonia. Proceedings of
the 6th International Coral Reef
Symposium, Townsville
(Australia). 2: 305-312
• Keywords: catch statistics. survey
Kulb1cki. M. Grandperrln. R (1988). Survey
of the soft bottom carnivorous fish
·populatlon using bottom longline In
the south-west lagoon of New
Caledonia. Working document:
SPC Workshop on Paeltlc Inshore
FIShery Resources. Noumea (New
caledonia) 1988. BP 15.25 pp
• Keywords: l.utjanldae, lethrinldae,
$erranldae, sul'IIeY, population, yield
Kungvanklj. p. Tiro. LB. Pudadora. BP.
POlestas.IO (1986). Induced spawn-
ing and larval rearing of grouper
(Eplnephelus sa/maides Maxwell).
In: Proceedings of the First Asian
Fisheries FOI'Um, Manila (Philip-
pines) pp. 663-666
• Keywords: Sarraniclae, reproduction,
early life hi$tory
Kunze!. T. Lowenberg. U. Weber. W (1983).
Demersal fISh resources of the Mahe
Plateau/Seychelles. Arch.
Ashereiwiss. 34: 1-22
• Keywords: stock assessment, caron
statistics
Kuo. CL, Lee. SS (1986). Suitability and
reliability of characters for age-
determination of porgies, Lethrinus
nebulosus (Forskal) in waters of
Australia J. Fish. Soc. Taiwan 13:
1·10
• Keywords: Lethrlnldae, growth, Australia
Kuo, CL lee, 55 (1986)_ Age and growth
of common porgy. Lethrinus
nebulosus (Forsskal), in shelf
waters oft northwest Australia. J.
Fish. Soc. Taiwan 13: 22-31
• Keywords: l..ethrinidae, growth, Australia
Kwei, EA (1978kFood and spawning ac·
tivity 01 Caranx hippos (L ) off the
coast of Ghana. J. Nat. Hist.12 (2):
195·215
~ Lablache, G. Carrara. G (1988). Population
dynamics of emperor red snapper
(Lutjanus sebae), with notes on the
demersal fishery on the Mahe
Plateau. Seychelles. In: S. C.
Venema. J. M. Christensen & O.
Pauly (eds), Contributions to
Tropical Fisheries Biology:
Papers by the Participants ot
FAO/DANIDA Follow-up Training
Course. pp. 171-193
• KeywoJds: Lu~anldae. population,
distribution, yield
152~· Lafferty, L (1983). Relationship between
fish catch and visual census techni-
que. Unpublished report to
GBRMPA (Project 126: 1983), 3pp
• Keywotd$: Serranldae. survey, catch
statistics
15271 Lai. HL, Uu, He (1974). Age determination
and growth of Lutjanus sanguineus
(C. & V.) in the South China Sea. J.
Fish. Soc. Taiwan 3: 39-57
• Keywofds: LutJarlidae, growth
15281 Lal. HL, Uu, HC (1979). Age and growth 01
Lutjanus sanguineus in the Arafura
Sea and North West Shell. Acta
Oceanogr. Taiwan 10: 164-175
• Keywords: Lutjanidae. growth
15291 Lafoe, F, Bergerard, P, Samba, A (1981).
Contribulion to the sutdy of Kayar
fishery: analysis of a fraction of
catches, from outings of motorized
canoes, of the handline fishery In
1978. In: Doc. Sci. Cent. Rect.
Oceanogr. Oakar-Thiaroye No. 79,
lnstitut Senegalals de Recherches
Agricoles (Dakar-Thia roye:
Senega~. 45 pp
• KeywOfda: Carangidae, $ertanidae.
catch statistics, gear
Langl, VA. Langi, SA (1988). Tonga's OOt-
tomfish stock assessment
programme. Working doeumenl:
SPC Workshop on Pacific Inshore
Fishery Resources, Noumea (New
caledonia) 1988. SP 34,15 pp
• Ke)'WOlds: Lethrinidae, catch statistics,
stock assessment
larkin, PA (1977), An epitaph lor the con·
cept 01 maximum sustainable yield.
Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 106: 1-11
• Keyworch: yield
Larkin, PA (1982). Directions for future re-
search In tropical multlspecles
fisheries. In: D. Pauly and G. Murphy
(eds). Theory and management of
tropical fisheries. ICLARM ConI.
Proc. 9. pp. 309-328
• Keywords; management
larkin, PA, Gazey, N (1982). Applications
of ecological simulation models to
management of tropical multi-
species fisheries. In: D. Pauly and G.
Murphy (ads), Theoryand manage.-
ment of tropical flshortes. IClARM
Conference Procs9, pp. 123·140
• K~rd.: methodology. stock
assessment, management, yield
15341 Lassig. B (1983). The efleets of tropical
storms on coral reef fish as·
semblages. Env. BIoi. Fish. 9: 55-64
• Keywotda: population, Australia,
distribution
15351 Leaman, BM, Beamish, RJ (1984). Ecologl·
cal and management impUcations of
longevity in some northeast Pacific
groundfishes. Int. North Pac. Fish.
Comm. Bull. 42: 85-97
• KeyYfCKch: managemem. biotogy
~ lebeau, A, Cuefl, JC (1975). Biology and
fishing of the emperor Lethrinus
enigmaticus (Smith) 1959 on the
Saya de Malha Bank Ondlan Ocean).
Rev, Trans. Inst. Peches Marlt.
Nantes 39: 4t 5442
• Keywords: lethrinidae, feeding,
reproduction, growth. population, catch
statistics
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15371 lebeau. A. Cueft. JC (1976). Biology and
fishery of lethrinlds In the upper
depths of Saya de Malha. !n.: Biol-
ogy 8nd exploitation of the resour·
ees of the western Indian OCean.
Papers presented at the MCommer-
son Colloquium". Trav. Doc.
OASTOM No. 47. pp. 333-346
• Keywords: lethrinldae, feeding,
growth. population. catch statistics
~381 Lee. AS (1974). Habhos allmetarios de ta
chema crioIla Epinephelus stri.lus
Bloch y algunos datos sOOre su
blologla. Ser. Oceanol. Acad.
Clene. Cuba 25: 3-14
• Keywofds: Serranldae, biology
IS391* Leis. JM (1980). larval fish ecology at
Lizard Island. Unpublished report to
GBAMPA (Project 33: 1979-80)
• Keywords: biOlogy
15401* Leis, JM (1982). Distribution of fish larvae
around Uzard Island, . Great Barrier
Reef: coral reef lagoon as refuge?
Proc. 4th Int. Coral Aeel Symp. 2:
471-478
• Keywords: laNai biology, Australia,
distribution
IS411-leis. JM (1982). Distribution of fish larvae
around carter Aeef. GBA: A Prelimi-
nary Study. Aust. Marine Science
Bulletin 79: 21
• Keywords: distribution
15421- leis, JM (1986). Larval development in fOUf
species of Indo-Pacific coral trout
Pleetropomus (Pisces: Ser-
ranldae:Eplnephelinae) with an
analysis of the relationships of the
genus. Bull. Mar. ScI. 38(3): 525-
552
• Keywords: 8erranidae, larval biology.
Australia, early lile history
15431* Leis. J (1987). Review of the ear1y life his-
tory of tropical groupers (Ser-
ranidae) and snappers (Lutjanidae).
In: J. J. Polovina and S. Ralston
(eds). Tropical Snappers and
Groupers. Biology and Fisheries
Management .ocean Res. Mar.
Policy Ser. Westview Press: Boulder
(Colorado USA). pp. 189-237
• Keywof9: Serranldae. Lutlanidae,
biology, early life history
!544I*Leis. JM. Goldman. B (1963). Studies on
the biology of larval fishes In the
lizard Island area. Northern Great
Barrier Aeef. In: J. T. Baker at aI.
(eds). Proceedings 01 the in-
augural Great Banier Reef Con·
ference; Townsville (Australia).
pp.221-225
• KeywordS: larval biology. Australia
~. Leis, JM, Goldman, B (t984). A preliminary
distributional study of fish larvae
neara Ribbon coral reef In the Great
BarrierReef. Coral Reefs 2: 197-203
• Keyword': biology, distribution
IS46I*lels. JM. Hausfeld. H. Young. PC (unpubi.).
Distributional ecology of snapper
and fuslller (Pisces. lutjanidae) lar-
vae on the Australian North West
Continental Shelf.
• Keywords: Lu1janldae, distribution.
biology
15471* leis. JM. Aennls. DS (1983). The larvae of
Indo·Paclflc coral reef fishes.
NSW University Press (Sydney) and
Univ. of HawaU Press (Honolulu).
269 pp.
• Keywords: 8erranldae,larval biology.
earty Ii,. history
15481 Lejeune. p. Boveroux. J-M. Voss. J (1980).
Observations of the reproductive
behaviour of Serranus scriba (Pis-
ces: Serranidae). a synchronous
hermaphrod~lc fish. Cyblum3 (10):
73-80
• Keywords: Serranldae, 'eprod~on
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15491 Lenanton, RJC (1974). The abundance and
size composition of jtNenile snapper
(Quoy & Hammonds) from Cock-
burn Sound, Western Australia.
Aust. J. Mar. Freshwater Res. 25:
281-265
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, distribution,
population
Lewis, AD. Chapman, LW. Sesewa. A
(1983). Biological note. on coo.tal
pelagic fishes in Fiji. Tech. Rep.
FISh.Div. (Fii~ No.4. MAF Suva(Fli~.
68pp
• Keyword.: $enanidae, catch statistics,
stock assessment, distribution
i.ewis. AD. Sesewa. A. Adams. T (1988).
The FiJI deep-water snapper fishery;
Its development and management
requirements. Working document;
SPC Workshop on Pacific Inshore
Fishery Resources, Noumea (New
Caledonia) 1988. BP 67. 13 pp
• Keywotds: catch statistics. yWcI. gear.
management, population
Ulbum. B (1983). Management ofdomestic
marine fisheries - some current is-
sues. In: J. T. Baker et aI. (eels).
Proceedings of the Inaugural
Great Barrier Reef Conference,
Townsville (Australia). JCU Press.
• Keyword.: management. Australia.
exploitation
Uu. H (1976). The demersal fish stocks of
the waters of north and
northwestern Australia. Acta
OCeanogr. Talwanica 6: 126-134
• Keywords: stock assessment
15541 Uu. HC. Hsu. CC (1974). Morphometric
study on the Lutjanus sangulneus
(C&V) from the South China Sea.
Acta Oceanogr. Taiwanlca 4: 163-
180
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, growth
15551 Liu, He, Lai, HL (1980). Cost-revenue
analysis of Taiwanese pair trawler
operated in Australian waters. Acta
Oceanogr. Taiwanlca 11: 217·227
• Keywords: management, catch
statistics
Uu. HC. Lai. HL, Yeh, SY (1978). General
review of demersal fish resources In
the Sunda Shelf and the Australian
waters. Acta Oceanogr. Taiwanlca
8; 109-140
• Keywords: stock assessment. eate::h
statistics
Uu. HC. Sainsbury. KJ. Chiu. TS (1965).
Trawl cod·end mesh selectivity for
some fishes of north-western
Australia. Fish. Res. 3: 105-129
• Keywords: Lutjanidae. distribution,
catch statistics
Uu. HC. Yeh. SY (1984). Yield analysis 01
the groundfish resources in the
Australian waters off north and
northwestern Australia. Acta
Oceanogr. Taiwanlca 15: 141-153
• Keywords: yield, catch statistics
Lobel, PS (1978). D1e1. lunar and seasonal
periodicity in the reproductive be-
haviour of the pomacanthid fish.
Centropyge potter!, and some other
reef fishes In HawaiI. Pacific
Science 32: 193-207
• Keywords: biology
Longhurst, AR (1964). A study of the
Nigerian trawl fishery. Bull. de
,'IFAN 26A; 686-700
• Keywords: lutjanldae, exploitation,
catch statistics. effort, 8tock assessment
15611 Lopez. OH (1972). Some aspects 01 the
marine fisheries of the central zone
ofVenezuela Inf. Tee. Proy.lnvest.
DesalT. Pesq. (Caracas) 48; 5-36
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, catch statistics,
stock assessment
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15621 Loubens. G·(1976). Biology of some
species of fishes from the New
Caledonian lagoon. 1. Age deter-
mlnalion (Ofalithometry). cah.
ORSTOM (OCeanogr.) 16: 263·263
• KeywordS: Serranidae, Lutjanldae,
Lethrlnldae, growth
15631 loubens. G (1976). Asher( In the New
caledonian lagoon. Rapp. Sci.
Tech. Cent. Noume. OCeanogr.
ORSTOM No. l, 52 pp
• Keyword&: C8tCh statistics, stock
assessment, effort, distribution
15641 loubens. G (198Oa). Biologie de quelques
epseces de polssons du lagon neo-
caledonian. II. Sexualite et
reproduction. Cahlers de l'lndo-
Pacl1lque2: 41·72
• KeywordS: reproduction
15651 Loubens. G (l980b). Biologie de quelques




15661 Lowenberg, U. Kunzel, Th, Weber, W
(1984). A research fishery with troll-
ing lines in the waters of the Seychel-
les. J. Appl.lchlhyol. 4: 145·156
• Keywords: stock assessment, catch
statistics
15671 low, RAJr (1981). Mortality rates and
management strategies for black
sea bass off the southeast coast of
the Unfted States. N. Am. J. Fish.
Management 1: 93-103
• Keywords: Serranidae, management,
population
15681 Luckhurst. B. Ward. J (1983). Preliminary
observations of the behaviour of
trapped fishes In Antillean fish traps.
Proc, Assoc••sl. Mar. Lab. Caribb.
17: 24
• Kevwonfs: gear, Haemulidae
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15691 Lu Suifen. (1981). Observations on the fish
eggs and larvae of black·striped
snapper. LulJanus vitta (Quoy el
Gaimard). Trans. Chin. Ichthyol.
Soc. 1: 49-56
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, biology, early
life hlslofy
15701 Mahmoudl B. Powers. JE, Huntsman, GA
(1984). Assessment of vermilion
snapperdthe northern South AtIan-
tle Bight. 2nd Southeast Stock A..
sessment Workshop. Southeast
Fish. Cent. (Miami). NMFS/NOAA
SAW/84IAFA/2, 36 pp.
• Keywonk: l.u1janldae, stock
.........ot
15711 Majkowsk~ J (1982). Uselulness and ap-
p1icabiity of sensitivity analysis in a
multlspecies approach to fisheries
management. !!!: D. Paul and G. I.
Murphy (eds), Theory and
management of tropical fisheries.
fClAAM Coni. Proc.9. pp. 149-165
• Keywords: management, exploitation
15721 Major. PF (1978). Predator prey Interac·
lions In two schooling fishes Caranx
ignobi/is and Sto/ephorus pur~
pureus. Animal Behaviour. 26 (3):
760-m
• KeywonIs: Carangldae, biology
15731 Manlckchand-Oass. S (1967). Reproduc-
tion. age and growth of the lane
snapper, Lut]anus synagris (lin·
naeus). In Trinidad, West Indies.
Bull. Mar. Sci. 40: 22·28
• KeywonIs: Lu1)anldae, reproduction.
g......
IiliI Manickchand-Oass. S. Julien, M, Sturm,
MGdeL (1984). Seasonality and
breeding activity of a muttl·species
fISh stock In Trinidad with a brief
repon 00 trawl net mesh trials. Proc.
Assoc..s•• Ma~.lab. Carrlb. 18: 9
• Keywords: catch statistics,
Pomadasyidae, Lutjanidae, movement,
reproduction, distribution, gear
Manooch, CS III (1977). Age. growth and
mortality of the white grunt,
Haemulon plumier; lacepede (Pis-
ces: Pomadasyidae) from North
Carolina and South Carolina. Proc.
30th Ann. Cont. Southeast Assoc.
Fish. Widl. Agencies 30: 58·70
• Keywofds: Haemulidat, biology,
population, growth
Manooch. CS III (1982). Aging reef fishes In
the southeast fisheries centre. In: G.
Huntsman et at. (eds). The Blolog~
cal Bases for Reef Fishery
Management. NOAA Tech.
Memorandum NMFS/SEFC 80. pp.
24-42
• KltYWOrds: growth, methodology
Manooch. CS III (1987). Age and growth of
snappers and groupers. In: J. J.
Polovlna and S. Ralston (eds) ,
Tropical Snappers and Groupers.
Biology and Fisheries Manage-
ment. Ocean Res. Mar. Policy Sar.
Westview Press: Boulder (Colorado
USA). pp. 329-373
• Keywofds: $erranidaa, Lutjanidae,
g,owlh
Manooch, CS III. Barans, CA (1982). Dis·
tribution, abundance, age and
growth of the tomtate, Haemulon
aurollneatum. along the south-east·
em Unked States coast, FiSh. Bull.
U. S. NaL Mar. Fish, Servo 80: 1-20
• Keywords: Haamulidaa, distribution,
g,owlh
Manooch. CS III, Drennon, CL (1987). Age
and growth of yenowtail snapper
and queen trlggertlsh collected from
the USA Virgin Islands and Pueno
Alco. Fish. Aes. (AMST)6(1): 53-68
• Keywords: lutjanlda6, growth
15801 Manooch. CS III, Drennon, Cl (unpubl.).
Age and growth of the yellowtail
snapper, Ocyurus chrysurus, from
the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico.
Unpublished rns
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, biology, growth
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Manooch, CS III, Halmovica, M (1978). Age
and growth of the gag, Mycreroper·
ea microfepis, and age and size
composition of the recreational
catch off the south-eastern United
States. Trans. Amer. Fish. Soc.
107: 234-240
• Keyworck: Serranldae, growth
ManoochL CS III, Mason, DL (1984). Age,
growthand mortalityof lanesnapper
LutJanus synagris from Southern
Aorida (USA). Northeast Gu" Set.
7 (1): 109-116
• KeywOJds: luljanidae, yield, growth,
population
Manooch, CS III, Mason, DL (1987). Age
and growth of the Warsaw grouper
and black grouper from the
Southeasl region 01 the USA. North-
east Gu" Sci. 9 (2): 65-76
• Keywords: $erranldaa, growth
Manooch. CS III. Matheson. AHIII (1981).
Age. growth. and mortality of gray
snapper collected from Florida
waters. Proc. Ann. Conf.
Southeastern Assoc. Fish Wildl.
Agencies 35: 331-344
• Keywords: lutjanldae, biology, growth
Manooch. CS III (unpubl.). Age and growth
of the black grouper, Mycleroperca
banae;, from the southeastern and
Gulf of Mexico coasts of the United
States. Unpublished rns
• Keywords: Serranid&e, biology, growth
Manooch. CS III (unpubl.). Age and growth
of the Warsaw grouper.
Eplnephelus nlgrllus, from lhe
southeastern and Gulf of Mexico
coasts of the United States. Un-
published ms
• Keyw«ds: Serranidae, biology, growth
15871 Mansour, M (1982a). Preliminary stock as-
sessment of hamra (Lutjanus coc-
cineus) in KlM'ait waters. In: C. P.
Matthews (ed). Proceedings of the
Third Shrimp and Fin Fisheries
Management Workshop (KuwaK)
2: 244-293
• Keywords: luljanidae. management.
stoek 8lIS&Mment, growth
15881 Mansour. M(l982b). The growth and abun-
dance of hamra (Lutjanus coc-
cineus) in Kuwait waters in 1982.
Annual Research Report for 1982:
Kuwait In51. ScI. Res. pp. 81-82
• Keywords: Luljanidae, population.
stock assessment. growth. distribution.
"''''''y
15891 Marriott, SP (1984). A summary report on
the South Tarawa artisanal fishery.
Mimeo Rept.. Fisheries Division,
Kiribati. pp. 1-21
• Keywords: management, exploitation.
effort. catch statistics
15901 Marshall, N (1980). Fishery yields of coral
reefs and adjacent shallow water en-
vironments. In: S. B. Saila and P. M.
Roedel (OOs). Stock assessment
for tropical small·scale fisheries.
International Center for Marine
Resource Dev.: Unlv. Rhode Island
(Kingston). pp. 103-109
• Keywords: catch statistics, stock
8S$8ssment, yield
15911 Marshali, N (1981). Exploring the ap-
plicability of the edaphomorphlc
Index concept to estimating the
fisheries potential of coral reel en·
vironments. Proc. 4th International
Coral ReelSymp. 1: 112.
• Keywords: yield
15921·Marshali, TC (1964). Fishes of the Great
Barrier Reef and coastal waters of
Queensland. Angus and
Robertson; Sydney (Australia)
• Keywords: general, taxonomy,
distribution and habitat
45
Marten. GG, Polovina, JJ (1982). A com·
parative study 01 fish yields from
various tropical ecosystems. In: D.
PaUly and G. I. Murphy (eds).
Theory and management oltropi-
callisherles.ICLARM ConI. Proc. 9,
pp.255-289
• Keywords: stock assessment. catch
statistics. yield
Mason, DL, Manooch. CS (1985). Age and
growth of mutton snapper along the
east coast 01 Aorlda. Fish. Res. 3:
93-104
• Keywords: lutjanldae. growth,
population
Mason. DL, Manooch. CS (1986). Growth
characteristics of mutton snapper
Lutjanus analis along the East Coast
of Florida (USA). Poeyana Inst
Zool. Acad. Cienc. Cuba pp. 1-15
• Keywords: Luljaniclae, growth
Masuda. K, Nakane. S, Sako. S. FUJII. T
(1964). Survey of trawl grounds ofl
the north-wes!coast ofAustraliawith
special reference to hydrographical
conditions on the grounds. BulL
Fac. FiSh. Hokkaido Unlv. 15-16:
n-sa
• Keywords: sUlVey. stock assessment
Matheson, RH 1\1 (1982). Age, growth and
mortality of two groupers,
Eplnephelus drummondhayi GoOO9
and Bean and Epinephelus niveatus
(Valenciennes). from North
Carolina and South Carolina. MSc
thesis, North Carolina State Univ.
(Raleigh: North Carolina). 67 pp.
• Keywords: Serranldae. biology, growth
Matheson, RH 1\1, Huntsman. GR (1984).
Growth. mortality and yleld·per-
recruit models lor speckled hind and
snowy grouper from Ihe United
States South Atlantic Bight Trans.
Am. Fish. Soc. 113: 607-616
• Keywords: growth, Serranidae. catch
statistics, population, yield, biOlogy,
."w<h
Matheson, RH III, Huntsman, GR,
Manooch. CSIII (1986). Age.
groWth, mortality, food and
reproduction of the scamp Myc;.
teroperca phenax collected off
North carolina and South Carolina
USA. Bull. Mar. Sci. 38; 300-312
• KlI'(WOfd.: Serrantdae, biology, growth
Matheson. RH III. Manooch, CSIII,
Huntsman, GR (1983). Growth,
mortality, and yield per recruit
models from scamp. Mycteroperca
phanax. Unpubl. ms. 14 pp.
• KttyWOf'ds: population, 'J'I-Id,
$erranldH, growth
16011- MatOda, CE, Hill, BJ (1981). Commercial
landings of fish in Queensland.
ald. DPI Miscellaneous Publications
81018
• K~ds: catch statistics, AustralIa,
exploitation
!6021-Matthew, PA (1989). Oral hlstocy of reef
fishing on the Great Barrier Reef with
special amphasls on the eIIacts of
Crown of Thorns starfish. Un--
published report to GBRMPA
(Project 365; 1988-89)
• K-vword.: catch stlltistlOI, stock
aSMument, gear, managltlTlent
16031 Matthews. CP (1974). An account of soma
methods of overcoming errors In
ageing tropical and subtopical fish
poplJations when the hard tissue
growth markings are unreliable and
the data sparse. In; T. B. BagenaJ
(ed). Pro.. 1m. Symp, on Ageing
of Fish. Unwin Bros. (Surrey:
Eng!and). pp 158-166
• Keywofds:~, population, growth
\604\ Matthews, CP, Anderlini, V, Samuel. M,
Zerbe. M, Samahan, 0 (1984). The
incidence of mercury in tissues of
hanva, Lutianus coccln8Us and
their Intake by Kuwait's poptAaUon.
In: C. P. Mathews (00), Final report
- Proceedings of the 3rd Shrimp
and Fin Fisheries Management
Workshop. K1SR (Kuwait). MB-41,
Vci.. 3. pp. 207-215
• Keywords: Luljanidae, biology
Matthews, CP, Samuet M (1987). Growth
and mortality and assessments for
groupers, Epinephelus spp. from
Kuwait. Kuwait Bull. Mar. ScI. 9:
173-192
• Keywordt: Serranldae, growth, stock
assessment, populatiOn
Matthews, CP. Samuel, M, Baddar, MK
(1985). Sexual mat...Uon, length
and age In soma species of Kuwaiti
fish related to their sultabifity lor
aquaClJt:ure. Kuwait Bull. Mar. ScL
6: 243-256 (In Arable)
a Keywordt: Serranldae, l...ufianidu,
repfOduction, growth
16071 Matsumoto, W, Kazama, T, Aasted, 0
(1981). Anchored fish aggregating
devices in HawaUan waters. Marine
Fisheries Review. 43 (9); 1-13.
• Keywords: gear
16081 Matsumura, S, Fukuda, T (1984). Catch of
red grouper Epinephelus akaara in
Okayama Prefecture. Bull. Fish.
Exp. Stn. Okayama Prefect. 59; 18-
25 Qn Japanese)
• K~ds: catch statistics, SManidM
16091 Matsumura, S. Fukuda, T (1966). Catch 01
the red spOiled grouper
Eplnephelus akaara by gill net boats
and some b1ci.oglcal observation.
Bull. Fish. Exp. Stn. Okayama
Prefect. 1: 27--32 On Japanese)
• Keyworda: Serranldae, catch statlstlcs,
growth, feeding, reproductIOn
18101 Maxim, C (1983). Population dynamics 01
Plectorhynchus mediterraneus
(Gulchenol, 1850) 011 the northem
coost of Mauritania. CorceI. Mar.
Rech. Mar. 16: 153-168
• K~ds: Haemulidae, biology
18111 MoOenahan, TR (1981). Overfishlng and
eo<aI reef degradation, a prelimI-
nary repon from East Africa. Con-
servo BioI. 1: 97-99
• Keywords: exploitation, managemenl
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16121 MeCostal, V (1983). The banana fish.
Modem Fishing Yearbook 1983:
65-69
• Keywords: 5erJanldae. taxonomy
16191 McFarland. WN, Ogden, JC. Lythgoe. IN
(1979). The Inftuence of light on the
twilight migrations of grunls. En-
viron. B~1. Fishes 4: 9-22
• Keywords: Haemulidae, movement
~-McPherson. G (1987a). Asher-. help
reel fish study. Queensland Asher-
man 5 (1): 25-27
• Keywofcb: distribution. population
~·McPherson.G (1985). Demersal fisheries:
Research report. Annual Report
1984/85: Fisheries Research
Branch (Qld. Deporlment of
Primary Industries). p.31
• KftYWOIck: tMoIogy. catcf1lt1.tistics
16221- McPherson, G (1984). Demersal reef fish:
Research report. Annual Report
1983/84: Fisheries Research
Branch (ald. Department of
Primary Industries). p.16
• Keywofcb: biology. CI1Ctlltatistics,
._usessment
McErtean. AJ (1963). A study of the age and
growth of the gag. Mycteroperca
mfcrolepls Goode and Bean (Pis-
ces: Serranidae) on the west coast
of Flortda. Fla. Board Conserv.
Mor. Res. Lab. Tech. Ser. 41: '-29
• K~: Sen'anid... bloIogy. growth
McErtean,AJ. SmIlh,Cl (1964). The age 01
sexual succession. In the
protogynous hermaphrodke. Myc-
teroperca mlcrofepls. Trans. Am.
Flsh. 800.93: 301-302
• K~'d.: 8erranidae. biology. growth
McFartand. WN (1980). Observallons on
recruitment In haemulld fishes.
Proc. GuK Caribb. Fish. Inst. 32:
132-138
• Keywords: Haemulidae, biology.
reaultment
McFartand. WN (1982). Recrukment pat-
terns in tropical reef fishes. !!!.: G. R.
Huntsman et aI. (eds). The Biologl-
CI' Bases for Reef Fishery
Management NOAA Tech. Memo.
NMF5-SEFe-oo. pp. 83·91
• Keyworck: population. biology,
tectUitment
McFarland, WN, Brothers. EB. Ogden. JC,
Shulman, MJ, Bermingham. EL,
Kotchlan-Prentlss. NM (1985).
Recruitment patterns In young
French grunts, Haetnulon
flavolineatvm (famly Haemulldaa),
at St Croix, Virgin I~anda. Ash.
Bull. 83: 413-426
~ ..
McGinnity, P (1981). Whitsunday Area
economic Impact study. Un-
pUblished Honours Dissertation;
School of Australian Envlronmantal




McLoughlin, RJ, Young. PC (1985).
Sedimentary provinces of the fishing
grounds 01 the North West Shelf of
Australia: Grain·size frequency
anal~solsurficlalsediments. Aust
J. Mar. Freshwater Res. 36: 671-
681
• K.,worcb: biology
• Keywords: Haemullclae, bIology,
recruitment
McFartand, WN, H~Is, ZM (In press). Ob-
servations on agonistic behaviOlX
between members of juvenile
French and white grunt schools -
Family Haemulidae. Bull. Mar. Sci.
• Keywords: Haemulidae. biology
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I62SI-McPherson. G (1987b). The reef fish
fishery. In: M. J. Storrs (ed). Synop-
sis of the major Torres Strait
Fisheries. Australian Dept. of
Primary InduSlry - Fisheries Tec...
nieal Paper. 87 (1): 108-109
• Keywords: catch statistics
16261-McPherson. GR, et ai, (1985). Great Barrier
Reef demersal fish research. North·
ern Fisheries Research Centre,
Queensland Australia. Paper
presented to SPC Regional Tech-
nical Meeting on fisheries
(mlmeo)
• Ke)'WOlds: stock assessment, biology
16271- McPherson, GR, Squire, Le, O'Brien. J
(1987). Demersal reef fish research
In nOftn.east Queensland waters.
Proceedings of the Australian
Marine Sciences Association
(May 1987 meellng). p. 39
• Keywords: biology, stock assessment
~.McPherson. G. Squire. L, O·Brien. J (1988).
Demersal reef fish project 1984-85:
Age and growth of four fmponant
reef fish species. A report to the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authorky. Old. DPI Fisheries Re-
search Branch Tech. Rep. No. FRS
88/6.33 pp.
• Keywofda: Luqaniclae. Lethrinidae,
Serranidae, growth, Australia
Mead. P (1979). Common bottorn flshes
caught by SPC fishing project.
South Pacific Commission Fisheries
Newsletter. 18. 1, 4, distribution,
catch statistics
16301 Meemeskul. Y (1988). Effects 01 a panial
increase of the mesh siZe in the mul·
tispecies and multifleet demersal
fisheries In the Gu" of Thaltand. In:
S. C. Venema, J. M. Christensen &
D. Pally (eds). Contributions to
Tropical Fisheries Biology:
Papers by the Participants of
FAO/DANIDA Follow-up Training
Course. pp. 493-507
• Keywords: exploitation. effort, effects
Mees. CC (1988). Resource slJ/Veys (m
Kiribati). Working dC)cument: $PC
Workshop on Pacific Inshore
Fishery Resources. Noumea (New
Caledonia) 1988. BP 11. 5 pp
• Keywords: survey, stock assessment
Melo, AFM (1975). Aspectos biologicos
pesqueros de Epinephelus morio
(Val. ). M$c thesis, Univ. Nac.
Autonoma Mexico (Mexico C~y). 6ll
pp.
• Keywonis: Serranidae, biology
Melo. AFM (1976). Aspectos blologlco-
pesqueros de Epinephelus morio
(Val), "merO".!!!.: Memoria. del
Primer Simposio Necional de
Recursos pesqueros Marinos de
Mexico. Mexico Instituto Nacional
de Pesca 2. pp. 223-266
• KeywordI: Serranidae, biology
Menezes Ferreira, M, Gastera Vascotr
cales, TC (1974). Agesmd growth 01
Caribbean red snapper, lutjanus
purpureus Poey. from north and
northeastern Brazil. Arc. Clene.
Mar. 14: 81..s5
• KeywonII: lutjanidae, growth
Mennl. Re. Lopez. HL (1979). Biological
data smd oIol~h ssgltta morphology




Fauna Environ. 14 (1): 17-32
• Keywrorcb: 5erranidae, reproduction,
biology, growth
Menzel. OW (1960). UtUlza60n 01 food by a
Benoode reeffish. Eplnephelus gut-
taws. J. Cons.lnt. Explor. Mer. 25:
21&-222
• Keywords: Serranidae, reeding
163~· Mercer, G, Craik, W (1985). Unpublished
data and some analyses on reef fish
tagging trips 1980-85. Unpublished
data In GBRMPA
• Keywords: growth, population,
distribution, movement
Mercer. LP. Smith. CL (1978). The
reproductive biology and popula-
tion dynamics of black sea bass,
Centroprlstis striata. PhD dissena~
tion, CoUege of William and Mary
(Wiliamsburg: USA). 196 pp
• Keywords: $erranidae. biology
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16391 Merona, Bde (1983). Modele d'estimatlon
rapide de la croissance des pois-
sons: application aux poissons
d'eau douce d'Afrlque. Rev.
Hydroblol. Trop. 16 (1): 103-113
• K~d.: growth
16401" Metcalfe. JE (1986). Statistlcat power
analysis for comparing population
means using some simple
parametric testswith examples from
recent surveys of coral trout poputa·
lions. AES Working Paper 7/86,
Sch. of Environmental Studies (Grit·
frth University), 80 pp
• Keywords: Serranldae, survey,
population
Miles, OW (1960). Seasonal and
geographic variation In the diet 01
Lutjanus bohar (Forskal). MSc
thesis, Univ. Hawaii (HonolulU). 84
pp
• Keywords: lutjanidae. biology
16421 Miller, GC, Richards, WJ (1980). Reef fish
habitat, faunal assemblages. and
factors determining distributions In
the South Atlantic Bight. Pro.. 3200
GulfCaribb, Fish, Inst. pp. 114-130
• Keywor<h: distrlbution, blOlogy,
population
Miler, JM (1973). Nearshore distribution of
Hawaiian marine fish larvae: effects
of water quality, turbkUty and cur·
rents. In: J. H. S. Blaxter (ed), The
early life history of fish. Springer-
Vertag (Beriin). pp. 217-231.
• Keywords.: dlstrlbutlon, early life history
Mftle<, RJ, Hunte, W (1987). Effective area
fished b9 AnIftiean fish traps. Butl.
Mar. Sci. 40: 484-493
• Keywords: methodology. survey.
population, catch statistics
Minton, AV, Hawke, JP, Tatum, WM (1983).
Hormone induced spawning of red
snapper, Lutjanus campechanus.
Aquaculture 30: 363-368
• Keywords: Luqaoidae, biology
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Min. TS, Senta, T, Supongpan, 5 (1977).
Fisheries biology of Pristipomoides
spp. (Family Lutjanldae) In theSoUlh
China Sea and Its adjacent waters.
Singapore J. Pri.lnd. 5 (2): 96-115
• Keywords: Luljanidae, biology
Misra, KN, Chaudhary, PS (1982). Mor-
phometric study and relative growth
ofvarious body pens in Carenx/<alia
(Cuv. & Val. ) off Bombay coast
Mahasaga, 15 (3): 189-192
• Keywords,: Carangidae, biology, growth
Misra, PM (1968). Food habls of marine
snapper, Lutjanus Jahngareh, Day
In Puri Coast. Indian ScI. Congo
Ass. Proc.55: 511
• Keywords: lutjaoidaa, feeding
Mtto. S, Ukawa, M, Higuchi, M (1967). On
the larval and young stages 01 a se'-
ranld fish, Epinephelus aka8ra
(Temmlnck et Schlegel). Bull,
Halkal Reg, Ash. Res. Lab. 25:
337-347
• Keywords: Serraniclae, larvat biology,
early life hlstory
Mizenko. 0 (1984). The biology 01 the
Western Samoan reef-slope snap.
per populations of: Lutjanus kas-
mira, Lutjanus rufolineatus and
Pristipomoides multidens. MSt
Thesis, School of Oceanography
(Univ. Rhode Island: Kingston). 66
pp
• Keywords: lutiaoldae, blotogy
Moe.MAJr (1966). Tagging fishes In Aorida
offshore waters. Tech. Ser. Fla.
Board Conserv. 49: 1-40
• Keywords: popUlation, distribution,
movement
Moe, MAJR (1967). Prolonged suNival and
migration of three tagged reef fishes
in the GUlf of Mexico. Trans. Amer.
Fish. Soc. 96: 228-229
• Keywords: movement, population
Moe. MAJr (1969). Biology of the red
grouper, EpinepheJus morio
(Valenciennes) from the eastern Gulf
Of Mexico. Prof. Pap. Ser. Mar. Lab.
Fla. 10: 1-95
• Keywords: 8erranidae. biology
Moe, MAJr, Beaumariage, OS, Topp, RW
(1970). Return of tagged gag, Mye-
teropercB mlcro/epis and Carib-.
bean red snapper, Lutjanus
campechanus, after six years of
freedom. Trans. Amer. Fish. Soc.
99: 428-429
• Keywords: movement. Serranidae,
l...u1janiaae, growth
Mohsin, AKM, Ambak, MA, Said, MZM,
Saklam. M, Hayase, S (1986). A
study on the feeding habhs of fishes
In the South·western portion of the
South China Sea. In: A. K. M. Moh-
sin, A. A. Rahman and M. A. Ambak
(eds), A study on the offshore
waters of the Malaysian EEZ
Faculty of Fisheries and Marine
Science, Unlversitl Pertanlan
Malays1a. pp. 159-172
• Keywords: feeding. Lutjanldae
Mondora, J (1984). Big scale madness.
Modern Fishing September 1984:
6-10
• Keywot'ds: lutjanidae. catch statistics
16571 Monkolprasit, S (1980). Economic coral
reef fishes found in Thai waters. In:
K. Sumawldjaja, S. Aahardjo and D.
M. Shompul (eds), Proc. Symp. on
Recent Research Activities on
Coral Reefs In Southeast Asia.
Biotrop Spec. Publ. No. 22, pp. 55-
62
• Keywords: Garangldae, Haemulidae,
catch statistics
16581 Monkolprash, S (1963). Systematic studies
of coral·cods (Serranidae) from the
Andaman Sea (Phuket Province)
Thailand. Kasetsart University
Fish. Research BUll. 14: 1-12
• Ke'(WOfds: Serranidae, taxonomy
Montgomery, WL (1975). Interspecific as-
sociations of sea-basses (Ser-
ranidae) in the GuM of California.
Copeia 1975 (4): 785-787
• Keywords: Seffanidae, population,
movement, distribution
MontoliO. M (1978). Some aspects of the
spawning and larval concentrations
of the species of the Carangklae
family In the Caribbean Sea. Rev.
Cub. Invest, Pesq. 3 (3): 29-49
• Keywords: Garangidae, biology, early
life history
Memollo, MA (1976). Taxonomic and mor-
phometric study of the larval stages
of two Carangldae species, Decap-
teros punctatus (Agassiz, 1829) and
Csram< CIJlSOS (Mkchil 1815), and
their distribution in the Gulf of
Mexico. Rev. Invest. Cent. Invest.
Pesq. Inst. Nac. Pesca (Cuba) 2
(2): 87-125
• Keywords: Catangldae. biology,
taxonomy, distribution,.al1Y lite history
Moore, CM, Labisky, RF (1984). Population
parameters of a relatively unex-
p10ited stock of snc1NY grouper In
the lower Florida Keys. Trans.
Amer. Fish. Soc. 113: 322-329
• Keywords: Serraoldae, population,
stock assessment
16631 Moran, 0 (1988). Species profiles life his-
tories and environmental require·
ments of coastal fishes and
Invertebrates Gu" of Mexico red
snapper. U. S. Fish. WIkII. Servo
BioI. Aep_82: 1-19
• Keyword.: lut:Ianidae, movement,
distribution, stock A$$8ssment,~
16641 Morgan, GR (1963a). A preliminary muttl-
species assessment of Kuwait's gar-
goor (fish trap) fishery. Annu. Aes.
Rep. Kuwaft lnst. Set Res. 1983:
85-66
• Keywords: $erranidae, lutjaninae.
stock assessment, catch statistics. yield
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16651 Morgan. GR (l983b). Application of length-
based stock assessments 10
Kuwait's fish stocks. ICLAAM
Newsletter 6(4): 3-4
• Keywords: stock assessment,
methodology
Morgans. JE (1965). East African fishes of
the Eplnephelus tauvlna complex.
wkh a description of a new species.
Ann. Mag. Nat. Hisl. Ser. 13 (8):
257-271
• K8:)'WOfdl:: Serranldae, taxonomy
Morgans. JE (1982). Serranld flshes of Tan-
zania and Kenya. Ichlhyol. Bull. J.
L B. Smkh Inst. Ichlhyol. 46: 1-37
• Keywords: Serranidae. taxooomy,
biology
Mori. K(1984). Ea!Iy lHe histooy of Lui/anus
vitta (Lutjanidae) in Yuya Bay, Sea
of Japan. Japane.. J. Ichthyology
30 (4): 374-392
• Keywords: luljanidae. biology. earty
life history
Morize. E (1984). ContributionstoIhe study
of artlsanal fishing and population
dynamics of the main fish species
fished In the Tikehau lagoon. In: A.
Intes (ed), L'atoll de Tikehau
(Tuamotu Polynesie Francaise):
Premiers resultats. Notes Doc.
Oceanogr. Cent. Tahiti ORSTOM 22.
pp.35-80
• Keywords: catch statistics, stock
assessment, lutjanidae, lethrinidae
Mosely. FN (1966). Biologyof the red snap-
per, Lutjanus aya Bloch, of
Northwestern Gulf of Mexico. Publ"
cations 01 the Inst. Mar. ScI. (Unlv.
ofTexas) tl: 9CHOI
• Keywords: lutjanidae. biology
Motchek. AD. Siva. A (1975). Condueta
social del genero Haemulon. Ser.
Oceanol.27: 1·10
• Keywords: Haemulidae, biology
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16721 Motoda, S. Kawamura. T. Taniguchi, A
(1978). Differences in productivities
between the Great Australian Bight
and the Gulf of Carpentaria.
Australia. in summer. Mar. BioI.
(Berl. ) 46: 93-99
• Keywords: biology
Munasinghe. NLR (1972). The catch rate In
relatlon to deplh and ks seasonal
variation for two groups of comm8r-
cially important fish from the Wedge
Bank tnM1 fishery. Proc. Indo-Pac.
Fish. Counc. 13: 340-353
• Keywordl:: $erranldae, catch statistioa,
.,-
Munch-Petersen. S (1978). A preliminaoy
survey of the fisheries In the Mal-
dives. J. Mar. Bioi. Assoc.lndla 20:
98-115
• Keywords: catch statistics, stock
assessment. survey
Munro. JL (19730). Actual and potential fish
produetioo on coralline shelves 01
the Caribbean. Abstracts of the
10th meeting 0' Assoc. Island
Marine Labs of the Caribbean.
(Mimeo.)
• Keywords: yield. catch statistics
Munro. JL (1973b). Large-volume stack-
abfe fish traps for offshore fishing.
Proc. Gu" C8ribb. Fish. Inst. 25:
121-128
• K8)words: geat
Munro. JL (1974). The mode 01 operatioo
of Antillean fish traps and the
relaUonships between Ingress, ex-
capemenl, catch and soak. J.
Cons. (Cons.lnt. Explor. Mer.) 35:
337-350
• Keywords: gear
Munro. JL (1976). Polential productivity of
coral reef fisheries. In: K P. lamb
and J. L Gressltt (eds). Ecology
and Conservation In Papua New
Guinea. Wau Ecology Institute
Pamphlet (2). 153 pp
• Keywords: vield
16791 Munro. JL (1977). Actual and potential fish 16841 Munro. JL (1983b). Coral reef fish and
production from the corraline shel- fisheries of the Caribbean Sea. In: J.
ves of the Caribbean Sea. 2: H. B. L Munro (ed), The biology ecology
Stewart Jr. (ed). CooperaUve In- exploitation and management of
vestigations of the Caribbean and Caribbean reef fishes: Scient.
Adjacenl Regions. FAO: Rome Rep. of the ODNUWI Fisheries
(Italy) pp. 301-321 Ecol. Res. Proj. 1961H3. Univ. of
• Keywords: catch statistics, W. I. Jamaica. Ia.ARM Stud. Rev.
management, y1elcl. survey No.7. pp. 1-9
• Keywords: management. catch
16801 Munro, JL (1978). A method for the estlma· statistics, stock assessment
tion of potential fish productMty of
~Western PacifIC reefs and lagoons. Munro. JL (1983c). A cost-effective data
10th Regional Tech. Meeting on acquisjtion system for assessment
Fisheries, South Pacific Com- and management of tropical multj..
mlslon (Noumea/New Caledonia) species muJt~gear fisheries. Fish-
• KeywordS: yield byte 1(1): 7-11
• Keywords:, management, stock
16811 Munro, JL (1980). Stock assessment
assessment
models: Applicability and utility in ~tropical small-scale fisheries. In: S. Munro, JL (1983d). Assessment of the
B. salla and P. M. Roedel (eds). potential productivity of Jamaican
Stock assessment for tropical fisheries. In: J. L Munro (00). Carib-
small-scale fisheries. International bean coral reef fishery resources.
Center for Marine Resource Dev., IClAAM Studies and Reviews 7, pp.
Univ. Rhode Island (Kingston). pp. 232-248
35-47 • Keywords: stock assessment, yield,
• Keywocds: stock assessment,
survey
methodology, yield
16871 Munro, JL (1984). Yields from coral reef
16821 Munro, JL (1981). Estimation of biological fisheries. Fishbyte2: 13·15
and fishery parameters in coral reef • Keywords: catch statistics, yield,
fisheries. !!!: D. Pauly and G. I. Mur- exploitation
phy (eds) , Proceedings of the
~.ICLARM/CSIRO workshop on the Munro. JL (1987). Workshop synthesis and
Theoryand Management 01 Tropl- direcUons of Mure research. In: J. J.
cal Multispecies Stocks. ICLARM Polovlna and S. Ralston (ects).
Coni. Proc. 9. pp. 71-82 Tropical Snappers and Group.....
• Keywords: methodology, population, Biology and Fisheries Manage.
survey, yield, stoek assessment menl Ocean Res. Mar. Policy Ser.
Westview Press: Boulder (Colorado.
16831 Munro, JL (1983a). Epilogue: Progress in USA).pp.~9
coral reef fisheries research. 1973- • KeywOfds: SerranJdae.l.utIanidae.
1982. In: J. L Munro (ad). The blol- management. ex.ploitation
ogy ecology exploitation and
management of Caribbean reef 16891 Munro. JL, Fakahau. S (1986). Methods for
fishes: Scient. Rep. of the appraisal and assessment of coastal
OOA/UWI Fisheries Ecology Re- fishery resources In the South
search Proj. 1969-13. UniV. of West Pacific region. Forum Fisheries
Indies Jamaica. ICLARM Stud. Rev. Agency (FFA) Report No. 86/60.41
No.7, pp. 249-265 pp.
• Keyword$.: management • KeywordS: stock assessment
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1690j Munto. Jl, GaUl. ve. Thompson, R, 16971 Murray, JO. Griffith, DC, Johnson, JC
Reeson. PH (1973). The spawning (1966). Using nontraditional fish in
seasons of Caribbean reef fishes. J. saltwater sportflShing tournaments.
Fish. BioI. 5: 69-84 NOAA Report No. UNC/SG 86/05.
• Keywol'ds: reproduction, Serranidae pp. 1-23
• KeywoflH: Caraogidae
1691j Munro. JL. Parrish. JO. Talbot. FH (1985).
~The biological effects of intensive Musll. VI. Serglyenko, VA (1977). FIIlgO(1-
1isI*lg on COOl! reef communities. Ings 01 the genus Lutjanus (LUl·
In: B. SaJvat (ed), Human aC1lv1lle. janidae, PerclIormes) from the GLiI
causing damage to coral reef•. of Aden. J.lehlhyol 17: 151·154
UNESCO~UCN
• Keyworch: L.utIanidae. biology, MI1y
• t<.ywor.: expkHtation,}'ieId life histcwy
I§ Munro, JL. Pauly, 0 (1983). A slmple 16991 Nagelkerken, WP (19798). Notes on
method of comparfng the growth of juveniles of some groupers In
fishesand invertebrates. Fishbylel: Curacao and Bonaire. Proc. Assoc.
5-6 151. Mar. Lab. Caribb. p. 25
• KrjwofcM: gf'OOlll'th. methodology • Ke,wordf.: SetrankSae. distribution,feeding,.arty life histoty
~ Munro, JL. Reeson, PH, Gaut. VC (1971). 17001 Nagelker1<en, WP (1979b). Biology of theDynamic factors affecting the perfor-
mance of the Antillean fish trap. grasby Epinephelus eruencatus, of
Proc. Gulf caribb. Fish. lnst. 23: the cocaJ reef of Curacao. Studies
184-194 Fauna Curacao 60. 118 pp
• Keywofds: gear
• Keywot"d.; $erranldae, biology
~ Munro, JL. Smith, IR (1984). Management 17011 Nagelkergen, WP (1981). Distribution andecology of the groupers (Ser·
strategies in multispecies com·
ranldae) and snappers (LUllanklae)p1exes In anisanal fisheries. Proe.
Gulf Carlbb. Fish. Inst. 36 of the Netheriands Antiles. Publ.Found. Scient. Res. Surinam
• Keywords: management, exploitation Netherlands Antilles. Nat Hist. Ser.
16951
3, pp. 1-71
Munro, JL. WHllams, OMeB (1985). Assess·
• Keywords: Serranidae, Lutjaniclae,
ment and management of coral reef distribution, biology
fisheries: Biological, environmental
and soclo-economk: aspects. Proc. §] Nakamura, EL (1976). Recreational
5th 1111. Coral Reef Congr, 4: 545- fisheries for snapper and grouper in
578 the Gulf of Mexlco. !!!: H. R. Bullis
• ~ds: management.~y, and A. C. Jones (eds), Proceecf.
...... Ings: Colloquium on Snapper-
~
Grouper fishery resources of the
Murdy, ED, Ferraris, CJJr (1980). The ceo- Western Central Atlantic Ocean.
trlbutlon of coral reef ftsheries to As. Sea Grant Program Report 17,
Philippine fisheries production. pp.77-85
ICLARM Newsletter3: 21·22
• K-rwo«ts: l.uf.ianidae, Serranidae,
•~: methodology, stock cak:h statistics
assessment, catch statistics
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~ Nakamura, EL (1980). Garangids of 1he
northem Gulf of Mexico. In: M. Ran-
dorfer and L Skuplen (eds), Proc.
of a Workshop for Potential
Fishery Resources of the Northern
Gulf of Mexico (New Orleans:
Louisiana). Rep. Miss. ·A1a. Sea
Grant Consortium, pp. 18-33
• K~ds: C8tangldU.~, tlIoIogy.
distriblJtion, tuonomybook
17041 Naughton, SP, Saloman, CH (unpubl.).
Food 01 yeilowtaD snapper (Ocyuros
chrysuros) from the "lower Aork:Ia
Keys, U. S. A. NOAA Tech. Memo
• KeywordI;: lutjanldae, feeding
Naughton. SP, 8aloman, CH (unpubl.) .
Stomach conterts of red snapper,
Lutjanus campechanus, from the
Gulf 01 Me<clo and U. S. South At-
lantic. NOAA Tech. Memo
• Keywords: Lutjanldae, biology
Neefakantan, B, Kusuma. MS, Pai, MY
(1986). The lecundily 01 the false
trevaJly, Lacf3rius lactarius (Bloch
& SchneIder) along the Karwar
coast Fish. Techno!. Soc. Fish.
Techno!. Cochin 23 (2): 174·1n
• Keywords: Carangldae, biology
17071 NeDl, SASJ (1966). Observations on rhe
behavior of the grouper species
EpinepheJus guaza and E.
aJexandn·cus (SerrankJae). !!I J. N.
Lythgoe and J. D. Woods (eds), Un-
derwater Assoc. Rept. 1~. T.
G. W. Industrial and Research
Promotions Ud. pp. 101-106
• Keywcwds: SetrvlidM, biology
17os1 Nelson, AS (1980). Growth and mortality
aspects of natural populations of
red snapper, Lutjanus cam.
pechanus, for the western central
Atiantic and northern Gulf of
Mexico. MSc thesis, North Carolina
State University (Raleigh). 73 pp
• Keywords: Lulianidae, population.
biology, growth
Nelson, AS. Manooch, CS (1982). Growth
and mortaI~ of the red snapper,
Lutjo.nus co.mpechanus, in the
west-certral Atlantic and northern
Gulf of Mexico. Trans. Amer. Fish.
Soc. 11: 465-475
• Keyworda: luljanldee, growth,
population
Nelson, AS, Manooch, CSIII, Mason, DL
(1985). Ecologlcalefleets of ener-
gy development on reef fish of the




• Keywords: effects, biology. growth
Ngoie, MAK (1982). A review 01 the demer-
sal fIShery of Tanzania. Univ. Scl J.
Dar es Solaam 8: 2(}.34
• KeyWlOfdl,: stodI"~ catch
statistics. popuLItion, distribution
Nguyen, TN (1972). The slze compos~ion
and length-weight relationship of
commercial deme<sal fishes In the
South China Sea Southeast Asian
Fish. Dev. Center. Mar. Fish. Res.
Dept., Working papers of
Trainees 2: 94·118
• Keyword.: ~ljanidae, catch statistics,
"''''''y
~. Nlelschmann, B (1983). Torres Stra~ is-
lander sea resource management
and sea rights. In: K Auddle and A.
E. Johannes (eds), Tho Inldltional
knowledge and management of
coastal systems in Asia and the
Pacific. Papers presented at a UN-
ESCO-AOSTSEA regional seminar
(5-9D~ 1983), pp 125-156
• Keywords: management
~ Nzioka, AM (1979). Observations on the
spawning seasons of East African
reef fishes. J. Fish BioI. 14: 329-342
• Keywonls: reproduction. $erranldall
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17151 Oakley, SG (1964). The effects of spearfish- 1721 1 Olaechea, A. Hernandez, C (1976).
log pressure on grouper (Ser· Evaluacion de 1a poblaciones de
ranldae) populations In the eastern leniguanoHaemulon auroJineatum y
Red Sea. Proc. Symp. Coral Reel pel pluma Calalomusnodosus en eI
Environ. Red see. pp. 341-359 Banco de Qlmpeche. Inst. Nac.
• Keywofds: Sef(anidae. exploitation, Pesca Cuba Cent. Invest. Pesq.
population, management, ca1Ch Res. 2: 157·160
IStatistics
• KtYWOtdt: H8emulldM, population,
blo4ogy
~ Ods, OK, Parrish. JO (1981), Ecology of
commercial snappers and groupers ~ OIaechea Juarez. A, Cruz Izqlierdo, RIntroduced to Hawaiian reefs. Proc. (1976). Control d lUI/anus synagrls
4th In\. Coral Reel. Symp. Manila fishery on the sOl1hwesl shelf of
1:~ Cuba. Ins!. Nee. p"""" Cuba cent.
• Ktywot'ds:~. SManIdM, Invest. Pesq. Rea. 2: 3--32
fMding, p:lpUlation. atook ......men\,
• Keyworda: LutjankSH, catch atatistk:a,
"""'"mon1 population. management
17171 Ogden, JC (1977). Behaviour and ecology §] Olsen, OA, Dammann. P>E. La Place, JA
of schooling groups of juvenile
gnJru (pomadasyldae). In: H. B. (1978). Mesh selectMty of West In·dian fish traps. Mar. Fish. Rev. 40
Stowen Jr. (ed), COoperative Ill- (7): 15·16 .
vestigations of the CarIbbean and
Adjacent Regions. Papers on • Kaywotds: gear
fisheries aquaculture and marine
17241biology. FAa (Rome: Italy). pp. 323- Olsen, OA, La Place, JA (1979). A study of
332 a Virgin Islands grouper fishery
• Keywords: Haemulldae, biology, based on a breeding aggregation.
movement. earty life history Proc. Gu" Ind Coribb. Ash. Inst.
31: 130-144
§] Ogden, JC (1982). FISheries management • Keywords: Serranldat, eJq)loitation.
and the structure d coraJ reel fish S10dc assessment, popu..uon.
convnunltles. !!!: G. R. Huntsman et 1nO'tement, catch statistics, reproduction
aI.(eds), The blologicll base. lor
17251 Olsen, OA, La P1ac•• JA (1981). O.monstra·reef fishery management.. NOAA
Tech. Memo. NMFS-SEFc.so, pp. tion of advances in Virgin Islands
147·159 small boat fishing techniques. Mar.
• Keywoccb.: management, stock Fish. Rev. 43: 11-15
_on! • Ke)'WOf'Ch: Serranldae,~..,
exploitatioo, effort
§] Ogden, JC. EhI1ich. PR (1977). The be- ~26I·Osborne, 5, Dunning, M. Dlnesen, Z.havIord he1erolypIc resting schools
d Juvenile grunts (pomadasyIdae). Crimp. a (1986). The stalus d coraJ
Mor. BIoi. 42: 273-280 trout populations on thlneen reels
• Keyword$: HaemuTldu, biology
within the Capricomla Section of the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. A
~ Okere, W(1978), Flshes Iaken by the beach report prepared by Queensland Na-tional Par1<S and WldIH. Se<vlce. 31
selnes fishing atlurrley. Freetown pp
(SiefTa Leone). J. Fllh Bioi. 12 (1):
• Keyworda: $en"aniciae, population,81-88 stock assessment. survey
• KeywofCfs: Carangidal. catch statistics,
....
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17271 Pagdilao, CR (1987). Harnessing grouper 17331 Parrish. JD (1980). Effects of exploitation
fishery for the small lisherman. panems upon reef and lagoon corn-
PCARRD Monnor 15(1): 3 munilies. In: J. L. Munro (ed).
• Keywords: catch statistics, Serranldae, Marine and Coastal Processes In
management the Pacific: Aspects of Coastal
Zone Management UNESCO
17281 Palazon.JL. Gonzalez. LW (1986). Ageand (Paris). pp. 85-121
growth of the munon snapper Lut- • Keywords: exploltatlon. effects,
Janus anaJis (Te1eostel. Lutjanldae) population, distribution
in Margarita Island and its surround-
ings Venezuela. Rev. CUb. Invest. §] Parrish. JD (1981). A study 01 fishery eeoI-
Pesq.50 (2): 151-166 ogy of an island reef tract Proc.
• Keywords: lutjanldae. growth Assoc. lsi. Mar. Lab. Caribb. 16: 6
• Keywords: suNe}', management,
17291 Palomares. MLD. Pagdilao, CR (1988). Es-
biology, gear
.timatlng the food consumption per §Iunit biomass of a population of Parrish. JD (1987). The trophic biology 01
Epinephelus fuscoguttatus (Pisces: snappers and groupers. In: J. J.
Serranidae). In: S. C. Venema, J. M. Polovina and S. Ralston (eds),
Christensen & D. Pauly (eds), Con- Tropical Snappers and Groupers.
tributlons to Tropical Fisheries Biology and Fisheries Manage-
Biology: Papers by the Par- menlo Ocean Res. Mar. Policy Ser.
Iiclpants of FAO/OANIOA Follow- Westview Press: Boulder (Colorado,
up Training Course. pp 432-443 USA). pp. 405463
• Keywords: Se"anidae, feeding, • Keywords: Serranidae, luijaniclae,
population feeding
§] Parker, ROJr (unpubl.). Survtval ofreleased 17361 Parrish. JD (1987). Characteristics 01 fish
red snapper. Unpublished ms. communities on coral reefs and in
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, biology, early potentially interacting shallow
life history habitats in tropical oceans of the
world. UNESCO Rep. Mar. ScI. 46:
§J Parker. ROJr, Colby, DR, Wl1lis. TO (1983). 171-218
Estimated amount of reef habitat on • Keywords: general, distribution,
a portion of the U. S. South Atlantic population
and Gulfof Mexico continental shelf. ~Bull. Mar. Sci. 33: 935-940 Parrish, JD, Hayes, TA, Hourigan, TF,
• Keywords: Serranidae,l.uljanidae, Walsh, OJ (1983). Assessing effects
catch statistics of small-scale reef fisheries: an is-
land example. Proe. Assoc. lsi.
I§I Parrlsh,JD (1979). Fishesat a PuertoRican Mar. lob. carlbb. 17: 21
coral reef: distributlol\ behaviour. e Keywords: stock assessment. catch
and response to passive fishing statistics, management, eKploitation
gear. Proc. Assoc. lsI. Mar. lab. ~Caribb. 14: 20 Parrish. JO, Hayes, TA, Hourigan, TF,
• Keywords: gear, distribution Walsh. OJ (1983). Fish populations
catch and effects of fishing in a coas-
tal reeftract fIShery. Proceedings of
the 15th Pacific Sci. Congress 15
(1-2): 183
• Keywords: effects, catch statistics
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17391 Parrish, J. Taylor, L, De Cresta, M. 17451 Pauly, 0 (1984a). Fish population
Feldkamp, 5, Sanderson. L SOrden. dynamics In tropical waters: A
C (1900). Trophic studies 01 shallow manual for use with programmable
water fish communities In the calculators. ICLARM Studies and
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. In: Reviews 8. 325 pp
R. Grigg and R. Pfund (eds), Pr';<;.
• Keywords: methOdOlogy, population,
Symp. on Status of Resource In.. stock assessment
vestigaUons In the NW HawaUan
Islands. Univ. HawaII Sea Grant §I Pauly, D (l984b). A new methodology 'OfMise. Rep/. UNIHI-$EAGRANT-MR-
l3OO4. pp. 175·190 rapidly acquiring basic Informations
on tropical fish stocks: Growth.
• Kr;worda: feeding mortality and stock recruttment
17401
relationships. In: S. B. Soia and P.
Pauly, D (1979). Theory and managemen' M.Roedel (eds), Stockassessment
of tropical multlspecles stocks: A for tropical small-scale fitherles.
review, with emphasis on Southeast International Center for Marine
Asian demersal fisheries. ICLARM Resource DeY., Unlv. Rhode Island
Stud. Rev. 1: 1-35 (KIngston). pp. 154-172
• K~; management, stock • Keyworcb: methodology, SIoQc
-,- assessment, population, growth
17411 Pauly, D (l980b). On the Interrelationships 17471 Pauly, D (1986). A simple method 'Of os-
between natural mortality, growth tlmating the food consumption of
parameters. and mean envlronmen- fISh populallons from growth daIa
tal. temperature In 175 fish stocks J. and food conversion experiments.
Cons. Int. Explor. Mer. 39: 175-192 Ash. Bull. U. S. Nat!. Mar. Ash.
• Keywofds: growth, population, stock Servo 84 (4): 827-840
.......-
• Keywords: SemrnidM,Ieeding, QtOWth.
"""""'...§l PaLly, D (l980b). The relationships be-
17481tween glU surface area and growth PaLly, D, Ingles, J (1982). Aspects of the
performance In fISh: ageneraJization growth and natural mortality of ex-
ofvon Bertalanffy'stheoryofgrowth. ploited coral reef fishes. Proc. 4th
Meeresforsch. 28: 251-282. Int. Coral Reet Symp. 1: 89-98
• Keywords: growth, biology • KeywcN'd$: growth. population
§] PaLly, D (1982). Studying single species 17491 Pauly, D, Martosubro'o, P (1900). The
dynamics In a tropical mUtispecles popUation dynamics at Nemipterus
context. In: D. PaLly and G. I. Mur- marglna/us (CuvI", and Val. ) ott
phy (eds), Theory and manage- Western KafimalU.n, Sotth O1ina
ment ot tropical fisheries. IClARM Sea. J. Fish. BIoi. 17: 263-273
COnf. Proc. 9, pp. 33-70
• KeywontI;: lu1fanld... populMion,
• Keyworch: methodology, stoek stock assessment, distribution
asseurnent, yield
17441
§I Pauly, D, Navaluna, N (1983). MonsoorHn-
Pauly, 0 (1983). Some simple methods for dueed seasonality In the recn.Jitment
the assessment Qf Iroplcal fish 01 Philppine fishes. In: G. D. Shalp
stocks. FAD Fisheries Paper 234 and J. Csirke (ads), Proceeding. of
• Keywot'ds: methodology, stock the expert consultation 10 ex.
assessment amine changes In abundance and
species composition In neritic fish
resources. FAD Fish. Rep. 291, pp.
823-833
• Keywords: population, blology
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Pereira dos Santos. E. Coelho. RR (1974).
Sobre a analise economlca da
pesca do pargo. Lutjanus pur-
pureus Poey. no nordeste
brasileiro. Arq. Cien. Mar. 14: 129-
130
• Keywords: Lutjanidae. biology
17521 Piedra, G (1965). Materials on the biology
of the yel10wtaH snapper (Ocyurus
chtySurus Bloch. Sovlet-cuban
Fisheries Res. No.1
• Keywords: Lu1janidae. biology
Poiner,IR. Harris, AH (1986). The effect 01
commercial prawn trawling on the
demersal fish communities of the
south-eastern Gulf of Carpentaria.
In: A K Haines, G. G. Williams and
D. Coates (eds). Torres Strait
Fisheries Seminar. AGPS (canber-
ra). pp. 239-261
• Keywords: Australia. trawling effects.
population
17541* Poiner. IR. Harris, AH (in press). Theeffeets
of commercial prawn trawling on
traditional marine resources of the
Torres Strait. Commonwealth
DPI/GBRMPA Workshop on TradI-
tional Knowledge of the Marine
Environment in Northern
Australia. June 1985. Townsville
(Old).
• Keywords: Australia, trawling effects.
popUlation. distribution
Polovina, JJ (1984a). An ovelVlew of the
ECOPATH model. Fishbyte 2 (2):
5-7
• Keywords: yield, population
PoIovlna, JJ (1984b). Model 01 a coral reef
ecosystem. I. The ECOPATH model
and its application to French Frigate
Shoals. Coral Reefs 3: 1·11
• Keywords: yield, population
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17571 Po!ovina. JJ (1966). A variable catchability
version of the Leslie model with ap-
plication to an intensive fishing ex-
periment on a multispecies stock.
Fish. Bull. 84: 423-428
• Keywords: lutjanidae, growth. stock
assessment. management
Polovlna. JJ (1987). Assessment and
management of deepwater bottom
fishes InHawa11 and the Marianas. In:
J. J. PoIovlna and S. Ralston (eds).
Tropical Snappers and Groupers.
Biology and Fisheries Manage-
ment Ocean Res. Mar. PoUcy Ser.
Westvl"" Press: Boulder (CoI01ado.
USA). pp. 505-532
• Keywords: $erranidae, lutjanldae,
management, stock assessment, yield.
exploitation
Polovina, JJ, Moffitt, AS. Ralston, S. Shlola,
PM. Willlams. HA (1985). Fisheries
resource assessment of the Mariana
Archipelago, 1982-85. Mar. Fish.
Rev. 47: 19-25
• KeywOfds: Serranldae, stock
assessment, lutjanidae, distribution,
yield
PoIovlna, JJ. Ow. MD (1983). ECOPATH: A
user's manual and program listings.
Southwest Fisheries Center,
NMFS Administrative Report II-
83-23. pp. 1-46
• Keyworch: yield. population
Polovina. JJ, Ralston, S (1986). An ap-
proach to yield assessment for un-
exploited resources with application
to the deep slope fishes of the
Marianas. Fish. Bull. 84: 759-no
• Keywwds: lutjanidae, 8erranklae.
management, methodolOgy, yield,
exploitation
Polovlna. JJ. Ralston, S (1987). Tropical
Snappers and Groupers. Biology
and Fisheries Management.
Westview Press: Boulder (Colorado,
USA). 659 pp.
• Keywords: $erranidae, biology.
management, stock aSSElssment,
distribution, population
17631 Polunin, NVC (1984). 00 traditional marine
"reserves" conserve? A view of In·
donesian and New Guinean
evidence. In: K. Ruddle and T.
Akinichi (eds), Maritime Institu-
tions in the Western Pacific. Na·
tional Museum 01 Ethnology
(Osaka). senrl Ethnological Studies
17. pp. 267-283
• I(eywofch: management, exploitation
~ Pooley. SG (1987). Demand consldera-
tions in fisheries management •
Hawaii's market lor bottom fish. !!!:
J. J. Polovina and S. Ralston (eds).
Tropical Snappers and Groupers.
Biology and Fisheries Manage.-
ment. Ocean Res. Mar. Policy Ser.
Westview Press: Boulder (Colorado
USA). pp. 605-638
• Keywords: Serranidae, I..1.lljanidae,
management, catch statistics
17651 Popova. OA, Sierra. L (1983a). Feeding of
black jack. Caranx ruber (Cara.,..
gidae), on the Cuban shelf in the
Gull of Batabano. 1. Seasonal and
age-dependent dynamics of feed·
Ing. J. IChthyol. 23 (3): 97-105
• Keywotch: carangidae, biology
~ Popava. OA, Sierra. L (1983b). Methodol-
ogy of studying feeding of Cuban
sheff fishes. Length·weight relation·
ships of the main lood items 01 the
bar lack Caranx ruber (Bloch)
(Carangldae). Vopr.lkhtlol. 23: 159-
162
• K.~d.: Carangldae, biology
17671 Popova,OA, Sierra. LM (1985). Feeding 01
blackjack, CaFanxruber. IntheGuW
01 Batabano on the Cuban shelf. 2.
Digestion rate and daily rations. J.
Ichthyol. 25 (6): 105-118
• Keywords: Garangidae, biOlogy
Potts. GW (1970). The schooling ethology
01 Lutjanus monostfgma (Pisces) in'
the shallow reel environment 01 AI·
dabra. J. Zool. 161: 223·235
• Keywords: Luljanidae. movement
Potts, GW (1980). The predatory behaviour
at Caranx me/ampygus (Pisces) in
the channel environment 01 A1dabra
Atoll (Indian Ocean). J. Zoot 192
(3): 323-350
• Keywotct.: Carangldae. biology
Powell, DG (1979). Estimation of mortafWy
and grCMlh parameters from the
length-frequency of a catch. Rapp.
P. ·Y. Reun.Cons.lnt. Explor. Mer.
175: 167-169
• K8)'W'OfCk growth, population
Powers. JE. Crow. MF (1982). Towards
models of reef fish exploitation. In:
G. R. HlrIISman. W. R. Nicholson
and W. W_ Fox (eds). The Biologi-
cal Bases for Reef Fishery
Management. NOAA Tech, Memo.
NMFS-5EFC-80. pp. 185·201
• Keywords:: yield, exploitation
In21 Powles. H (1977)_ LaMJI distributions and
recruitmenl hypotheses lor snap-.
pers and groupers of the South At-
lantic BIgb. Peches et Sci. Mer31:
362{171
• KeywonIs; $erranldae, Lutjanldae,
population, distribotlon. yield, .ally life
......,
In31" Pownall. PC (1971). Great Barrier Reel· 3.
Fisheries resources. AuS\' Fish. 30
(1): 13-14
• Keywonk Austtaflll, stock asMSSmef'lt,
manao-
Pozo. E (1979)_ Age and growth of the
mUlton snapper (Lut/anus ana/is
ClJVIer. 1828) on the Northeastern
Cuban Shelf. Rev. Cub. Invest.
Pesq. 4: 1-24
• Ke)WOIdI:: lotianldae, growth,
methodology
In51 Pozo. E, EspInosa, L (1982). Study of the
age and l'OWlh of the silk snapper
(Lutjanus \/ivanus Cuvler. 1982) in
southeastern Cuban shell. Rev.
Cub.ln-' Pesq. 7(2): 1-23
• Keywords:: lutjanidae, growth
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17761- Prekker, M, Lawn, I (1984) Coral trout
monhoring at Heron Island Reef Un-
published "report to GBRMPA
(Project 65: 1982-84) (Pending)
• Keywords: Serranidae. distributlon.
population, survey
Presley. RF (1970) Larval snowy grouper
Epinephelus niveatus ValencJennes,
1826, from the Aorida Straits Fla.
Dept. Nat. Resour. Mar. Res. Lab.
Leall. Ser. 4: 1-6
• Keywords: Serranktae, biology, early
life history
17781' QDPI (1980). The fishing Industry In lhe
Innisfail-Cooktown region of
North Queensland. ald. Depart-
ment of Primary Industries (DPI),
Brisbane
• Keywords: catch statistics, exploitation,
Australia
17791- ODPI (1981). Final report of Committee to
enquire into matters relating to
Fish Marketing and the future
operations of the Fish Board. ald.
Department of Primary Industries
(DPI), Brisbane
• Keywords: exploitation, Australia
17801'QDPI (1982). Submission to the in-
dUS1ries assistance commission
Inquiry into the harvesting and
processing of fish, crustacea,
and molluscs. DIY. of Dairying and
Asheries
• Keywords: exploitation, hJstralia
1781!*QDPI (1985). Recommended marketing
names for fish. Fisheries Paper 85-
6. Australian Gov. Pub!. Service
(Canberra)
• KeywolCls: Australia, general
17821' QFS (1978). Regulatory guide to com-
mercial fishing/apparatus and
conduct on fishing grounds In
Queensland. Queensland Fisheries
Service, March 1978
• Keywords: gear. management
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Quinn. NJ. Dalzell, PJ (1985). Mapping
shallow water assemblages in New
Ireland Island, Papua New Guinea
using LANDSAT MSS imagery.
Proc. 5th Intl Coral Reef Con-
gress 2: 309
• Keywords: survey
Quinn, NJ, Dalzen, PJ, Kojis, Bl (1985).
LANDSAT as a management tool for
mapping shallow water habhats In
Papua New Guinea. Proc. 5th IntI.
Coral Reef Congress 2: 545-550
• Keywords: survey
Rahardjo, B (t980). Brief account of coral
reef fiSheries and their management
problems in Indonesia.!!l: K.
Sumawidjaja et a1 (eds). Proceed-
ings of the Symposium on Recent
Research Activities on Coral
Reefs in Southeast Asia. Biotrop
Spec. Pub!. No. 22, pp. 63-66
• Keywords: management, exploitation
Rainer, SF (1984). Temporal changes In a
demersal fish and cephalopod com·
munity of an unexploited coastal
area in northern Austrafia. AuS1. J.
Mar. Freshwater Res. 35 (6): 747-
768
• Keywords: Pomadas)'ldae, dlWibution
Ralston, S (1977). Age determination 01 a
tropical butterfly fish utilizing daily
growth rings of otoUths. FISh. Bull.
U.S. Nat Mar. Fish. Servo 74: 990-
994.
• Keywords: growth, biolOgy
Ralston, S (1980). An analysis of the
Hawaiian offshore handline fishery:
a progress report. In: R. W. Grigg
and R. T. Pfund (eds), Proceedings
of the Symposium on Status of
Resource investigations In the
Northwest Hawaiian Islands. UnlY.
HawaII (Honolulu). UNIHI-
SEAGRANT-MR-80-<l4. pp. 204-215
• Keywords: catch statistics,
management, yield
17891 Ralston, S (1981). A study of the Hawailan
deepsea handline fishery with
special reference to the popula-
tion dynamics of Opakapaka,
Pristimoides lilamentosus (Pisces:
Lutjanidae). PhD thesis; University
of Washington (USA)
• Keywords: l.u1janldM. population••lock
assessment, catch statiltics
~ Ralston, S (1984). Bi010gicai constraints on
production and related manage-
ment Issues In the Hawaiian deep-
sea handline fishery. In: R. W. Grigg
and K Y. Tanoue (ads), Proc.2nd
Symp. on Resource Investiga-
tions in the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands; UnN. Hawall
(Honolulu). UNIHI·SEAGRANT·MR·
64-01. Vol. 2: 248-264
• ~eyworcb: b!o&ogy, management
17911 Ralston, S (1985). A novel approach to
aging tropical fish. ICLARM
Newsletter, January issue: 14·15
• Keyword.: biology
Ralston, S (1987). MOIlaIIty rates of snap·
pers and groupers. In: J. J. PoIovlna
and S. Ralston (eds), Tropical
Snappers and Groupers. Biology
and Fisheries Management
Ocean Res. Mar. Polley Ser.
Westview Press: Boulder (Colorado
USA). pp. 3754()4
• Keywords: Serranidae, lJrtjanldae,
population, biology
Ralston. S On press). Length·weight regres·
sions and condition indices of lut·
lanlds and other deep slope fishes
from the Mariana Archipelago.
Microneslca 21
• Keywon,*:~dae,biology
Ralston, S. Gooding, RM, ludwig, GM
(1986). An ecological survey and
comparison of bottom fish resource
assessments (submersi~e versus
handline fishing) at Johnston atoll.
Fish. Bull. 84: 141·156
• KeywOfClS: survey, stock assessment,
methodology
17951 Ralston. S, Kawamoto, K (1985). A prelimi-
nary analysis of the 1984 size struc-
ture 01 Hawall"s commercial
opakapaka landings and a con-
sideration of age at entry and yield
per recruit. Southwest Fish. Cent,
(Honolulu Labora1ory)
NMFSINOAA Admin Rep. H-8S-1.
9pp.
e Keywords: catch SWistlcs. population,
,;old
~ Ralston, S. Kawamoto. KE (19BB). A
biological assess.... of Hawaiian
bottom Iish stocks, 1984-87. Ad-
ministrative Report H-8B-8, South-
west Flsherle,s Center: NMFS
(Honolulu Ulboratory). 60 pp.
• K~: catch mtlstics
§!I Ralston. S. Mljamolo. GT (1983). Analyzing
the width of daly OIoIllh Increments
to age the HawaHan snapper, Prls·
tipomoldes filamentous. Ash. Bull.
B1: 523·533
e K.VWOfdS: Lutjanidae, growth,
methodology
Ralston, S. Miyamoto, GS (19S2). Estlma·
lion 01 the age 01 a tropical reef fish
using the -.lty of daly growth In·
crements. Proc. 4th InL ConII Ree'
Symposium 1: B3-8B
e KrfWIOfds: growth
Ralston, S, Polovina. JJ (1982). A multi·
species analysis of the comme<clal
deep-sea handline fishery in HawaII.
Fish. Bull. 80: 435-448
• K.ywotd.: l.uijanldae. $erfanicIM,
catch ltatlltict
Ralston, S, Wiliams. HA (unpOOl.). Age,
growth and mortality oflutjanld and
other deep slope fIShes from the
Marlana Archipelago. Unpublished
ms
• Keywords: biology, Lutjanidae
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Ralston, S, Williams, HA (1988). Age and
growth of Lutjanus kasmira,
Lethrinus rubrlopercuJatus. Acan.
thurus lineatus, and Crenochaetus
striatus from American samoa. Ad-
ministrative Report H~88·'8,
Southwest Fisheries Center:
NMFS (Honolulu Laboratory). 11
pp.
• Keywords: Lutjanidae. Lettlrinldae,
biology
Ralston. S. Williams. HA (1988). Deplh dis-
tribUtions. growth, and mortality of




• Keywords.: Lutjanidae, Serranida&,
distribution, biology, population
Ramirez. MS (1970). The red grouper
fishery of Yucatan Peninsula,
Mexico. Proc. 2200 Gulf Caribb.
Rsh.lnst. pp. 122-129
• Keywords: Serranldae.eatch statistics
Randall. JE (1963). An analysis of the tlsh
population of artificial and natural
reefs in the Virgin Islands. Caribb. J.
Sci. 3: 3147
• Keywords: population, stock
assessment, distribWon
Randall. JE (1964). Notes on the groupers
of Tahit~ with description of a new
serranid fish genus. Pacific Science
18 (3): 281-296
• Keywords: Serranidae, taxOtlOmy
Randall. JE (1965). Food habitsofthe Nas-
sau grouper (Epinephelus striatus).
6th meeting Assoc. Island Mar.
labs. Caribb. 6: 13·t6
• Keywords: Serranidae, feeding
Randali. JE (1979). A review of the serranld
fish genus Anthias of the Hawaiian
Islands, with descriptions of two
new species. Contrib. Sci. Nat.
Hisl. Mus. Los Angeles County
302: 1-13
• Keywords: Serranldae. taxonomy
62
Randall, JE (1980). Revision of the fish
genus Plectranthias (Serranidae:
AnthilnaQ) with descriptions of 13
new species. Micronesica 16 (1);
10'-'87
• Keywords: Serranidae, taxonomy
Randall, JE (1980). A sulVeyof clguatera at
Enewetak and Bikini, MarshaU Is-
lands, with noteson the systematics
and food habhs 01 clguatoxlc fishes.
Fish. Bull. (U. S.) 78: 20'·249
• Keywords: Serranldae, taxonomy,
biology
Randall. JE (1982). Examples 01 ant1tropl-
cal and antlequatorial distribUtion 01
Indo·west Pacific fishes. Pacific
Science 35: 197-209
• Keywords: distribution, taxonomy
Randall, JE (t 982). Tropical marine
sanctuaries and their significance in
reef fisheries research. In: G. R.
Huntsman. W. R. Nicholson and W.
W. Fox Jr. (eds). 111e Biological
Bases for Reef Rshery Manag~
ment. NOAA Technical Memoran-
dum NMFS-SEFG-80, pp. 167-178
• KeyYfOfds: management
Randall, JE (1986). A preliminary synopsis
of the groupers (Percifonnes: Ser-
ranidae: Eplnephe1inae) of the Indo-
Pacific Region.!!!: J. J. Polovina and
S. Ralston (eds). Tropical Snap-
pers and Groupers. Biology and
Fisheries Management. Westview
Press Inc. Boulder (CoIOflldo. USA).
pp 89-188
• Keywords: Serranldae, taxonomy
Randall. JE. Allen. GR (1987). Four new
serranids of the genus Eplnephelus
(Perellormes: Epinephe1/nae) from
Western Australia. Rec. West. Aust.
Mus. 13 (3): 38741'
• Keywords: Serranidae, taxonomy
Randall. JE, Ben-Tuvia, A (1983). A review
of the groupers (Pisces: 8erranidae:
Epinephelinae) of the Red Sea, with
description 01 a new species of
Gephalopholis. Bull. Mar. Sci. 33:
373-426
• ~ds: $enanidae, distribution.
Woonomy
Randall, JE. Brock. VE (1960). Observa·
tions 00 the ecology a eplnephiline
and lutjanid fishes a the Society Is·
lands, with emphasis on food




Randall. JE. Heemstra, PC (1986).
Eplnephelus rruncatus Katayama, a
Junior synonym of the IndM'acifoc
serranld fish Epinephelus retouti
Bleeker. Japanese J. Ichthyol. 33:
51·56
• Keywords: Senanidae, taxonomy
Randall, JE, Hoese, OF On p<ess). Revision
of the groupetS of the Indo-pacific
genus Plectropomus (perciformes:
Serranldae). Indo-.Paciftc Rshes
• Keywords: Semmidae, taxonomy
Randall, JE, Kanayame, RK (1972). Report
on the Introduction at serranid and
lutjanld fishes from French
Polynesia to the Hawaiian Islands.
Proc. Pac. Sci. Congr. 12: 231
• Keywords: Sefranidae. LutjanidU.
population, management
Rangarajan, K (1970). Food end leeding
habits a the snapper. Luljanus kes-
mira (ForskaI) from the Andaman
Sea. Indian J. FISh. 17: 43-52
• Klt'/WOfd.: lJJ1ianidae, feeding
RangaraJan. K (1971). Maturity and spawn-
ing a the snapper. Lutjaros kas·
mira (Forskal) from the Andaman
8ea.lndian J. Fish. 18: 114-125
• Keywords: Lutj"anidae. reproduction
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Rangarajan, K (1973). Length·weight
relationship in the snapper, Lut-




Rashid All, S (1978). Maldives a micro
courtry seeking a macro fishery.
Fish. _ Int. 17: 28-29
• Key.".... catch statistics,
-'
Rathjen. W. KawaguchI, K (1969). Progress
report on exploratory fishing for
snapper and related species In the
earibbeln UN/FAO Caribb. fish.
Dey. Proj. (Barbados: West In-
dies). 13 pp.
•K~ I..utjanidae, ca2ctl1tatistics
Reese. ER (1973). Duration of residence by
coral reef fishes on 'home' reefs.
Copelo 1973: 145-149
• K~: dIstribution, movement
Relna·Hervas.JA. Sonano. P (1987). Struc-
lUrai and seasonai variations of in-
shoreftshpoputatlons In Malaga Bay
Southeastern Spain. Mar. BioI. 95
(4): 501-508
e Keywonk: Carangidae, distribution
Richards, WJ (1982). Planktonic processes
affecting establistvnent and main-
tenancea reef fish Slocl<s. In: G. R.
Huntsman, W. R. Nicholson and W.
W. FOIC ~. (eds), The Biological
Bases lor Reel Fishery Manage-
ment. NOM Technical Memoran·
dum NMF5-SEFC-llO. pp.92-1oo
•~: distribution, stodI:
an ...,t, biology, eariv life hmot'y
Richards, WJ. Bohnsack. JA (1982). The
conflicts and controversies sur·
rounding the use a reef-flsh rasou<-
cas..... Recreational Fish. 7:
45·56
• KII)'WOIda: management, exploitation
Richards, WJ, Lindeman, KC (1987).
Recruitment dynamics of reef fishes:
Planktonic processes. settlement
and demersal ecology and fishery
analysis. Bull. Mar. Sci. 41: 392-410
• Keywords: biology. early lile history,
recruitment
Richards, WK. Saksena. VP (1980).
Description of larvae and early
jlNeniJes of laboratory reared gray
snapper. Lutjanus griseus (un-
naeus) (Pisces. Lutjanidae). Bull.
Mar. Sci. 30: 515-521
• Keywords: Lutjanldae, biology. early
lite history
Rivas, LA (1970). Snappers of the Western
Atlantic. Commer. Fish. Rev. 32:
41-44
• Keywofds: Lutjanidae. taxonomy
Robins. J (1969). Nonh-west trawl fishing.
FINS (Fishing Ind. News Ser.
Western Australia) 2: 5·13
• Keywords; catch statistics
Roblee, MB, Zieman, JC (1984). Diel varia·
tion in the fish fauna of a tropical
seagrass feeding ground. Bull. Mar.
Sci. 34 (3): 335-345
• Keywords: Haemulldae, distribution
Rodrigues. MM (1974). Feeding o1the lane
snapper. Lutjanus synagris. LIn·
naeus, from the state of Ceara
(Brazi). Arc. Clenc. M.r. 14: 61-62
• Keywords: Lutjanldae, feeding
Rodriguez-capelino, R, Yanez-Aranclbia,
A. Sanchez-Gi, P (1987). Study of
diversity.. distribution and abun·
dance of demersal fish species on
the continental shelf of Yucatan
southern Gulf of Mexico dry season.
Biotica (Mexico) 12 (2): 87·120
• Keyworcb: catch statistics. distribution
~ Rodriguez Pino. Z (1961). Lutjanus am·
biguus. Contrib. Cent. Invest.
Pesq. (Haban.) 14: 1-20
• Keywords: lutjanidae, biology
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Rodriguez Pino, Z (1962). Estudios estadis-
ticos y blologlcas sobre la blalaiba
(Lutjanus synagris). Cent. Invest.
Pesq. (Habana) Nota Sabre Invest.
4: 1-99
• Keywords: lutjanidae, biology
Rodriguez. WT (1984). Estudlo prellminar
para evaluar las caracterlstlcas
biologlcas pesqueras de Myctopar-
ca oIfax en las Islas Galapagos
(Ecuador). Bol. Clenl. yTee.6: 1-48
• Keywotd.: 5erranldae, biology
Roe. RB (1976). Distributlonolsnapperand
grouper in the Gulf of Mexico and
Caribbean Sea as determined from
exploratory fishing data. In: H. R.
Bullis and A. C. Jones (eds),
Proceedings: Colloquium on
Snapper-Grouper fishery resour-
ces ofthe Western CentralAtlantic
Ocean. Fla. Sea Grant Program
Report 17, pp. 129-164
• Keywords: $erranldae, lutjanidae,
distribution
Rogers, 00, Langston. HT, Targett, TE
(1986). Anatomical trauma to
sponge-coral reef fishes captured
by trawling and angling. Fish. Bull.




Rohan, G. Church. A(1979). Areviewof the
Northam territory Mackerel and reef
fisheries. Fisheries Rep. No.3.
Fisheries Dlv., Dept. of Primary
Production. pp 10-12 + Appendix
• Keywofd$: exploitation, hJstraHa, $todl
assessment, catch statistics
Rojas, LE (1960). Estudios estadistlcos y
biologicas sobre eI pargo crlollo,
Lutjanus analis. Cent. Invest. pesq.
(Habana) Nota Sobre Invest. 2: 3·
16
• Keywofds: lutjanidae, biolOgy
18421 Roughgarden, J (1974). Species packing
and compeUtion function w~h il·
lustrations from coral reef fish. J.
Theoretical Population Biology. 5:
163-186
• Keywords: Serranidall, distribution
~ Ruddle. K. Johannes. RE. (eds) (1983). The
trad~iooaI knowledge and manage-
ment of coastal systems In Asia and
the Paclflc. Papers presented at •
UNESCO·ROSTSEA regional
aemlnar (5-9 December 1983)
• Keywords: management
~ -Russell, BC, Anderson, GRV, Talbot. FH
(1977). Seasonality and recruitment
of coral reef fishes. Aust. J. Mar.
Freshwat. Res. 28: 521-528
• Keywords: biology. rectuitment
~.R~I.CT. saenger, P (1986). Recreatioo-
al fishing In Queensland: The
eighties and bayonet In; T. J. A.
Hundloe (ed), Fisheries Manage-
ment: Theory and Practice In
Queensland. Griffith University
Press (Brisbane). pp 127-133
• KeywoJds: management
~.Russell. OJ (1986). An assessment of the
east coast gillnet fishery. Report to
the Fishing Industry Research
Trust Account
• KeywordS: gear, catCh statistics,
management
18471 Russ. GR (t984a). Effects 0/ fishing and
protective management on coral
reefs at four locations In the VtSayas,
Philpplnes (Phase II). UNEP-NRMC
Centl R..' Mon~oring Project. 64
pp
• Keywords: exploitatiOn, management.
',,,""y
Russ. GR (l984b). A review 0/ eo<aI reef
fisheries. UNESCO Reports in
Marine Science 27: 74·92
• Keywords: managemenl, stock
assessment, catch statistics,
ex.ploitation, yield
18491. Russ. GR (1984c). Abundances 0/ her-
bivorous fishes and measures of
food avaiiabOity across the continetr
tal shetf in the central Great Barrier
Reef. UNESCO Reports in Marine
Science 27: 63-73
• K~orcf.: population. di.stfibution.
Australia
~. Russ. GR (1984d). Distribution and abun-
dance eX herbiVorous grazing fishes
In the central Great BarTler Reef. I.
Levels 0/""riabil~across the entire
continental shelf. Mar. Ecol. Progr.
Sar. 20: 23-34
• Keyword.: distribution, population.
Australia
18511. Russ. GR (1984e). Distribution and abun-
dance of herbivorous grazing fishes
in the central Great Barrier Reef. II.
Patterns of zonation of mid·sheIfand
oute<shelf reels. Mar. Ecol. Prosr.
Ser. 20: 3544
• Keywords: distribution. population.
Australia
1!9 Russ. G (1986). Effects of tishIng pressure
on an assemblage of coral reef
fishes (SumDon Reel: PhDlpplnes).
Unpublished report to GBAMPA
(Project 212: 1985-86)
• Keywords: effect, manaQemeot
18531 Russ, GR (1968). The contribution of
p1anktivores and herbivores10ytek1s
of fin.flShes from some coral reefs In
the Pacific. SPC/lnshore Fish. Res.
IBP 28. 3 pp. Paper presented at the
South Pacific Commission
Workshop on Pacific Inshore
FIShery Resources. Noomea (New
Caledonia)
e KeyworcN: exp$oltation. catch stItistics,
stock assessment
Russ. GR. Alcala. AC (1988). A direct test
of the effects of pfOtective manage-
ment on a IroplcaJ marine reserve.
Working document: SPC
Workshop on Pacific Inshore
Fishery Resources. Noumea (New
Caledonia) 1988. BP 29.
e Keywords: management
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j8ssl·Saenger, P (1976). An analysis of
Australian recreational spearfish·
log data. ald. Electrical Authority
(Sciences Section)
• Keywords: catch statistics
18561 SAFMC (1983). Source document,
fishery management plan.
regulatory impact review. and e~
vironmental impact statement tor
the snapper-grouperfishery of the
South Atlantic region. Prepared by
the South Adantlc fishery Manage-
ment Council (SAFMC: Cha~eston:
South caro'ina) In cooperation whh
NMFS
• Ke'(WOfds: management
18571 Sahney. AK (1983). Sample survey of the
fishing industry in Jamaica· 1981.
FAO Fish Rept. 278 (Suppl). pp.
255·275
• Keywords: methodology, survey, catch
stati$t1C$, effort
18581 Sainsbury, KJ (1979). CS1RQ defining fish
stocks on Nonh West Shelf. Aust.
Fish. 38: 4-12
e Keywords: stock assessment, survey
18591 Sainsbury, KJ (1982a). The ecological
basis of tropical fisheries manage-
ment !!l: D. Pauly and G. I. Murphy
(eds), Theory and management ot
tropical fisheries. IClARM Conf.
Proc. 9, pp. 167-194
• Keywords: management
18601 Sainsbury. KJ (1982b). Assessment of the
North West Shell demersal fish
stocks. Document submitted to the
Depanment of Primary Industry. 9
pp. MlmOO.
e Keywords: stock assessment, survey
18611 Sainsbury. KJ (1982c). The biological
management of Australia's multi·
species tropical demersal fiSheries:
A review of problems and some ap·
proaches. CSIRO Marine
Laboratories Report No. 147. pp.1.
16
• Keywords: management, Australia,
exploitation
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18621 Sainsbury, KJ (1984). Optimal mesh size
for tropical multispecies trawl
fisheries. J. Cons. Int. Explor. Mer.
41: 29-39
• Keywords: gear, management, catch
statistics
18631 Salnsbury.KJ (1987). Assessment and
managementof the demersal fishery
on the continental shelf of
northwestern Australia In: J. J.
Polovlna and S. Ralston (eds),
Tropical Sneppers and Groupers.
Biology and Fisheries Manege-
ment Ocean Resour. Mar. PaUcy
Ser. Westview Press: Boulder
(Cclorado. USA). pp. 465-503
• Keywords: lutjanidae, Serranidae,
management, stock assessment.
Australia, exploltationbook
16641 Sainsbury. KJ On press). The ecological
basis of mutlispecies fisheries, and
management of a demersal fishery
in tropical Australia. In: J. A Gultand
(00), Fish Population Dynamics.
2nd ed. W.ey & Sons (London)
• Keywords: management, Austrarla,
exploitation
18651 Sainsbury. KJ. Kanola. PJ. layland. GG
(1985). Continental shelf fishes of
northern and north-western
Australia. Oouston & Hall and Peter
Pownall Fisheries Information Ser·
vice: canberra (Australia)
• Keywords: general. Australia, stock
assessment
18661- Sainsbury, KJ, Stevens, J, McPherson, GR
On press). Studies of ageing based
on annual rings In hard parts. !!!:
Tropical Fin Fisheries Research
and Management in Australia.
Prepared for Meeting of Joint Tech-
nIcal Cooperation Australia/Mexlco.
10 pp
• Keywo.-ds: growth, methodology,
Australia
18671- Sainsbury, K, Poiner, I (1988). A preliminary
review 01 the effects of prawn trawl-
ing In the Great Barrier Marine Park.
Unpublished report to GBRMPA
(Project 283: 1987·88)
• Keywords: effect, catch statistics,
management
18681 Saksena. VP. Richards. WJ (1975).
Description of eggs and larvae of
laboratory-reared white grunt.
Haemulon plum/ert (Lacepede) (Pis·
ces, Pomadasyldae). Bull. Mar,
Sci, 25: 523·536
• Keywofck: Haemutldae, bIology, early
life history
18691* Sale. PF (1975). Patterns of use of space in
a guld of territorial reef fishes. Mar.
BioI. 29: 89-97
• KefWOfcb: distribution, biology,
reeruitment
18701* Sale. PF (1978). Reef fishes and other ver-
tebrates: a comparison of social
structures. !!l: E. S. Reese and F. J.
lighter (eels). Contrasts in Be-
haviour: adaptations in the
aquatic end terrestrial environ-
ments. pp. 31300346
• Keywords: biology. movement
18711" Sale, PF (1980). The ecology of fishes on
coral reefs. Oceanogr. Mar. BioI.
Ann. Rev. 18: 367-421
• Keywords: biology, recruitment
187~ -Sale, PF (1982). The structure and
dynamics of coral reef fish com-
munlties.ln: O. Pauly and G. Murphy
(eds), Theory and management 01
tropical fisheries. ICLARM Con-
ference Proc. 9, pp, 241-253
• Keywords: population, distribution
187~ ·Sale. PF (1982). Stock-recruitment
relationships and regional coexls·
tence in a lottery competitive sys·
tern: a simulation study. Am. Nat.
120: 121-127
• Keywords: population, distribution,
recruitment
18741. Sale, PF, Choat. JH, Jones, GP, Leis, JM,
Thresher. R. wmlams, DMcB (1985).
Current topics in ecology of coral
reef fishes. Report of a workshop
held at ahe Australian Institute of
Marine Science; TownSVille
(Australia)
• Keywords: management, biology,
population, reel\litment
18751- Sale. PF. Doherty. PJ. Eckert. GJ. Douglas,
WA, Ferrell. OJ (1984). Large scale
spatial and temporal variation in
recruitment to fish populations on
coral reefs. Oecologia 64: 191·198
• Keywords: distribution, population,
recruitment
~"SaIe, PF. Douglas, WA (1981). Pr_lon
and accuracy of visual census tech-
niques for fISh assemblageson coral
patch reef. Environ. Bioi. Fish. 6:
333-340
• Keywords: WIVe)', population
lanl- Sale. PF at at (1986). Aspects of the
demography of seven species of
coral reef fishes, whh recommenda-
tions for their management. Un-
published report to GBRMPA
(Project 166: 1983-86)
• Keyw«dt:: distribution, population,
management
18781" Sale, PF, Jones. GP. Choai. JH. leis, JM,
Thresher, RE. Williams, DMcB
(1985). Currenl priorities In ecology
of coral reef Iishes. Search, AN-
ZAAS 16 (9-12): 270-274
• Keywords: biology. rectUitment, growth
1879'"Sale. PF, Sharp, BJ (1983). Correction for
bias In visual transect censuses of
coral reef fishes. Coral Reels, 2, 37,
42. survey
18801 saloman, CH. Fable, WA (1981). l.ang1h-
frequency distributions of recrea-
tlonally caught reel fishes from
Panama Cly. Florida In 1978 and
1979. NOAA Tach. Memo NMFS-
SEFe-61
• Keywords: population, distribution
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18811 Saloman. CH. Naughton. SP (unpubl.).
Food of the gag (Mycteroperca
micro/epis) from North Carolina and
three areas of Aorida. NOAA Tech.
Memo
• Keyw«ds: Serranidae. biokJgy
18821 Sa_ys, M (1985). Aspects of the be-
haviour, movements and poplJa-
tlon density of Plectropomus
leopardus (Coral Trout) at Heron Is·
land. southern G. B. R AustraUa
Unpublished report to GBRMPA
(project 216: 1985)
• KeywoJds: Serranidae, rl'lOYerMnt.
population
18831 *SamoRys. MA (1986). Aspects of 1he be-
haviour, movements and popula-
tion density of Plectropomus
leopardus (Lacepede) (Pisces:
Serranldae) at Heron Island Reef,
southern Great Barrier Reef,
Australia. MSc thesis; University of
Queensland (Brisbane), 230 pp
• Keywo«:ls: Serranidae, rTlO'Iement.
population, biology
18841 Samples, KC (1986). A socioeconomic ap-
praisal of fish aggregation devices in





18851 Samples, KC, Kusekabe, J, Sproul, J
(1984). A description and economic
appraisal or chart", boat fishing In
Hawaii. Administr8tive Report H.
84-6C (NMFS Southwest Fisheries
Center: Honolulu)
• K~da:. catch stdstic:s. gNl'
18861 Samuel. M, MatheYiS, CP, Bawazeer, AS (in
press). Aging and validation of age
from otoliths for warm water species
of fish from the Arabian Gulf. In: R.
C. Summorfclt and B. W. M~e1
(eds), Proc. 2nd Int. Symp. on Age
and Growth of Fi$h. Des Moines
Oowa: USA). 21 pp
• Keywords: biology
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18871 samuel. M. Matthews, CP, Baddar, MK
(1987). Stock assessment of Ham·
rah (Lutjanus coccineus) and
Hamoor (Epinephefus tawJna) from
the Arabian Gull using surplus
production and dynamic pool
models. Kuwait Bull. Mar. SCi. 9:
195-206
• K~.: lJ.rtjanldae, Serranld..,
stoell assessment
~ Sanders, MJ, Kedldl, SM, Hegazy. MR
(1984). Summary report of the
stock e.sessments, with
management Implications. co.....
cerning the Egyptian Red sea
fisheries. FAO/UNOP/83/023109. 54
pp.
• Keywords: stocIc UMSSITlent, catch
statistics, rnanagemeot, expJoltation
~ Sanders. MJ. Kedldl. SM, Hegazy, MR
(1984). Stock assessment for the
blgeye snapper fJ-utjanus
lineolatus) caught by trawl In the
Gulf of Suez. FAO/UNOP
RAB/83I023108. 40 pp.
• Keywoms: l.utjanlctae. stock
assessment, growwth, population
~ Sanders, MJ. Kedidl, SM, Hegazy. MR
(1984). Stock naessment for the
spangled emperor LethrlIWS
nebulosus caught by small acale
fishermen along the Egyptian Red
Sea coast. FAO/UNOP
RAB/83I023101. 41 pp
• Keywords: Lethrlnidae. S1odl:
assessment
18911 Santerre. MT (1976). Effectsoftempemture
and salinity 00 the eggs and early
lar....ae of Caranx mate Pisces:
Carangldae In Hawai. J. Exp. Mar.
BioI. Ecot. 21 (1): 51-08
• Keywords: Catangldae, larval biology
18921 Santos Pereka, Edos, Coelho Ribeiro, R
(1974). On the economic analysis of
the Caribbean red snapper. Lut·
janus purpureus Poey, fishery ot
northeast Brazil. Arq. Cienc. Mar.
14: 129-130
• KeywClfds: Lutjanidae, economics.
catch statistics
1893\ SatO. T (1971). A reviskm of the Japanese
sparoid fishes of the genus
Lethrinus. J. Fac. Sci. Univ. Tokyo
Ser.4 (12): 117·144
• Kt')"WIDfds: Le1hl1nidae. taxonomy
Sauskan, VI, OIaechea, A (197.), Biology
and population abundance of the
tomtate (Haemulon 8l101ineatum
Cuvler and Valenciennes 1830.
Pomadasyldae, Perciformes) on
C3mpeche Bank, in: A. S, Bogdanov
(ed), SOYiet-Cuban Fishery Inve..
ligations 4, pp,247-285
• KItYWOfdI: Haemullda., biology.
popul-
Savile, A (1977), Survey methods of ap-
praising fishery resources). FAD
Fisheries Tech. Paper No. 171.
• Keywonb: methodology. 5UI'V'eY, stock
US! ssmem
Savina, GC. WMe. AT (19B6), Reef fish
yields and non reef catch of
Parrilacan Island, _01, Phiip-
pines. In: Proceedings 01 the First
Asian Fisheries Forum, Manna
(philpplnes). pp.497-SOO
• Keywotda: catch ~atlstiCs, yield
SChaan. O. carlot. A, N'guyen, F (1007).
ExpIoitaUon of deep sea fish resour-
CBS by the Village fisheries In
Vanuatu. Notes Ind Documents on
Oceanography No. 16. Mission
Ofstom de Port Via, 145 pp.
e Keywroteh: catch statistics, gear
SChaefer, MB (1954). Some aspeclS of the
dynamics 01 popUations important
to the management 01 commercial
marine fisheries. BulL inler-Amer.
Trap. Tuns Comm. 2: 247-285.
• Keywords: stock as.sessment,
management, exploitation
Schlied.... R (unpubl.). Age, growth and
reproduction of the gag grouper,
Mycteroperca mlcro/epis (Pisces:
Serranidae), from the eastern Gulf
of Mexico. Unpublished ms
• Keywords: SerraNdae. biology. growth
Schroeder, RE (1982). Length·weight
relationships of fishes from Honda
Bay, Palawan, Philippines. Fish.
Res. J. Philipp. 7 (2): SO-53
• Keyword.: Catangldae, population
Schroeder, RE (1007). Effects of patch reef
siZe and isolation on coraJ reef fish
recruitment. Bull. Mar. ScI. 41 (2):
441-451
• Keyworch: biology. distribution
Sedbeny. GR (1985). Food and feeding of
the torntate. Haemulon
aurollneatum (Pisces,
HaemuBclae), in the South Atlantic
BIgh! FISh. Bull. 83 (3): 461-<166
• Keywo«Is: Haemulidae,b~
19031*5eefrled, M (1983). The commercial fish-
ing industry 01 Queensiand. QDPI
publication.
• Kq.wonIa: expklitation. Austtalia, catdl
statistics
Seld, MO (1984). The food and feeding
habi1s 01 the group"'. Epinephelus
quemus Seale 1901, In the
Northwestern Hawaitan Islands. In:
A. W. Grigg end K Y. Tanoue (eds).
Proc. 2nd Symp. on Resource In-
vestigations In the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands. Vniv. HawaII
(Honoltju). UNiHI-SEAGAANT-MR-
84-01. Vol. 2: 179'191
• Keywords: Serranldu, biology
Se/varaj. GSO, Rajagopaian, M (1973).
Some _ions on the fecundity
and spawning habits 01 the rockcod.
Epinephelus tauvfna (Forskal). In-
dian J. Fisheries 20(2): 668-671
• K8)"oVOl"': reproduction. Serranidae
Senla, T, Kungvanklj. p. Tan, SM (1973).
Biological study 01 red snapper, Lu/-
Janus sanguineus. TechninaJ Semi-
nar on South China Sea FISheries





19071 Senta, T, Peng, C (1973). Studies on the
feeding habits of red snappers, LIlt-
janus sanguineus and L sebae.ln:
Proc. Tech. Semin. South China Sea
Fish. Rescur. pp. 63·84, SEAF·
DEC/ses.
• K~ft;: lut}anldM, biOlogy
~ Shaldee. JB (1984). Genetic variation and
p<lIlUa__• In lhe damsoI-
fish, Stegastes fasclalaWs,.
throughout the HawaIIan ar-
chipelago. COpe. 1984 (3): 629-
640
• Keywords: distribution, stodl:
--
~ Shapiro. DY (1984). Delrimor<al effects 01
..onsivo lishIng CNOf spawning ag-
gregatloos 010 commo<clal1y impor-
tant grouper. See Grlnt Proj.
RJlIUl&-l Ann"'" Report. 12 pp.
• K....'WOt'<b: -'feet, reptOduetion.
_klH
19101 Shapiro, DY (1987). Reproduction in
groupers. In: J. J. Polovina and S.
Ralston (eels), Tropical Snappers
and Groupen. Biology and
Fisheries Management Ocean
Res. Mar. Policy Ser. Westview
Press: Boukjer (~orado,USA). pp.
295,'327
• Keywords: SOHanld.e, r&production
I!I!l Shapiro, OY (1987). Patterns of space use
common to wtdety different types of
social groupings of a coral reef Ush.
Environ. BioI. Fish. 18: 183·194
• Koyworctl.: Serranidaa, distribution
I!g] Shlndo. S (1973). Goneral review 01 the
trawl Ilshery and the demersal fish
stocks 01 the South Ctona Sea FAD
Fisheries Technical Paper 120: 1-
49
• Keywords: stock assessment, catch
statistics
70
19131 Shipp. RL, Tyler. WA. Jones. RS (\986).
Point count censusing from a sub·
merslble to estimate reef fish abun·
dance over large areas. Northeast
Gulf ScI. 8 (1) 83-90
o Keywords: Sorranidae, population,
distribution
B Shpigel. M (1985). Aspeclo of the biology
Ind ocoIogy 01 Red Sea grouper
CephaJopholis (Sononidoo,
TelooSleij_ PhD dissertation; Tel-
A,"" University (Tel-Aviv: Israal)
e Kayworda: Sonanldao, biology
19151 ShubnlkOll. DA (1980). On the distribution
and biology 01 tho carangid fish
Decapteros macareJlus (Cuvier et
Valonclennes) in the southwestern
Indian Ocean. In: A. D. Dnahinin
(ed). Flohery invesligotionlln the
western Indian OCean. Collection
of Scientific Papers. VNIRO
Moskva (USSR). pp. 43-53
o Keywords: Carangid.o, distribution,
""'logy
19181 Shu, FW. ShaUl. SC. Chun. HC (1973).
Survey of bottom trawl grounds In
the Arafura Sea. Taiwan Fish. Res.
Inll. (Keetung): Cruise Report 39
o Kerwot*: survey, stoeIl: asseasmont,
catch statistics
19171 Shuman. MJ (1985). Recrulmeot 01 coral
reef fishes: effects 01 distribution 01
predators and sheller. Ecology 66
(3): 1056-1066
o K.,.wonIs: Lutjanldae, distribution,
populaUon, recruitment
B Shulman. MJ. Ogden. JC (1987). What
00,",015 tropical reel fish popt.la-
tkm: recnitment or benthic mor·
tallty7 An example in the Caribbean
reef fish Haemtion flavolineatum.
Mar. Ecol. Prog. Ser.39: 233-242
• Koywwds: Haemulidae, bio6ogy,
""';'n",,,
19191 Shuntov, VP (1971). Some data onthe biol-
ogy of fishes of the Arafura Sea and
their environmental conditions. J.
Ichthyology 11: 1·8
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, population,
Australia, distribution
19201 Shuntov, VP (1979). Ichthyolauna of the
Australian and New Zealand regions
and its environments. Tr. Inst.
Okeanol. Akad. Nauk SSR 106: 8-
56
• Keyworda: SUfVey, stock assessment,
bIolOgy
Slerra,LM (1003). Feeding ollhe margate,
Haemulon album. from the south-
western Cuban shelf. Rep. Invest.
Oceanof. Acad. eiene. Cuba No.
11.17 pp.
• Keywords: Haemulidae. biology
Slerra,LM, POpova, OA (1982). Feeding of
-Caranx ruber Bloch from the south-
western region of the Cuban plat-
form. Rep. Invest. Inst. Oceanol.
Acad. Clenc. Cuba NO.3. 19 pp.
• Keywords: Garangidae, biology
Sierra, LMS. Claro. AM (1979). Variacion
estacional de Is velocidad de diges-
tion en dos especies de paced
lutianidos, la biajalba (Lutjanus
synagris) y eI caballerote (Lutjanus
griseus). Clencias Biologicas 3:
87-97
• Keywofds: Lutjanidae, feeding
Silas, EG, Toor, HS (1961). On some new
records of pigface breams (Iamny
Lethrlnldae: Pisces) from the An-
daman Sea. J. Mar. bioi. Ass. India
3:208-214
• Keywords: Lethrlnidae. taxonomy,
distribution
Silva Lee. A (1974). Feeding habBs of the
grouper Epinephe/us striatus
(Bloch) and some data on its bioi·
ogy. Ser. Oceano!. Inst. Oceano!.
(Habana) 25: 1·14
• Keywords: Serranidae, feeding, biology
Silvestre. GT. Soriano, ML (1988). Effects
of incorporating sigmokl selection
on optimum mesh size estimation
for the Samar Sea multispecles trawl
fishery. In: S. C. Venema.J. M. Chris-
tensen & D. PaLly (eds), Contribu-
tions to Tropical Fisheries
Biology: Papers by the Par~
tlclpants of FAO/DANIDA Follow-
up Training COUBe. pp. 482-493
• Keywords: exploitation, effort. effects
§!I * Sinclair. 1M (1977). Ban on spearflshing 011
Queensland coast. Common~
weaBh Record 2 (36): 1239
• Keyword.: $erranld.., biology, gear
Sinoda, M (1981). Competition for baBed·
hook In a multiple species fishery.
Bull Japan. Soc. ScI. Fish. 47:
843·848
• Keywords: Serranidae, catch statistics
Sivallngam, S (19698). Wedge Bank trawl
fishery studies part 3: Nature and
composition of the resident popula-
tion. Bull. Ash. Res. Sta. Ceylon 20
(1): 27.,'38
• Keywot'ds: Lettuinidae, catch mtistics.
stock assessment
SivaJingam, S (l969b). Wedge bank ""wi
fishery studies. 4: An analysis of the
length frequency measurements of
the sea bream (Lethrlnus
nebulosus) made in 1949 and 1953
to 1956. BUll. Asheries Research
Station Ceylon 20: 39-50
• Keywords: Lethrlnidae, population,
distribution
Smale. MJ (1986). The feeding biology 01
four predatory reel Iishes oft the
Southeastern Cape Coast IX South
Africa. S. Afr. J. Zool. 21 (2): 111·
f30
• Keywords: Serranidae. feeding
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Smale, MJ (1987). Food partitioning by
coastal predatory te1eosts in South
EasternCape watersof South Africa.
EstuarineCoast.1 SheUSei. 24 (2):
241-252
e Keywords: $erranidae, Carangidae,
feeding
Smtth, CL (1961). Synopsis 01 biological
data on groupers (Eplnephe/us and
allied genera) a the western North
Atlantic. FAO Fish. Synop. 23: 1-61
• Keywords: Serranidae. biology. growth
Smith, CL (1963). A new serranid fish from
deep water off Cook Island, Pacific.
Annals and Magazine of Natural
History 6: 719-720
e Keyworda: Serranidae, taxonomy
Smtth. CL (1965). The panemsof sexuality
and the classification of serranid
fiShes. Amer. Mus. Novlt. 2207: 1-
20
e Keywords: Serranidae, reproduction
19361 Smith, CL (1971). A revision of the
American groupers: Epinephelus
and allied genera. Bull. Am. Mus.
Nat. Hist. 146 (20): 1-241
e Keywords: Serranidae, taxonomy
19371 Smith, CL (1972). A spawning aggregation
of Nassau grouper, Epinephelus
strlatus (Bloch). Trans. Am. Fish.
Soc. 101: 257-261
e Keywords: Serranidae, reproduction,
movement
19381 Smith, CL (1978). Coral root lish com·
munities: a compromise view. En-
viron. BiQI. Fish. 3: 109-128
e Keywords: population, diStribution
19391 Smith, CL (1982). Patterns of reproduction
in coral reef fishes. In: G. R.
Huntsman, W. A. Nicholson and W.
W. Fox (eds), Thebiologlcal bases
for reel fishery management.
NOAA Tech. Memo. NMFS-SEFC·
80, pp. 49-60
• Keywords: reproduction, Serranldae
72
Smith, CL, Tyler, JC (1972). Space
resource sharing in a coral reef fish
community. Los Angeles Cly. Mus.
Contrib. Sci. Bull. 14: 125-170
e Keywords: distribution, biologV
Smith, CL, Tyler, JC (1973). Direct obser-
vations of resource sharing in coral
reef fish. Helgol. Wiss.
Meeresunters. 24: 264-275
• KeywordS: biology
Smith. IR (1980). Traditional fisheries
development in the PhDippines.ln: J.
I. Funado (ed). Tropical Ecclogy
and Development Proc. 5th Int
Trop. Eccl. (1980). pp. 1135-1140
• Keywords: management, catch
statlstlcs,e~
Smtth,lR, Pauly, 0 (1983). Resolving mufti·
gear competition in nearshore
fisheries. ICLARM Newsletter6: 11·
18
e Keywords: exploitation, gear,
management
Smtth, IR, Puzon. MY. Vldat-Libunao, CN
(1980). Philippines municipal
fisheries: a review of resources,
technology and socio-economlcs.
ICLARM Studies and Reviews No.
4.87 pp.
• Keyword.: management, exploitation
Smtth. SV (1978). Coral·root area and con·
tributlons of reefs to processes and
resources of the world's oceans. Na-
ture 273: 225-226
e Keywords: management
SMS Research (1983). Experimental valua·
tlon of recreational fishing in Hawaii.
Administrative Report H-83-11C
(NMFS Southwest Fisheries Center:
Honolulu)
e Keywords: catch statistics,
management
1947[ Sobreira Rocha, CA (1977). Considera-
tions on the biological sampling of
caribbean red snapper, Llltjanus
purpureus Poey, in north aoo north-
eastern Brazil. Arq. Clene, Mar. t7:
63-67
• Keyword.: Lutjanidae, stock
assessment, population. growth
~ Sobfelra Rocha. CA. Correa Ivo. CT. Car-
neiro Lopes. JA (1982). Analysis a
the fishing effort distribution for the
Caribbean red snapper, Lu~anus
purpureus Poey, off northern and
northeastern Brazil. Arq. elene.
Mar. 22: 73-81
e Keywordt: Lufianldae, catch statiStIcs,
eflkH1.eKpkMtation
~491 Soriano, ML Tampubolon, G, Widodo, J
(1988). Discriminant analysis01 mor-
phometrics of the Indian mackerel
(Rastrelliger kanaguna) in the
Malacca Strait and scad (Decap-
terus russelli) In the Java Sea, In-
donesia. l!!: S. C. Venema, J. M.
auistensen & D. Pauly (eds). Con-
tributions to Tropical Fisheries
Biology: Papers by the Par-
ticipants of FAOIOANIOA Follow-
up Training Course. pp 411-4t6
• Keywords: Catangidae, growth
19501 Sousa. MIRF (1968). Sources 01 bias In
growth and mortality estimation of
migratory pelagic fish stocks. whh
emphasis on Decaplerus rosselli
(Carangldae) In Mozambique. In: S.
C. Venema, J. M. Christensen & D.
Pauly (eds), Contributions to
Tropical Fisheries Biology:
Papers by the Participants 01
FAO/DANIDA Follow-up TI1IInlO9
Course. pp 288-008
e Keyworch: Cat'angidae, population,g,-
19511 Sparre. P (1985). Introduction to tropIcal
fish stock assessment Rome
{FAO)/Denmark Funds·ln-Trust.
A:GCP/392/DEN. Manual 1, 338 pp
Ssenlongo. GW. Larkin. PA (1973). Some
simple methods of estimating mor·
tallty rales 01 exploited fish pouIa-
tions. J, Fish. Rea. Board Can. 30:
695-698
• Keywords: populltlon, exploitation,
mortality
Starck. WA (1970). Biology a the gray
snapper, Lurjanus griseus (Lin-
naeus) in the Aorida Keys. Stud.
Trop. Oceanogr. (MlamQ 10: 1-150
e Keyworcla: L.utJan1du. populadon,
growttl.lMding, _arty life hlstory
Starck. WAIl. Schroeder. RE (1971).1.....
tigations on the gray ....pper LuI-
Janus grlseus. Stud. Trop.




Stein. A (1988). La peche lagonalre dans
I'archipel es Tuamotu. Working
document: SPC Workshop on
Pacific Inshore Flahery Resour-
ces, Noumea (New Caledonia)
1988. BP81. 9pp.
• Keyworde: stock asseS&lTle1'lt,
distributionin French
~. Steven,A (1986). A survey of the fish fauna
ot fringing reefs In the southern sec·
tlon of the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park. Unpublished report to
GBRMPA (project 268: 1986)
• Keywords: SUIVe)', stodI: assessment
19571- Steven, A (t988a).A survcyofthefishfauna
of selected reefs In theWhitsundays.
Unpublished report to GBRMPA
(Project 310: 1987-88)
e Keyword&: SUlWY, distribution
~. Steven. A (1988b). An analysis of fishing
activities on possible predators of
the crown-of-thoms starflSh (A~
rhaster planc/) on the Great Barrier
Reef. UnpUblished report to
GBRMPA (COTSAC: Project 329:
1986-88) (Draft)
• Keywofds:: catch statistics
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j9591*Steven. Al., Van Woesik, A (1987a). A
preliminary report on tl1e benthic
and fish assemblages of Hamilton
Island: A prerequisite for Monitoring.
Unpublished report to GBRMPA
(Project 296: 1986-87)
• Keywords: survey. distribution
19601* Steven, AL, Van Woesik, A (1987b). A
preliminary report on the benthic
and fish assemblages of Hayman
Island: A prereqUisite for Monitoring.
Unpublished report to GBRMPA
(Project 296: 1986-87)
• Keywor<b: survey, distribution
Stevenson. DK (1976). Determination of
maximum yield conditions from
length frequency data for a tropI-
cal fish pol fishery. PhD disserta-
tion; Univ. Rhode Island (Kingston:
Rhode Island)
• Keywords: yield, catch statistics
19621 Stevenson. OK (1978). Management of a
tropical pot fishery for maximum
sustainable yield. Proe. Gulf
Carlbb. Fish Inst. 30: 95-115
• Keywords: management. catch
statistics. exploitation. yield
19631 Stevenson. DK (1982). A review of the
marine resources of the Western
Central Atlantic Fisheries Com-
mission (WECAFC) region. FAO
Doc. Tec. Pesca No. 211. FAG:
Rome (Italy). 143 pp
• Keywords: stock assessment.
management. distribution, survey
19641 Stevenson, OK. Marshall. N (1974).
Generalisations on the fisheries
potential of coral reefs and adjacent
shallow-water environments. Proe.
2nd Coral Reef Symp. 1: 147-156
• Keywords: management, exploitation,
catch statistics. yield
19651 Stock Assessment Workshop (SAW)
(1984). Reef fisheries reports. 2nd
Southeast Stock Assessment
Workshop, Southeast Fish. Cent.
NMFS/NOM SAW/84/RFR
• Keywords: stock assessment
19661 Sudekum, AE (1984). Growth, feeding
and reproduction of Caranx Ig-
nobills and Caranx me/ampygus
from the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands. M. Sc. thesis, UniversitY of
Hawaii
• Keywords: Carangidae, biology, growth
19671 Suzuki. K, Hiokl. S (1979). Spawning be-
havior, eggs. and larvae of the lut-
)ank:! fish, LuI/anus kasmlra In an
aquarium. Japan. J. IChthyol, 26:
161-166
• KeywoIda: lutjanldae. reproctuetion,
early life history
19681 Suzuki, 0 (1973). FISh school structure of
red snappers and bigeye snappers
in the South China Sea. Technlnal
Seminar on South China Sea
Fisheries Resources. SEAFOEC •
Ban9kok (Thailand), 9 pp.
• Keyword.: l.utJanidae. catch statistics.
distribution, movement
Suzuki. T, Masuda, K, Nakane. S (1964).
Variation of the catches and the
volume of stomach contents of
medium sized "Kuchlnidal"
(Lethrlnus omatus CUYler & Valen-
c1enna) between day and night and
obselVed In the trawl ground along
the northwestem coast of Australia.
Bull. Fae. Fish. Hokkaklo Unlv. 15-
16:29-44
• Keywords: lethrinidae. catch statistics,
biology
19701 Swamlnath. M. Sivaprakasam. TE. Joy, PS.
Praveen, P (1985). A studyof marine
fishery resources off Krlshnapat-
nam. In: CIFNET Bull. No. ~ ClF-
NET (Cochin: India). 43 pp.
• Keywords: survey, catch statistics
19711 *Sweatman, H (1982). Repeated visual tran-
sect counts on a coral reef fISh
population of known size. Un-
published report to GBRMPA
(Project 74: 1982)
• Keywords: survey, population, $1Otk
assessment
74
19721- Sweatman, H, Gladstone, W (1982). Coral
trout monitoring at Lizard Island
Reef. Unpublished report to
GBRMPA (Project 62: 1981·82)
(Pending)
• K..,word.: Serranidae, distribution,
movement,8urvey
Sytveste<.JR (1973). A preliminarySludy of
the ieflgIh composlllon, diSlrllutloo
and relaltve abundance of three
species of deepwater snappers from
the Virgin Islands. J. Fish. Bioi. 6:
43-49
• KeywcM'da: lutjanldae, c1iWibution,
population, survey
Sytvester. JR, Drew, OW. Dammann, AE
(1980). Selective Ine history of silk
snapper Lutjanus vivanus and
blackfln snapper Lut]anus buo-
canelia from the Virgin Islands
(USA). Caribb. J. Sci. 15 (3-4): 4'·
48
• Keywof<'*: Lutjanidae, bioIoliJy
Talbot, FH (1957). The fishes of tho gonus
Lutjanus of· the east African coast.
Annals Ind Maglzine of Nltural
History 12: 241-267
• K~<,*: lutjanidae, biology
Talbot, FH (1960). Notes on the biology of
.he Lutjonldae (Pisces) of the East
African coast, with special refer·
enca to L. bohar (Forskal). Annels
S. Atric. Mus. 65: 54%73
• K.,-9: Lut;anidae, bidogy
§ "Talbot, PH, GHberl, AJ (1984). Coral roef
fish ecology: Implications for
management In the Great Barrier
Reel Marino Park. Royal Society of
Queensllnd SymposIum
(Cap.-Icomia Section). pp. 141-148
• Keywot<'*: management
19781" Talbot, FH, Goldman, B (1972). A p.-e1lml·
naryreport on thediversityand feed·
ing relationships of the reef fishes of
One Tree Islard. Great Barrier Reef
system. ill: Proc. Symp. Corallnd
Coral Reefs (Mar. Bioi. Assoc.
India). pp.425-444
• KeywOfda; feeding, stock assessment
19791 Tan, KS (1973). Fisheries biological study
of groupers In the South China Sea.
In: Working Papers/Mlrlne
fisheries Research Department
SEAFDEC. Vol. 3, p. 31-61.
• Keyworda: $erranldu, cateh statisb,
teproduetioo, growth
Tan, SM, Tan, KS (1974). Biology of tho
tropical grouper, Eplnephelus
taUVina (ForskaQ. I. A p.-e1lminary
study on hermaphroditism In E.
tawina. Singapore J. Primary In-
dustries 2(2): 123-133
• Keywords: Serranidae, reproduction
Tashiro, JE. Coleman, SE (1977). Tho
Cuban grouper and snapper fishery
In the GuH of Mexico. Mar. Fish.
Rov. 39 (10): 1-6
e Keywofds: Serranidae, lutjanidae,
catch statisb
Taumala, P, Gentle, M (1982). Report on
the deep HI fisheries deVelop-
ment proJoctln Funalut~ TuvalU
(18 December 1980-15 Fobruary
1981). South Pacific Commission
1551/82, 29 pp.
• Keywords: eatd'l ttatirict;, gear
Taumala, p. Gentle, M (1983). Report on
the deep sel fisheries develop-
ment prolect visit to the Republic
of Kiribati (23 April. 18 November
1980). South Paclflc Commission
(New CaJedonla), 15 pp
• Keywocda: catch 8tatlstics,
managtll'*rt, exploitation
19841 Taylor, V (1981). F1shhasa fighting chanco.
Bulletin 101: 35-39
• Keywords: Serranldee, biology
19851 Thomas. 0 (1978). Tonga. Marine
resource development. A report
prepared for the fisheries Inves-
ligation Projoct (1975-1977). FAO:
Romo Otaly), 102 pp.
• Keywords: stodc useumen1, catch
statistics, managem.nt, exploitation
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19861 Thompson. R, Munro, Jl (1978). Aspects
of the biology and ecology of carib--
bean reef fishes: Serranidae (hinds
and groupers). J. Fish. BioI. 12:
115·140
• Keywo.-ds: Serranidae, grO'Nth, stock
assessment, reprOduction
19871 Thompson, B. Munro. Jl (1983a). The biol-
ogy. ecdogy and bionomics of the
snappers. lutjanldae. In: J. L.
Munro (ed), The biology, ecology
exploitation and management of
Caribbean reel fishes. Selent. Rep.
oflhe OONUWI Asheries Ecol. Res.
Proj. 1969-73: Univ. of W. I.
(Jamalca).ICLARM Stud. Rev. No.7.
pp.94·109
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, population,
management, biology, exploitation,
growth
19881 Thompson. B, Munro. Jl (1983b). The biol-
ogy, ecology and bionomics of the
hinds and groupers, Serranidae.ln:
J. L Munro (ed). The biology. ecol·
ogy. exploitation and manage-
ment of Caribbean reef fishes.
Scient. Rep. of the ODA/UWI
Fisheries Ecol. Res. Proj. 1969-73:
Unlv. of W. I. (Jamaica). ICLARM
Stud. Rev. No.7. pp. 59-81
• Keywords: Serranidae, population,
management, biology. exploitation,
g,owth
19891 Thompson. R. Munro, JL (1983c). The biol-
ogy, ecology and bionomics of the
Jacks. Carangidae. In: J. L Munro
(ed). Caribbean coral reel fishary
resources. ICtARM Studies and
Reviews 7. pp. 94·109
• Keywords: biology, Carangidae, growth
19901 Thresher. RE' (1978). Polymorphism.
mimicry, and the evolution of the
hamlets (Hypoplectrus, Ser-
ranidae). Bull. Mar. Sci. 28: 345·353
• Keywords: Serranidae, biology
19911- Thresher. RE (1983). Environmental corre-
lates of the distribution of
pianktivorous fishes in the One Tree
Reef lagoon, Australia. Mar. Ecol.
Prog.Sar. 10 (2): 137·146
• Keywords; $etranidae. distribution
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19921 Thresher, RE (1964). Reproduction in reef
fishes. TFH Publications (Neptune
City: New Jersey). 399 pp
• KeywoIds: biology
19931 Thresher. RE (1985). Interoceanic differen-
ces In the ear1y life history of coral
reef fishes: Australia versus the
western AUantic. ill: J. A. Dodson
and M. Westoby (eds). Asa
Australian Ecosystems Different?
Proceeding. of the Ecological
Society of Australia 14: f·5
• KeywordI;: dlslributlon. reproduction.
earty Iile history
19941 Thresher. RE. Gunn. JS (1986). Compara·
tive analysis of visual census techni-
ques for highly mobile
reef-associated piscivores caran-
gldae. Environ. bioi. Fishes 17 (2):
93-116
• Keywords: Carangidae, surv&y,
distribution, Australia
1995j* Tibury. JC (1987). M overview of fishing
activities in the Great Barrier Reef
region: recreational and commer-
cial. In: C. L Baldwin (ed). Fringing
Reef Workshop: science Industry
and management. GBRMPA
Workshop Series No.9. pp. 116-130
• Keywofds: catch statistics.
management, gear
19961 Toot. HS (19648). Biologyandfisheryofthe
pigface bream. Lelhrinus lentJan
(Lacepede). I. Food and feeding
habks. Indian J. Fish. 11: 559-580
• Keywords: Lethrlnldae, feediog
19971 Toor. HS (1964b). Biology and fishery of
the plgface bream. Lethrlnus
lentJan (lacepede). II. Maturation
and spawning. Indian J. Fish. 11:
581·596
• Keywords: Lethrinidae, reproduttion
19981 Toor, HS (1964C). Biologyandfisheryoflhe
pigface bream. Lethrinus fentjan
(Lacepede). III. Age and growth. In-
dian J. Fish. 11: 597-620
e Keywords: lethrinidae. gtowth
19991 Toor, HS (1965a). Blologyandfisheryoflhe
pigface bream, Lethrlnus lent/an
(Lacepede). IV. Fecundity. Res.
BUll. Panjab. Unl•. ScI. 16: 165·169
_ Keywotth: lethrinidae, reprodu(;tion
110001 Toor. HS (l965b). Bkllogy and fishery of
the pigface bream, Lethrinus
"'nt/an (lacepede). V. Length·
weight relationship and relative con·
dltlon factor. Res. Bull. Panjab.
Unlv. Sci. 16: 171-178
• Keywotth: Lettu1ntdae, Iength-welght
r.lationshlps, growth
110011 Toar. HS (1971). Taxonomic position of
Lethr/nus mahsenoides Valencien-
nes and Lethrlnus sanguineus
Smith. Res. Bull. PlnJab Unlv. Sci.
22: 375-378
• Keywords: l.ethrinida., tallonomy
110021 Tortonesa. E (1973). Seminldae. In: H. C.
Hureau and Th. Monad (OOs) ,
Checklist of the fishes of the
rtorth-eastem Atlantic and of the
Mediterranean. UNESCO (Paris).
pp.355-362
• Keywords: Senanidae, bkllogy
110031 Tseng. WY. Ho. SK (1979). Egg develop-
ment and early larval rearing of red
grouper (EpinepheJus akaara T&S).
Quart. J. Taiwan Mus. (Taipei) 32:
209-219
• Keywords: Serranid",latVai biology,
early lite history
110041 Ukawa. M. Higuchi, M. Mlo, S (1966).
Spawning habits and early life his·
tory of e sarranld fish, Eplnephelus
akaara (Temmlnck et Schlegel).
J.p. J.lchthyology 13: 151·161
• Keywords: Serranldae, reproduction,
lalVal biology. eat1y life histofy
110051 Ulrich, GF, Rhodes, RJ, Rhodes. KJ
(1976). Status repon on the com·
mercial snapper-grouper fisheries
off South Carolina. Proc. Gulf
Caribb. Fish.lnst. 29: 102·125
• Keywords: Serranldae, lutjanidae.
catch statistics
1100sj-Unisearch Ltd. (1981). Maximum sus·
tainable yield and related concepts.
Origins and development in
fisheries management. Un-
'published draft report to GBAMPA;
31 pp
• Keywords: management
110071 Vadiya, V (1984a). ReproductIVe systema
of Eplnephe'us seneus and
. Eplnephe/us a/arandr/nus (Ser-
.' ranldae) from the Southeastern
Mediterranean. J. Ichthyology
24(3): n-81
• Keywords: Sef'rankiae, reprodUCtiOn
110081 Vadlya, V (1984b). Specifics 01 the
repred uctlve system in
Eplnephelus aeneus and
Eplnephelus aJexandrinus (5er·
ranidae) from the Southeastern
Mediterranean. Vepr. Ikhtiol. 24
(4): 597-600
• Keywords:.. Secranid... rep«)duction
110091 Valdes. E, Padron, G (1980). Otter trawl
fisheries in the Campeche Bank,
Gulf of Mexico. Rev. CUb. Invest.
Pesq. 5: 3B-48
• K4lYWO'de: stock assessment.
lu1janidae, Serranidae, catch statistics,
effort
110101 Valdes. R, Blanco, W, Espinosa. L (1979).
Fisheries on the Jamaican platlorrn
and adjacent areas. Rev. Cub. In-
vest. Pesq. 4: 31·53
e.Ke~ds: catch statistics. s10ck
asMSMNnt, effort
110111 Valdez Munoz. E (1980). Toxlcityand feed·
ing habbs of some species of fISh
suspet:ted to be ciguatoxic. Inf.
Clent-Tee: InS1. OCeano!. Acad.
elene. Cuba No. 123. Acad.
Clene. Cuba (Havana: Cuba). 16
pp.
• Keyworth: Carangidse, Serranidae,
biology
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110121-van Woesik, A. Steven. AOC (1967). Sur-
vey of the "High Island" fringing
reefs in the southern section of the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. Un-
published report ,to GBRMPA. 152
pp.
• Keywor~s: survey
110131 Vaughan. OS. Merriner, JV, Ahrenholz,
OW. Chapoton. RB (1986). Stock
assessment of menhaden and
coastal herrings. NOAA Technical
Memorandum. 60 pp.
• KeywordS: Carangidae. stock
assessment
110141 Venema, SC, Christensen, JM. Pauly, 0
(eds) (1988). Contributions to
tropical fisheries biology: Pap"",
prepared by the participants at
the FAO/DANIDA Follow-up
Training Course on Fish Stock
Assessment in the Tropics. FAO
Fisheries Report No. 389. 515 pp.
• Keywords: stock assessment,
population. growth, eICP1oltation
110151 Venkataramani. VI<, Raman, KS. Natrajan,
RR (1984). Carangld fishery ofPorto
Novo coast. MATSYA 9-10: 157-
164
• Keywords: Cat'angidae, catch statistics
110161 Vergara. RR (1980). Phylogenetic con-
siderations on the Cuban speciesof
the genus LutJanus (Lutjanidae,
Perclformes, Teleostei). Inf. Cieo'.
Tee. lost. Oceanol. Acad. eienc.
Cuba No. 113. Acad. Cienc. Cuba:
Havana (Cuba). 39 pp.
• Keywords: lutjanidae, biology
110171 V. I. E. R. S. (1970). S~I Report. Ex-
~oratoryfishing fora sourceof non-
CigU8toxic sport and food fish.
Conclusions and recommenda·
tlons. Contrib. Virgin lsI. Ecol.
Res. Stn. 2:42-47
• KeywOfds: lutjanidae, management,
survey, stock assessment
1101S1 Wade, CW (1981). Age and growth of
spotted seatrout and red snapper In
Alabama. Proc. Annu. Conf.
Southeast. Assoc. Fish Wildl.
Agencies 35: 345-354
• Keywords,: biology. Lutjanidae, growth
110191 Wakeman. JM. Arnold. CR. Wohlschlag,
DE. Rabalais. SC (1979). Oxygen
consumption. energy expenditure,
and growth 01 the red snapper (Lut-
Janus campechanus). Trans.
Amer. Fish. Soc. 106: 288-292
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, growth
11020I"Walker. M (1975). Aspects oltha biology
of emperor fish as, family
Lethrinidae. In North Queensland
Bamer Reef waters. PhD thesis,
James Cook University, Townsville
(Australia). 241 pp
• KeywOfds: Lethrinidae, biology"
growth. reproduction
110211-Walker. MH (1978). Food and feeding
habits of Lethrinus chrysostomus
Richardson (Pisces: Perclfonnes)
and other lethrinkJs on the ,Great
Barrier Reef. Aust. J. Mar. Fresh-
water Res. 29: 623-630
• Keywords: lethrinidae. feeding.
Australia
11022I-Walker. MH. Alexander. CG (1974). Encap-
sulated fish hooks from the
stomachs of Plectropomus
maculatus (Bloch) (Serranidae). J.
Fish. BioI. 6: 759-761
• Keywords: 8enanidae, feeding,
IvJstralia
110231 Watters. I (1987). Prehistoric fisheries in
Australia: a long and diverse
pedigree. Australian Fisheries 46
(3): 21-24
• Keywords: catch statistica
110241 Wamer. RR (1984). Recent developmentIn
the ecology of tropical reef fishes.
Arch. Fisch. Wlss. 35: 43·53.
• Keywords: distribution, biology
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110251 Wass, RC (1982). The shoreUne fishery of
American Samoa· past and
present. In: J. L. Munro (ad),
Ecological aspects of coastal
zone management. Proe. Sem"
nar on Marine and Coastal
Processes in the Pacific UNES·
CO-ROSTSEA: Jakana (Indonasla).
pp.51-113
• Keyworch: rnaMgement, expaoltatlon,
stock llSUSStnei'lt, caId1ltatistics
110261 Waters, JR, Humsman, GR (1986). Incor-
porating monallty from catch and
release Into yleld~per·recruit
analyses of minimum size limits. N.
Am. J. Fish. Managemem 6 (4):
463-471
• K.yword8: LutJanldae. yield, catch
atatlstlC$
Waters. JR (unpubl.). Dynamie yield per
recruit analyses for estabUshlng
minlmum size limits in the South
Atlantic snapper~grouper fishery.
Unpublished ms.
• Keywords: yield, management
110281 WeOer, 0 (1980). POlentiallechnlque fo<
aging of silk snapper, LutJanus
vivanus. Proc. Assoc. lsi. Mar.
Lab. Carlbb. 15: 27
• Klt)'WOfC»: Luijanidae, methodology,
.,owth
\10291 Weiler, D, Suarez·Caarbro, JA (1980).
Overview of Puerto Rico's smaIf·
scale fisheries statistics, 1972-
1978. Technical Report
CODREMAR 1: '-27
• Keywords:,catch statlstk::s. exploitation
11030\ Weinstein. WP; Heck, Kl.Jr (1979). Ich-
thyofauna of seagrass meadows
along the Caribbean coast of
Panama and in the Gulf of Mexico:
composition. structure and com-
muntty ecology. Mar. Bioi. 50 (2):
97·107
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, Haemulidae.
disuibution
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110311 Wenner. C (1983). Species assodatlons
and day..night variabiity of trawl·
caught fishes from the inshore
sponge-coral habitat. South AtIan-
lie Bight. Fish. Bull. (U. S. ) 81:
537-552
• Ke) ..o'ds: distribution, biology.
movemen1
110321 Westernhagen. HVoo (1974), Observa-
tk>ns on the naturaJ spawning of
AJectis ;ndicus (Ruppell) and
CaratllC /gnobill. (FoskaI) (Caran-
gldaa). J. FIsh. Bioi. 6: 513-516
• K~ds: CatangidM. "pi: :f 'Ction
110331 Wetherall, JA, PoIoIItna. JJ. Ralston. S (In
press). Estimating growth and mor-
tality In steady slate fish stocks from
1eng1h-lrequency data. In: D. Pauly
and G. R M0<Q8n (eds), lengtl>-
based methods In fishery r.
search. ICLARM/KISR
Conference on the Theory and
Application of length·based
methods for stock assessments.
VoU
• ~.: stock 8''eMT«lt, growth,
p~pdtt n
110341 Wheeler. JFG (1961). The genus Lethrlnus
in the Western Indian Ocean.
Fishery Pubis. Colon. Off. 15: 1.s1
• Kqwords: lethrinldae, biology
110351 Whtte, AT, Savina. GC (1987). Reellish
yield and nonreef calch ct Apo 1.-
land, Negros Philippines. Asian
Mar. Bioi. 4: 67·78
• Keywofch: eatctt statl*s. yield
110361 Whttelaw, AW. Sainsbury. KJ (1986). Tag
loss and mortality rates of a small
tropical demersal fish species, Lut-
Janus C3tpOnotatus (pIsces: Lut·
janldae). tagged with dan and
anchor tags. Aust. J. Mar. Freshw.
Res. 37: 323~7
• Keywords: Luijanidae. population,
mortality
110371 Wicklund, R (1969). Observation on
spawning of the lane snapper. Un-
deNaler NaL 4: 40
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, reproduction
110381 Wldodo, J (1988). Population biology of
Russell's scad (Decapterus russel-
/I) in tho Java Sea, Indonesia. In: S.
C. Venema. J. M. Christensen & D.
Pauly (eds), Contributions to
Tropical Fisheries Biology:
Papers by the Participants of
FAO/DANIDA Follow-up Training
Course. pp 308-.324
• Keyworch: CIIangld••, populttlon
11039rWlllams. CMcB (1980). DynamIcs 01 the
pomacentrld community on small
patch reefs In One Tree lJIgoon
(Great BarrlerReef). Bull. Mar. Sci.
30: 159-170
• Keywofds: distribution.lllJtY8Y, biology.
reeNitment
1'040)-W.Uams, DMcB (1982). Patterns In the dis-
tribution offish communlt'es across
the central Great BarrierReef. Coral
Reefs 1: 35-43
• Keywofds: distribution
11041rWUliams. DMcB (1983). Longlludlnal end
latitudinal variation In the structure
of reef fish communities. In: J. T.
Bake< at aI. (eds). Proceedings 01





tn the structure of reef slope fish
communities (Central Great Barrier
Reef): short-tenn etIects 01 Acon-
thaster Infestation. Mar. Ecol.
Prog. Ser.
e Keywcwct.: dlaClibution
l'043I*WilJlams, DMcB: Dixon, P, English, S
(1985). Distribution 01 copepods
and fish larvae cross-shelf (Central
GBR) and lis relationshipofsummer
hydrography and phyloplankton
dynamics. In prep_
• Ke)'WO'$: distribution. early life h1110fy
11044I·Wiliams. DMCB. Hatcher. AI (1983). Struc-
ture of fish communities on outer
slopes of Inshore. mId.-shelf and
outersheff reefs of the Great Barrier
Aeef. Marine Ecology Progress
Series 10: 239-250
• Keyworda: population. distribution.
wove,
11045I·wUliams. DMcB. Sale. PF (1981). Spalial
end temporal patterns 01 recrul-
ment oIjuvenle coraJ reellishes 10
coral habitats within One Tree
lagoon. Great Barrier Reel. Msrine
Biology 65: 245-253
• Keyword.: dlwibution. population.
biology. te<:nlitment
110461 Wiliams. F (1965). Further notes on the
biology 01 the East African pelagic
fishes of the families Carangldae
and Sphyraenidae. E. Alric. Agric.
Forestry J. 31: 141-168
• Keyworda: Garangidae, biofogy
!1047rWUllams, M (1981 ).Is our Industrydestroy-
Ing 1lse11 Irom within? East Coast
total fisheries management Q. C. F.
O. Newsletter June 1981
• Keywords: management
11048!-Wllliams, M (1982). Control of master
fishermen's licences. Q. C. F. O.
Newsletter March 1982
• Keyworch:management
110491·Wlniams. MJ (1980). Survey 01 fishing
Operations In Queensland 1980.
Qld. Fisheries Service Technlcsl
Report No.2
• Keywofda: exploitatiOn. Australia. IIfIort
11050rWliiams. MJ (1981). Queensland fisheries
survey reveals interesting trends.
Australian Fisheries 43 (12)
• Keyworda: exploitation, Australia. effott.
"""'--
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110511*Williams, MJ (1983). Descriptive statistics
on Queensland commercial
fisheries. In: T. J. A. Hundloe (eel).
Fisheries Management: Theory
and Practice in Queensland. Grif-
fith University Press (Brisbane). pp.
62-67
• Keywords: catch statistics,
management
1.0521 WltZell. WN ('981). Predation on IINenlie
green sea turtles, Chelonia mydas.
by a grouper. Promicrops lan-
coolows (pisces: Serranidae) in Ihe
Kingdom of Tonga. South Pacific.
Bull. Mar. SCI. 31: 935-936
• Keywords: Serranidae, teedlng
1.0531 WItZig. JF. Huntsman. GR (1984). Report:
Mortality rates of South Atlantic reef
fishes as determined from samples





• K.,worcIs: population. catch statistics
1.0541 Wolf. R. Chisletf, GR (1974). Trap fishing
explorations for snapper aOO re·
lated species in Cstlbbean and ad·
jacent waters. U. S. Nat!. Mar. Fish.
Se.... Mar. Fisl1. Rev. 36 (9): 49-61
• Keywords: lutjanldae, gear. catch
statistics
I,ossl Woodley. JD (1979). The effects of trap-
fishing on reef communities in
Jamaica. Proc. Assoc. 1st Mar.
Lab. Caribb. p. 27
• Keywords: exploitation. survey.
population. distribution
110561 Wright. A. Chapau. MR. Da1zen. PJ.
Richards. AH (1983). The marine
resources of the New Ireland
Province. A report on the present
utilization and potential for develop-
ment. Res. Rep. 83-13. Asheries
Research and Surveys Branch (OPl:
Port Moresby). 52 pp.
• Keywords: catch statistics.
managemem
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110571 Wright. A. Dalzell. PJ. Richards. AH (1986).
Some aspects of the biology of the
red bass. Lutjanus bohar
(Forsskal). from the Tigak Islands,
Papua New Guinea. J. Fish 8101.
28: 533-544
• Keywords: lutjanldae. reproduction.
"owth
110581 Wright. A, Richards. AH (1983). The yield
from a Papua New Guinea reef
fisl1ery. Report No. 83-07. Depan·
ment of Primary Industry (FISheries
Division) Port Moresby
• Keywords: catch statistics
110591 Wright. A, Richards, AH (1985). A multi·
species fishery associated with
coral reefs in the Tigak Islaros,
Papua New Guinea. Aslan Mar.
BioI. 2: 69-84
• Keywords: exploitation. management,
catch statistics, stock assessment
1.0601 Yager. J. Wiliams. D (1988). Predation by
gray snapper on cave bats in the
Bahamas. Bull. Mar. Sci. 43 (1):
102-103
• Keywords: lu1janldae, biology
110611 Yeh. SY. Chen. CY ('986). Survival estima·
tion based on length-frequency
analysis of red snapper fJ-utJanus
maJabaricus) in the northwest shelf
of Australia. Acta Oceanogr.
Taiwan 17: 119-126
• Keywords: lutjanldae, population,
AuStral'I8. growth
1.0621 Yah. SY. Chen. CX. Uu. HC (1986). Age
and growth ofLutjanus sabae in the
waters 011 nOl1hwestem Australia.
Acta Qceanogra. Taiwanlca Sci.
Rept16: 90-'02
• KeywOlds: Luljanidae. growth
1.0631 Young. PC. Mao1ln. RB (1982). Evidence
for protogynous hermaphroditism
in some lethrinkl fishes. J. Rsh.
Biol.21: 475-491
• KeywordS: Lethrlnidae, reproduction,
Austtalia
110641 Yu., S, Claro, RM (1976). Cycles of biologi-
cal processes in tropical fishes with
reference to Lutjanus synagris. J.
Ichthyology 16: 711-721
• K.-ywords: Lutjanidae, biology
110651 Yu., S, Claro, R, Silva, A (1972), The pat-
tern of feeding and the rate of diges-
tion In some tropJcal predatory fish.
J.lchthyol. 12: 818'!24
• Keywords: Serranldae, LutJaniclae,
feeding
110661 YU.• S. K1aro. RM (1975). On tha time of
ring formation In Lutlanldae.
Gldroblol. Zh. 12: 41-47
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, growth
It0671 YU.• S. K1aro. RM (1976). Cycles of biologi-
cal processes In tropical fishes with
reference to Lutjanus synagris (L ),
Vopr.lkhtiol. 16: 784-796
• Keywords: Lutjanidae, feeding, growth
110681 Yu.• S, Silva, A, K1aro, R. Popova, OA
(1975). The rate of digestion In tropi-
cal fishes. Zool. Zh. 54: 1506-1514
• Keywords: Serranidae, feeding
110691 Yu. Y. Zhang. Q. Chen. W, Xu, Y (1986). A
preliminary study on eigenvalues of
fish communities in waters sur-
rounding islands off the northern
Zhejlang. J, Fish. China Shulchan
Xuebao 10(3): 305-314
• K.-ywords: stock assessment,
population, el(f>loitatlon
110701 Zamora, DV, Gabuelo, WP, Arlsola, AT
(1987). Grouper Abstracts.
Bibllog. Ser. Brackishwat. Aquacult.
Inf. Syst. No.8. SEAFDEC (Philip-
pines). 95 pp.
• Keywords: Serranldae
110711 Zann,LP (1983). Traditional management
and conservation of fisheries In
Kiribati and Tuvalu atolls. In: K. Rud-
dle and R. E. Johannes (eds), Tha
traditional knowledge and
management of coastal systems
in Asia and the PacDic, Papers
presented at a UNESCO-ROSTSEA
regional seminar (5-9 December
1983). pp. 53·78
• Keywords: management
110721 Zupanovlc, S, Gonzal';', P (1975). Re-
search and fishing of grouper al
Champeche Bank. Mar. Peaca
(Habana) 112: 22-27




110731 Alcala. AC. aro G.P. Russ (1990). A
direct test of the effects of protec-
tive management on abundance
and yield of tropicaf marine resour·
ces. J. Cons. into Explor.
Mer~:40-47.
•K~ efftcts, exploita1icM,
11073 " Alan, G.A. (1975). Oomse"lshes 01 tho
South Sua. T.F.H. PublIcations.
• Keyworda: Itodc structure
110751 Alan, G.A. and A. SWanston (1988). The
marine fIShes of N~westem
AUltr1lU.. A field guide for
Ingler. end divers. Western
Australian Museum, 201 pp.
• KeywofC": taxonomy. distribution and
......
1'076'" Aylng, AM. and B.P. Mapstone (1991).
Unpublished data collected for
GBRMPA from a biological SUMly
01 reefs n the Calms section 01 the
Great Barrier Reel Marine Pari<.
• KeyWOfda: lUrvey,~ stock
_I
110771" Belnssen, K (1989a). Resutts oIthe Boutt
Reef replenishment area study.
Unpublished repollto GBRMPA
• K.ywcMda: Iklck au _ ...nt, yiekS
estimatn, eu::h4'ffort statisticI
1,0781' Beinssen, K (19891». Heron Reeldemer·
sal reel fish movement study Inter·
1m report. unpublished report 10
GBRMPA
• K-vwor.: dodc assessment, yield
~. CMC:tHtIort statlstloI
110791 Beverton. R.J.H. ar<! S.J. Holt (1957). On
the dynamics of exploited fish
poptJatlons. Fish. Invest. lJoro.,
Ser.2, 19.533 pp.
• Keywords: stock USftSll"Ient, yield
estimates, movement
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110801" Blarney, RoK and T.J. Hundloe (1991).
Characteristics of recreational
boaI: lishing in the Great Barrier
Reef region. Unpublished report
toGBRMPA.
• Keywonk: catch-etlort statistics, yield
osti....
110811 Carpenter. KE. and G.A. Alan (1989).
FAO lpIdes catalogue VoL 8.
Emperor fish•• and large-eye
breams of the world (family
L.ethrinidae). An ametated and
WUSlratad catalogue of lelhrinld
species known to date. FAO
Fisheries Synopsis. No. 125.
Vol. 9, Rome, FAO, 118pp.
•K~ taxonomy, distribution and
..-
110821 Castelnau. F. (1875). Researches on the
fishes 01 Australia. Intercolonial
Exhibition Essays 1975·6:
Colony 01 VIctoria. No.2: 3-52.
• Keywank taxonomy
110831" Qalk, G.J.S. (1981 b). Recreational fish·
...g on !he Great Barrier Reef: Rs--
search Anding•. Paper pr......ad
to -Managing Queensland
Fisheries Conference-. 1981.
•~: catdl-ettort statistics, gear.
yield ...mates
1,0841' Qaik, G.J.S. (1989a). Management 0/
reaeadonal fishing in the Great




110851" Qaik, G.J.S.·(I989b). Reef fISh In the
Grnat _ Reel region. Sum·
mary of research. In: Cralk,
G.J.S. J. GIalster and I. PoIner,
(ads). El1ecls 01 Ilshing in tho
Grea. Bnrler Reef Region.
Proceedings 01 • wor1<shop held
under the ausplcas 0/ the AdvlsoIy
Cornn*ee on Research on Fish-
ing In the Great Barrier Reef




110861-Craik, G.J.S., J. Glaister and I. Poiner
(1989). Eftects of lishmg in the
Great Barrier Reef region.
Proceedings of a workshop held
under the auspices of the Advisory
Committee on Research on Flsh-
ing in the Great Barrier Reef region.
Feb. 19-24. 1989. GBRMPA..
• KeywofcM: management, stock
assessm.nt
110871 °DartnaJl. JA (1989). Marine parks and
protected areas: a bibliography.
Technical Memorandum
GBRMPA-TM-18.
110931- Ferreira. B.P. and G.A. Russ (MS). Age.
growth and mortality of the inshore
coral trout PleClropomus
macuJatus (Pisces: Serranidae)
from the central Great Barrier Reef,
Australia. Submined to Ausl J.
Mar. Freshw. Res.
• Keywotds: $erranldae, growth
~ ° Ferrell. D.J. (1988). The population and
rep<oduetlve biology of Pseudo-
chromis queensJandica at One
Tree Island. Great Barrier Reef.
M.Sc Thesis, University of Sydney.
• Keywords: population
• Keywol"a.: management
If0961- FOlMer, AJ. (1990). Validation of annual
growth increments in the otolithsof
a smaA coral reef fish. Mar. Ecol.
Prog. Ser. 64; 25-38.
• K..., words: poputstion
Goodyear. C.P. and P. Phares (1990).
Status of red snapper stocks of
the Gulf of Mexk:o. Report for
1990. Contribution; CAD 89190-
05, Coastal Resources DMslon,
Southeast fisheries cent.... Miami
Laboollory. USA.
• Ke)"WOfds: yfefd estimates
Goodyear. C.P. (1989). Spawning stock
biomass per recruit: the blological
basis for a fisheries management
1001. ICCAT Working Document
SCRS/89/82. 10 pp.
• KeywofC": yield nlimates
Fourmanoir. P. (1976). Formes post-Iar-
valres et juveniles de poissons
cotlers prls enchalut pelagique
dans Ie sudouest PacrJQue. C.h.
Pac. 19:47-88.
• Keywords: earty lit. histmy
11088j- Davies. C.R (1989). The eflediv'eness
of non-destruc:tive sampling of
coral reef fish populations with
fish traps. Honours Thesis, Dept.
of Marine Biology, James Cook
University.
Eblsawa. A (1990). Reproductive biol-
ogy of Lethrinus nebulosus (Pis-
ces: let~rinldae) around the
Okinawanwaters. Nippon Sulsen
Gakkaishl56: 1941-1954.
• Keywords: early life hi,tory
• K.ywofda: stock assessm.nl, gear
11090). Doherty, P.J. and D. McB. Williams
(1988). The replenishment 01
populations of coral reef flShes.
OCeanogr. Mar. Blot Ann. Rev.
21;; 487.ss1.
• Keyw<M'ds: earty iii. history
11089j ° Dol1erty. P.J. (1987). Ught-tJaps: selec-
tive but useftj devices for quantify-
ing the distributions and
abundances of larval fishes. Bun.
Mar. Scl. 41: 423-431.
Ehrlich. P.R (1975). The population biol-
ogy of COf'a/ reellishes. Ann Rev.
Ecol. Syst. 6: 211-247.
• Keywords: stock structure
~ -Grart. E.M. (1975). Guide to Ashes.
Third edition. Department of Har-
bours and Marine, Brisbane,
Queensland. 640 pp.
• Keywocds: taxonomy. distribution and
habitat
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111001- Gwynne, L (1990). Areview olthe reef
line fishery and proposed
management measures. A dIs-
cussion paper. Queensland Fish
Management Authority, 16 pp.
• Keywords: stock assessment, geaf,
catch-effon statistics
111011-Jones, C.M. and G.B. Goeden (1985).
Report to the Great Barrier Reef
·Marine Park Authority on the in·
cidence of juvenile redflSh species
in commercial prawn trawl
bycatch. QUeensland Department
of Primary Industries. Mimeo.
8pp.
• Keywor": elll1y life history
111021- Kenchington, R.A. (1988). Managing
reefsand Inter.reefaJ environments
and resources for sl.l$talned ex-
ploltive; extractive and recreation·
aI uses. Proc. 6th Int. Coral Reef
Symp. 1: 81-87.
• K~da: managemem
111031- Leis, J.M. and B. Goldman (1987). Com-
position and distribution of larval
fISh assemblages in the Great Bar-
rier Reef lagoon, near Uzard Is-
land, Australia. Aust. J. Mar.
Freshwat. Res. 38: 211-223.
• Keywords: early life history
111041- Leis, J.M. and B. Goldman (MS). Dis-
tribution of fish larvae in the Great
Barrier Reef lagoon near Uzard
Island and Its implication for
management
• Keywords: stock structure, early life
history
Um, LC., L Cheong, H.B. Lee and H.H.
Hang (1985). Induced breeding
studies of the John's snapper Lut-
janus johni (Bloch) in Singapore.
Singapore J. Pri.lnd. 13: 70-83.
• Keywords: early life history
85
Masuda, H., K. Amaska, C. Araga, T.
Uyeno and T. Yoshimo (1984).
The fishes of the Japanese Ar-
chipelago. Tokal Un;"'. Press.
437 pp and 370 Plates.
• Keywords: taxonomy. distribution and
habitat
Milo, S. (1963). Pelagic fish eggs from
Japanese waters. III. Percina.
Jap. J. Ichlhyol. 11: 39-64.
• Keywords: early life history
Mori, K (1984). Early IWe history of LUI-
janus vltta (lutjanldae) In Yuya
Bay, Sea of Japan Jap J. leI>-
lhyol. 30: 374-392.
• Keywords: early life history
Myers. R.F. (1989). Mla-oneslan Reef
Fishes. Coral Graphics, Guam.
298 pp.
• Keywords: taxonomy, distribvtlon and
habitat
111101 Okera. W. (MS). Organisation of fish as-
semblages on the nortl:lern
Australian continental shelf. Un·
published MS.
• Keywords: distribution and habitat,
early life history
111111 Plan Development Team (pOn (1990).
The potential o' marine fishery
reserves for reef fish manage-





111121- Queensland Fisherman (various years).
Journal of the Queensland C0m-
mercial Fishermens Organisation
QCFO. Clayfleld. Queensland.
Specific references given in text
• Keywords: gear, cateh-effort statistics
!11131-Randall, J.E., G.R Allen and RC. Sleene
(1990). Fishes of the Great Bar·
rier Reef and Coral Sea. Craw·
ford House Press, BathtxSt. NSW,
507 pp.
• KeywOfCh: taxonomy. distribution and
Mbital
Renzha, Z. and L Sulan (1980). Studies
on the eggs and larvae develop-
ment of wise porgy. G)ffl-
noctanius grlseus (Temminck and
Schlegal). Act. 2001.
Slnlco 26: 132-135.
• KqNOrch: early lite hll10fy
1"1sl·Russ. G.A. (1991). Coral reel fisheries:
Effects and yields. !!!' P.F. Sale
(ed.) 111e Ecology 01 Fishes on
Cor.1 Reefs. Academic Press.
N.Y.• pp. 601-&5.
• Keyworch: stock assessment.
eate:h..ffoIt ltatistic::a, gear
Sato. T.• M. Walker and J.E. Randall
(1984). LethrirOdae. In: W. FIS-
cher and G. BIanchi (eds). FAO
Species Id_uon sheets lor
Fishery P..,.,.... Western in-
dian ocean. FAD, Rome.
• Keyworch: tu:onomy, distribution and
habit"
Seng. L.T. and Yong. W.S. (1987).
Parasites of wild and diseased
jlNenlle golden snapper, Lutjanus
johnl (Bloch). in loating cages in
Penang. Malaysia. AsIan FIsh..._
ScI_ 1: 83-90.
• Ke)'WOIcM: stodI; structure. cistribution
""' ......
Smith. M.M. (1986). Lethrinidae. in:
M.M. Smith and P.C. Heemstra
(ads). Smiths' Sea Fishes.
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, pp. 595-
600.
111191 Thompson, T. and WA Hubert (1990).
Influence of survey method on as·
lmates of Slalewide fIShing ac-
tivity. North Am. J. Fisher.
Management 10: 111-113.
_ Keywonh: SUlWy, eatdHffort statistics
111201- Trainor, N. (1991). Conmercialline fish-
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